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Abstract

This dissertation seeks to advance our understanding of the roles that

institutions play in economic development. How do institutions evolve? What

mechanisms are responsible for their persistence? What effects do they have on

economic development?

I address these questions using historical and contemporary data from Eastern

Europe and Russia. This area is relatively understudied by development economists. It

also has a very interesting history. For one thing, for several centuries it was divided

between different empires. For another, it experienced wars and socialism in the 20th

century. I use some of these exogenous shocks as quasi-natural social experiments to

study the institutional transformations and its effects on economic development both in

the short and long run.

This first chapter explores whether economic, social, and political institutions

vary in their resistance to policies designed to remove them. The empirical context for

the analysis is Romania from 1690 to the 2000s. Romania represents an excellent

laboratory for studying the persistence of different types of historical institutional

legacies. In the 18th and 19th centuries, Romania was split between the Habsburg and

Ottoman Empires, where political and economic institutions differed. The Habsburgs
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imposed less extractive institutions relative to the Ottomans: stronger rule of law, a more

stable and predictable state, a more developed civil society, and less corruption. In the

20th century, the Romanian Communist regime tried deliberately to homogenize the

country along all relevant dimensions. It was only partially successful. Using a

regression discontinuity design, I document the persistence of economic outcomes,

social capital, and political attitudes. First, I document remarkable convergence in

urbanization, education, unemployment, and income between the two former empires.

Second, regarding social capital, no significant differences in organizational

membership, trust in bureaucracy, and corruption persist today. Finally, even though

the Communists tried to change all political attitudes, significant discontinuities exist in

current voting behavior at the former Habsburg-Ottoman border. Using data from the

parliamentary elections of 1996-2008, I find that former Habsburg rule decreases by

around 6 percentage points the vote share of the major post-Communist left party and

increases by around 2 and 5 percentage points the vote shares of the main anti-

Communist and liberal parties, respectively.

The second chapter investigates the effects of Stalin’s mass deportations on

distrust in central authority. Four deported ethnic groups were not rehabilitated after

Stalin’s death; they remained in permanent exile until the disintegration of the Soviet

Union. This allows one to distinguish between the effects of the groups that returned to

their homelands and those of the groups that were not allowed to return. Using regional
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data from the 1991 referendum on the future of the Soviet Union, I find that deportations

have a negative interim effect on trust in central authority in both the regions of

destination and those of origin. The effect is stronger for ethnic groups that remained in

permanent exile in the destination regions. Using data from the Life in Transition

Survey, the chapter also documents a long-term effect of deportations in the destination

regions.

The third chapter studies the short-term effect of Russian colonization of Central

Asia on economic development. I use data on the regions of origin of Russian settlers

and push factors to construct an instrument for Russian migration to Central Asia. This

instrument allows me to interpret the outcomes causally. The main finding is that the

massive influx of Russians into the region during the 1897-1926 period had a significant

positive effect on indigenous literacy. The effect is stronger for men and in rural areas.

Evidently, interactions between natives and Russians through the paid labor market was

an important mechanism of human capital transmission in the context of colonization.

The findings of these chapters provide additional evidence that history and

institutions do matter for economic development. Moreover, the dissertation also

illuminates the relative persistence of institutions. In particular, political and social

capital legacies of institutions might outlast economic legacies. I find that most economic

differences between the former empires in Romania have disappeared. By the same

token, there are significant discontinuities in political outcomes. People in former
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Habsburg Romania provide greater support for liberalization, privatization, and market

economy, whereas voters in Ottoman Romania vote more for redistribution and

government control over the economy.

In the former Soviet Union, Stalin’s deportations during World War II have a

long-term negative effect on social capital. Today’s residents of the destination regions

of deportations show significantly lower levels of trust in central authority. This is

despite the fact that the Communist regime tried to eliminate any source of opposition

and used propaganda to homogenize people’s political and social attitudes towards the

authorities. In Central Asia, the influx of Russian settlers had a positive short-term effect

on human capital of indigenous population by the 1920s, which also might have

persisted over time.

From a development perspective, these findings stress the importance of

institutions for future paths of development. Even if past institutional differences are not

apparent for a certain period of time, as was the case with the former Communist

countries, they can polarize society later on, hampering economic development in the

long run. Different institutions in the past, which do not exist anymore, can thus

contribute to current political instability and animosity.
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1. Long-Term Economic and Political Effects of
Institutions: Habsburg and Ottoman Legacies in
Romania

1.1 Introduction

There is a wide agreement within economics that institutions matter for

development. The economic literature has studied how past institutions have affected

contemporary economic development (North, 1989 and 1991; Acemoglu, Johnson, and

Robinson, 2001; Greif, 2006; Kuran, 2011), formal institutions (La Porta et al., 2008), and

social capital (Greif, 1994; Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002; Nunn and Wantchekon, 2009;

Grosfeld and Zhuravskaya, 2015). A question that remains unsolved concerns the

relative persistence of various types of institutions. Are some more persistent than the

others? Do policies aimed at eliminating regional differences succeed better in some

domains than others?

In this paper, I argue that even when economic convergence occurs in a country

with historical institutional variations, political values and social attitudes may fail to

converge. Using evidence from Romania, which was divided between the Habsburg and

Ottoman Empires from 1690 until 1918, I seek to identify the lasting effects of imperial

institutions on economic outcomes, social capital, and political attitudes. I find that even
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a unitary national state that attempts for decades to eliminate regional differences may

fail to overcome systematic cross-regional differences in peoples’ political attitudes.

Romania represents an excellent laboratory for studying the persistence of

different types of historical institutional legacies. In the 18th and 19th centuries, it was

split between the Habsburg and Ottoman Empires, which imposed on Romania

different political and economic institutions. In particular, the Habsburgs imposed less

extractive institutions than the Ottomans. Habsburg Romania had stronger rule of law, a

more stable and predictable state, a more developed civil society, and less corruption. By

the beginning of the 20th century, these institutional differences made Habsburg

Romania more economically developed than Ottoman Romania, which is well

documented in historical literature (Constantinescu, 1994; Georgescu, 1990; Hitchins,

1994).

After World War I, the Romanian territories joined in a unitary national state.

Later, after World War II, the Communist authorities turned Romania into an extremely

centralized economy, which sought to eliminate all regional differences by regulating

almost every aspect of life. As a result, Romania today is a fairly homogenous country in

terms of formal institutions. Hence, unlike many other settings, the two parts of

Romania not only had different institutions in the past, but there was a deliberate
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intention to eliminate regional differences. An open theoretical and empirical question is

the extent to which they succeeded.

Treating the former Habsburg-Ottoman border as a quasi-natural experiment, I

use a regression discontinuity design to study three types of institutional legacies:

economic development, social capital, and political attitudes. Unlike many existing

studies on the role of historical institutions (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Nunn and

Wantchekon, 2009; Grosjean, 2011), I concentrate on one country, thus avoiding the

common identification problems associated with cross-country analysis. The analysis

involves merging several distinct datasets: data on historical European borders,

Romanian annual statistical reports in the 20th century, contemporary municipality-

level census data, current infrastructure data, Romanian parliamentary election data of

the 1990s and 2000s, and two waves of the Life in Transition Survey (2006 and 2010).

First, I find that after almost a century of united governance, differences in

economic outcomes between the two parts of Romania were gone. At the former

Habsburg-Ottoman border, there are no significant discontinuities in education,

unemployment rate, and income. Moreover, I document a significant convergence in

urbanization, industrial development, and both ethnic and religious composition. The

only economic legacy of the former empires involves infrastructure: Habsburg Romania

has a higher density of modern roads and higher night luminosity. Evidently, economic
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disparities between regions can be smoothed by policy interventions over few

generations.

Second, I analyze differences in social capital between the two former empires.

The historical literature on trust and civic norms does not allow one to reach an

unambiguous conclusion. On the one hand, there are studies that show the importance

of historical institutions for long-term social capital (Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002; Nunn

and Wantchekon, 2009). Putnam suggests that regional differences in civic norms, social

responsibility, and mutual assistance between Northern and Southern Italy in the 1970s

have their roots in different institutions during the medieval period (Putnam, 1993, p.

133, p. 149). Fukuyama notes that social capital requires habituation of moral norms and

cannot be acquired easily (1995, pp. 26-27). According to Greif (2006, pp. 394-396),

striking contemporary differences between European and Middle Eastern institutions

are explicable through late medieval institutions, which led to individualism and the

emergence of corporations in the former and kin-based society and social segregation in

the latter. Based on these arguments, more horizontal mistrust and vertical dependence

in formerly Ottoman Romania might persist today.

On the other hand, in the 20th century, Romania experienced an extremely

centralized and repressive Communist regime, which tried to homogenize society. Huge

changes in political and economic institutions took place at the beginning of Communist
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rule in 1947 and just after its collapse, beginning in 1989. People do not necessarily

associate newly established institutions with those that formerly existed, and such

legacies as trust in bureaucracy or corruption might disappear. Fukuyama argues that

political centralization and socialism in general undermine voluntary associations and

destroy civil society. Their effects can persist in later generations (Fukuyama, 1995, p. 39,

p. 54). According to this view, differences in social capital could have leveled off under

Communism.

Using the Life in Transition survey, I test empirically whether any significant

differences in social capital exist between the former empires. I find no significant

discontinuities in trust in bureaucracy and government institutions, corruption, or

organization membership. Evidently, these differences disappeared when the new

homogenous institutions of the centralized state were imposed. By the same token, there

is evidence of higher trust in strangers in formerly Habsburg Romania. This result is

consistent with the fact that Habsburg Romania had a relatively more developed civil

society with more social horizontal links, which contributed to its better economic

development compared to Ottoman Romania.

Finally, I identify significant differences at the former Habsburg-Ottoman border

in current political attitudes, as revealed by election results. Former Habsburg rule

decreases by around 6 percentage points the vote share of the major post-Communist
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left party, and increases by around 2 and 5 percentage points the vote shares of the main

anti-Communist and liberal parties in 1996-2008, respectively. Thus, voters in formerly

Habsburg Romania provide greater support for liberalization, privatization, and market

principles. At the same time, people in formerly Ottoman Romania show more support

for redistribution and government control over the economy; they are also more

resistant to privatization in the 1990s.

I provide a plausible explanation for the persistence of political differences.

Stronger rule of law, a more stable and predictable state, and a more developed civil

society in Habsburg Romania would have generated less support for collectivism and

less submissive attitudes toward the authorities. As Greif notes (2006, pp. 385-386), even

past institutions that are no longer effective can influence current behavior, particularly

through cultural beliefs that exist without central coordination. The Communist regime

in Romania attempted through propaganda and repression to restructure the value

system and cultural institutions. That it eliminated any opposition and won peoples’

loyalty is well documented (Georgescu, 1990, p. 239). What is unknown is whether

regional differences in political attitudes and values also disappeared. There are reasons

to believe that differences may persist. Alesina and Fuchs-Schündeln (2007) find that

differences in preferences for redistribution between Western and Eastern Germans live

on, although they are declining over time.
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Bisin and Verdier (2000) show that if vertical (intergenerational) and horizontal

(within society) transmissions of values are substitutes, then heterogeneity of

preferences persists in the long run. Moreover, minorities have more incentives to

socialize their children in terms of their own values and attitudes (Bisin et al., 2004). For

decades under Communism people might not have rebelled or protested openly,

because of the repressive nature of the regime. However, their political preferences and

values could have persisted and been transmitted within families and communities. In

the 1970s and 1980s, the largest strikes and protests against Communism occurred in the

formerly Habsburg regions. This is consistent with the identified border discontinuity in

Communist Party membership rates in the Life in Transition survey. When Romania’s

highly repressive Communist regime fell, people started to express publicly their

political preferences. They also started to vote according to their actual preferences,

generating a discontinuity in political outcomes. Moreover, the ideological dimension

and agendas of the main political parties differ today from those that existed before

Communism. In this sense, Communist rule reinforced differences in political

preferences between Habsburg and Ottoman Romania.

I also test empirically a number of alternative explanations for differences in

political outcomes between the former empires. The data fail to support several

alternative hypotheses that might explain the persistence of differences in political
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attitudes and values. Neither geographic variables, nor greater ethnic diversity

historically in Habsburg Romania, nor the relative overrepresentation of Ottoman

Romanians in high echelons of the Communist bureaucracy explain the observed

patterns.

This is the first paper that goes beyond comparison of averages in analyzing

regional differences in political outcomes in Romania at the level of municipalities, the

lowest level for which data are available. It is also the first attempt to link the regional

differences to the two former empires and their institutions. In the existing literature,

differences in voting and electoral behavior between the two parts of Romania are

described at the regional level (Roper and Fesnic, 2003, Dimitrova-Grajzl, 2007,

Haydukiewicz, 2011). However, these differences are usually attributed to the

Hungarian minority living in Romania’s formerly Habsburg part and to variations in

distance to Western Europe. Historical differences in institutions usually receive little

attention.

This paper adds to the growing literature on the legacies of Islamic and

European historical institutions, showing that political legacies can outlast economic and

social capital legacies. Kuran (2011) analyzes how Islamic institutions led to the relative

underdevelopment of the Middle East and the Balkans. Grosjean (2011) has

demonstrated that Ottoman rule in Balkan countries is associated with lower financial
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development today. More generally, Dimitrova-Grajzl (2007) finds that the formerly

Ottoman countries of Europe have relatively worse institutions. Becker et al.

(forthcoming) add that the residents of the formerly Habsburg regions have a higher

level of trust in the courts and the police compared to those in the formerly Ottoman

regions. Further, there are indications of relatively higher demand for litigation in the

formerly Habsburg territories of Romania (Mendelski and Libman, 2011). In related

work, Grosfeld and Zhuravskaya (2014) show that the former partitions of Poland have

had persistent effects on infrastructure and also culture.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 1.2 discusses historical

background and institutional differences. Section 1.3 lays out the main hypotheses. Data

are described, and the identification strategy is explained in Sections 1.4 and 1.5,

respectively. Empirical results are in Section 1.6. Section 1.7 tests some alternative

hypotheses and provides robustness checks. Section 1.8 concludes.

1.2 Historical Background and Institutions

In this section I describe briefly the history of Romania. Section 1.2.1 focuses on

institutional differences in Romanian territories before the country’s unification. In

Section 1.2.2 I summarize the history of united Romania in the 20th century. Finally,

Section 1.2.3 analyzes Romania’s political transition after the fall of Communism in 1989.
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1.2.1 Romania Before Unification

1.2.1.1 History of Romania Before Unification

Contemporary Romania consists of three historical provinces: Wallachia,

Moldavia, and Transylvania.1 Further on in the paper, I compare Transylvania, the

formerly Habsburg part, with Wallachia and Moldavia, the formerly Ottoman part.

The Romanian territories are mentioned in historical literature since the 9th–

10th centuries. The stratification of peasant communities led to the emergence of a

socioeconomically privileged aristocracy, which gradually accumulated wealth and land

(Pascu, 1982, pp. 45-46). The rich landowners were called boyars. They represented the

ruling class and had a mainly military function. Gradually, the communities got

consolidated in voivodates, which represented small feudal political units. All land was

divided into estates, whose residents - peasants and serfs - were required to provide

certain labor services to the boyar and pay taxes. The ruler of the voivodates was called

a voivode and was elected by the local boyars. Voivodes and boyars were the supreme

administrative leaders in a certain territory.

In the 13th century Hungary attempted to extend its suzerainty to the Romanian

territories, which met resistance from the local population. By the mid-14th century the

voivodates were consolidated into three principalities: Transylvania, Wallachia, and

1 Throughout the paper Transylvania is defined broadly, including Banat and parts of Bukovina, which lie within
contemporary Romania.
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Moldavia. Following the Ottoman occupation in the 15th and 16th centuries, all three

principalities became Ottoman vassal states for at least a century and a half: Wallachia in

1462-1711, Moldavia in 1538-1714, and Transylvania in 1541-1690. However, unlike in

other Balkan countries, for example Serbia and Bulgaria, the Ottomans did not try to

change local institutions. Nor did they settle the Romanian territories. The princes of

Transylvania, Wallachia, and Moldavia were chosen by the local boyars among

themselves, subject to the Sultan’s approval. However, these elections were rarely free

and were corrupt (Murdock, 2002). They had to pay annual tribute to the Ottoman

Empire. In addition, the princes were obliged to pay annual contributions called

peșcheșurile, military contributions and bribes to the Sultan and high Ottoman officials

(Georgescu, 1990, p. 52). Around 1600 Michael the Brave managed to unite the three

principalities under his rule, but not for long. Figure 1 shows the borders of historical

regions of Romania around 1600.

After several Habsburg-Ottoman wars in the late 17th century, Transylvania

passed under control of the Habsburg Empire. It formed part of the Habsburg Empire in

1690-1867 and, subsequently, of Austria-Hungary until World War I. Just around the

time when Transylvania became a part of the Habsburg Empire, the so-called Phanariot

period started in the two other Romanian principalities, which lasted in Wallachia in

1711-1834 and in Moldavia in 1715-1834. During the Phanariot period, the Ottoman
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Empire started to appoint Phanariots, Greek elites from Istanbul who had close

connections to the Sultan, as the princes of Wallachia and Moldavia. Simultaneously, the

Ottomans significantly increased the tax and tribute obligations of the two principalities.

Beginning 1821 the national movement and attempts of rebellions became more

intensive in both Wallachia and Moldavia. From 1834 to 1877 there was a dual Russian

and Ottoman protectorate in both principalities, which helped to decrease their

dependence on the Ottomans. Finally, in 1877 Wallachia and Moldavia united to create

the Kingdom of Romania, without Transylvania. Major European powers recognized the

new state. Figure 2 shows the map of the Kingdom of Romania in 1900.

Habsburg rule in Transylvania and Phanariot rule in Wallachia and Moldavia

from the early 18th century until the first half of the 19th century correspond to the

emergence of the striking institutional differences between the Romanian territories. In

the next section I analyze these institutional differences in detail.

1.2.1.2 Institutional Differences in the 18th and 19th Centuries

Compared to the Ottoman part of Romania, the Habsburg part was characterized

by a more stable and predictable political system. After the loss of Transylvania to the

Habsburg Empire and increasing competition between the European empires in the late

17th century, the Ottoman Empire found it increasingly expensive to finance its army.
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Accordingly, it risked losing control over Wallachia and Moldavia.  As a response, the

Ottomans decided to establish the so-called Phanariot regime in the two principalities.

Under the Phanariot regime, the Sultan appointed a prince to each principality

from among wealthy Greeks of the Phanar (Fener) district in Istanbul. The replacement

of princes elected from among the local nobility with the Greek elites in Istanbul allowed

the Ottomans to increase control over the two principalities. The Greek rulers were

usually appointed directly by the Sultan. They were generally very loyal to him and

ready to fulfill the Empire’s growing tribute and tax obligations. At the same time,

Wallachia and Moldavia did not adopt Islamic institutions. They were not a part of the

Empire’s millet governance system, under which religious minorities lived under legal

regimes of their own. Preserving the Romanian indigenous institutions probably

decreased local resistance to the intensification of Ottoman control and fiscal pressure.

So did the fact that their new rulers belonged to the Orthodox Church, like most

Romanians.

The prince’s power within his Ottoman principality was nearly absolute. In both

Wallachia and Moldavia, the prince appointed prefects of the districts (ispravniks) from

the local boyars, who exercised executive, fiscal, and judicial duties in their districts. The

only functions of the principality itself were fiscal and judicial. The boyars had to collect
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taxes from the landlords within districts. As for the peasants, they had to fulfill tribute

obligations to the Ottomans.

The Sultan appointed the Greek princes in return for gifts and bribes. In effect, he

auctioned off the position. The Greek elite from Phanar who provided the largest sums

got the appointment. The sums could be huge. In 1818 the equivalent of Wallachia’s two

annual budgets was paid as a bribe for the prince’s office (Hitchins, 1996, p. 20). This

resulted in an extremely corrupt system of governance, with enormous sums paid for

each appointment. Since there were no fixed salaries, officials considered a bribe for an

office as an investment and wanted to collect as much money as they could in order to

repay their debts quickly.2 The princes of Wallachia and Moldavia usually competed

with each other for the office and a dismissed prince of one principality could be

appointed as a prince the other. The turnover of princes and other officials was very

high, and they knew that they could be dismissed at any time. As one observer wrote,

“what is remarkable about these despots, is that all their riches, money and jewels are

always in trunks and travelling bags, as if they had to leave at any moment” (Carra,

1777, p. 184). Uncertainty about tenure and high mobility made the princes have short

horizons. Accordingly, they lacked incentives to carry out reforms. The very high

2 The enormous level of corruption left its traces in the language: a Greek word chiverneo (govern) entered the Romanian
language as chiverniseala (getting rich).
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turnover of all officials in Wallachia and Moldavia generated an atmosphere of fear and

uncertainty (Georgescu, 1990, p. 78).

The basic reason for a high turnover of the princes in Wallachia and Moldavia is

the corrupt government system of the Ottoman Empire (Papachristou, 1992). Since the

Sultan and his ministers got paid for each appointment, it was in the Sultan’s interest to

make changes frequently. The bargain between the Sultan and the prince implied that

the latter could enrich himself at the expense of the province as long as he satisfied

constantly growing demands of the former. In reality, this arrangement ended

sometimes with the prince’s bankruptcy and his dismissal. The prince auctioned off to

the highest bidder every appointment he could make in the principality (Papachristou,

1992). If before 1739 the boyars were represented only by the ancient wealthy landlords,

after the reform of Constantin Mavrocordat (1711-1769) the tittle of a boyar could be

obtained as a derivative of the office-holder (Georgescu, 1973).  This reform created an

additional incentive for corruption.

In contrast to Wallachia and Moldavia, in Habsburg-controlled Transylvania the

political system was more stable and more predictable. Transylvania was incorporated

into the governance system of the Habsburg Empire. The region was run by a

Gubernium that hold administrative and judicial power; the governor was appointed

directly from Vienna. The emperor often interfered in the political agenda (Pascu, 1982,
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p. 135). Habsburg Transylvania represented a very centralized bureaucracy, whose

officials were generally either German or Hungarian. Each official got a fixed salary. The

Habsburg Empire was also interested in Transylvania as a source of additional revenue.

However, unlike the other Romanian territories, here the taxes were collected by agents

of the Imperial Treasury according to strict rules and consistent policies. For example,

when the Habsburg Empire occupied a Southern district of Wallachia for a short period

in 1716, the Habsburg officials were surprised to find out fraud, abuse, and

disorganization of the fiscal system in the principality: there were no receipts for

collected taxes, and double taxing was a common practice (Seton-Watson, 1963, p. 137).

Given the accounts just provided, it should come as no surprise that the average

reign of the prince lasted three times longer in Habsburg Romania than in Ottoman

Romania in 1730-1821; it was 8.5 years in Transylvania compared to 2.5 years in

Wallachia. Table 1 reports the average tenures of princes, and Table A1 in Appendix

provides a full list of the rulers of the three territories during that period.

The differences in political systems between the Habsburg and Ottoman

Romania had an important implication for the rule of law. In the Ottoman principalities

there was no unique law: all disputes were solved according to the local customs

derived from Roman law and their interpretations by local prefects and judges.

However, very high turnover of the officials, including judges, led to great arbitrariness
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and high variation in judicial practices. High-ranking judges changed almost every year

(Wilkinson, 1820, p. 54). As with other offices, the judges’ offices were sold to the highest

bidder, with little regard to qualifications. The supreme judicial power belonged to the

Divan, the supreme council that was composed of eleven boyars and the metropolitan

bishop. The Divan represented the supreme court, which considered all appeals about

decisions of the local judges. The members of the Divan were appointed by the prince

every year. Thus, they were dependent on the prince, and their decisions never

contradicted the prince’s will (Wilkinson, 1820, p. 49). Consequently, in the Ottoman

principalities laws were unstable over time, incoherent, and subject to biased

interpretations (Mendelski and Libman, 2014). Different verdicts could emerge from

similar cases.

The Habsburgs respected the pre-existing customary law in Transylvania. But

gradually they changed the customary law by royal decrees and introduced Austrian

law. As Mendelski and Libman (2014) point out, the judicial system here differed from

that of the Ottoman principalities in two respects. First, judges were appointed based on

their qualifications and for longer terms. They had to pass examinations to be

considered at all. They were to be independent of the local administration. Second, the

Habsburg emperors started judicial reforms aimed at legal codification and

consolidation. This process started with the Diploma Leopoldium in 1691. In the 1760s
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the so-called continuous tables were organized, which represented local courts and

allowed peasants to appeal against their landlords. In sum, the Habsburg territory of

Romania was exposed to stronger rule of law and less corruption.

Habsburg Romania was also characterized by a stronger civil society than

Ottoman Romania (Dimitrova-Grajzl, 2007). First, the former was more ethnically and

religiously diverse. The empire encouraged the migration of German and Hungarian

colonizers to Romanian lands. In 1784 around 63.5% of the total population in

Transylvania was Romanian, with 24.1% Hungarian, and 12.4% German (Georgescu,

1990, p. 89). Occupational division was largely based on ethnicity: about 95% of

Romanians were peasants, whereas most nobles were represented by Hungarians and

Germans. At the same time, neither Ottoman Turks nor Ottoman Greeks settled in

Wallachia and Moldavia. The Ottoman principalities were more ethnically

homogeneous, with about 92% of the total population being Romanians. The boyars in

these two principalities represented around 1% of the total population (Georgescu, 1990,

p. 85).

Second, the Habsburg part had a parliament called the Diet, which had some

legislative power. It represented the interests of German and Hungarian nobility.

Although the imperial administration was very centralized, the actual local

administrations remained highly decentralized and had local autonomy (Becker et al.,
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forthcoming). By contrast, no representative institutions existed in Wallachia and

Moldavia after the General Assembly was dismissed in 1749.

Finally, the Churches in the Habsburg part were more diverse and more

independent from the state. Historically, most Romanians were Orthodox. However,

with an incorporation of Transylvania into the Habsburg Empire there was an attempt

to convert Transylvanian Romanians into Catholicism. A special Greek-Catholic Church

emerged that kept some of the Orthodox traditions but recognized the Pope of Rome. As

a result, Transylvania’s Romanians were divided between the Orthodox and Greek-

Catholic Churches. The majority of Hungarians were Catholic, whereas Germans were

mostly Protestant (Lutheran, Calvinist, or Unitarian). Due to this confessional diversity,

the Orthodox and Greek-Catholic Churches played a more critical role in political life in

Transylvania (Hitchins, 1969, pp. 22-24). In the Habsburg part of Romania the Churches

were more independent from the state. As such, they played a key role in the formation

of the Romanian national movement and in shaping the worldviews of Romanian

intellectual elites. Unlike Transylvania, in Wallachia and Moldavia 93% of population

was Orthodox, and the Church was not separated from the state. The metropolitan

bishops were appointed by the prince with the approval of the Patriarch in Istanbul,

who was the Ottoman Sultan’s ally. Thus, in the Ottoman part of Romania the Church
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was incorporated into the Orthodox cultural world with Greek and Orthodox influence

and did not play such a significant role in the social and political life as in Transylvania.

Pathologies in the political system of the Ottoman principalities led to an

inefficient state, whose primary economic function was taxation. Besides the corruption

burden, there were obligations to pay high annual tributes to the Ottoman Treasury,

deliver provisions for the Ottoman army, supply certain goods at fixed low prices, and

provide various labor services. For example, in 1822 45% of all expenditures of the

Moldavian principality went to the Ottomans (Georgescu, 1990, p. 77). The provision of

public goods was very limited in the Ottoman principalities. Even in the early 19th

century, roads were rudimentary and mail service was primitive by West European

standards (Georgescu, 1990, p. 83). Wallachia and Moldavia were not allowed to have

direct diplomatic and economic relations with foreign countries. Consequently, they

were isolated economically from the Western world. The Ottomans tightly regulated the

trade of the two principalities. All their trade with other countries was subject to

approval of the Ottoman Palace.

As Seton-Watson (1963, p. 127) notes, the Phanariot princes can be compared

with “a farmer holding insecurely by a short lease, who tries to extract as much as

possible from the land, ignoring the rules of cropping and rotation.” If there had been

any attempts of reforms, they had no chances for success because the rules and laws
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could have been changed arbitrarily by a successor. Take the case of a prince of

Moldavia in 1749, Constantine Mavrocordat, who introduced the four yearly tax levies.

The number of levies was changed to twenty per annum under his successor. An

unstable and corrupt government discouraged investment and improvement in

governance (Wilkinson, 1820, p. 131).

Unlike Wallachia and Moldavia, in Transylvania the state played an important

role in economic development. Besides fiscal functions the state had social obligations as

well, especially after the reforms of Joseph II, who tried to eliminate regional differences

and promote schools and education (Georgescu, 1990, p. 88). Some of the collected taxes

were invested in setting up the first factories, mining companies, and miners’ schools

(Pascu, 1982, p. 140). The Habsburg authorities invested more in public goods provision

and infrastructure, which led to a more developed transport and communication

systems. For example, around 1900 the railway network in Transylvania reached 4,000

km compared to 3,140 km in twice larger Kingdom of Romania (Constantinescu, 1994, p.

195). At the same time, Transylvania had direct and broader relations with Western

Europe and, as a result, commerce started developing earlier in the 18th century, mostly

by Austrians and Germans.

The Phanariot regime is often mentioned the historical literature as a source of

economic stagnation in the Ottoman part of Romania. This is evident in commercial
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organization. In Transylvania modern commercial organizational forms emerged earlier

than in Wallachia and Moldavia. Already in 1872 Transylvania had 34 joint-stock

companies. But formerly Ottoman Romania only three such companies operated as late

as in 1903 (Constantinescu, 1994, p. 192). The first modern banks came to the Ottoman

part of Romania 30 years later than to the Habsburg part, in 1864, as opposed to 1835.

Thus, already in the 19th century the Habsburg part was more economically developed

than the rest of Romania.

1.2.2 United Romania

For several centuries the Romanian territories were parts of different empires

and only in 1918, after World War I, did the Kingdom of Romania (former Wallachia

and Moldavia) unite with Transylvania to form Greater Romania. I briefly describe the

history of Romania in the 20th century in Section 2.2.1. Section 2.2.2 analyzes the

economic convergence between two historical parts of Romania.

1.2.2.1 History of United Romania

At its unification in 1918, Romania was a constitutional monarchy. There were

parliamentary elections with universal suffrage. But executive power belonged mostly to

the king. Early on, the Romanization of the bureaucracy was a basic goal. In fact, the

political elites in Bucharest were afraid of competition from the political elites in former

Transylvania, who were represented mostly by Hungarians and Germans (Fischer-
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Galati, 1991). Consequently, the laws and practices of formerly Ottoman Romania were

transplanted onyo recently adjoined Transylvania. Thus, in 1923 a new constitution was

adopted, which basically extended the 1866 constitution of Wallachia and Moldavia on

the new regions.

The country became a unitary state, and all authority was centralized in

Bucharest, which is located in formerly Ottoman Romania. The central government

could appoint and dismiss the mayors of communes, dismiss regional councils, and

appoint the prefects of regions. At the same time, the government tried to eliminate

regional differences between territories of the country. In 1920 the authorities

expropriated all rural property that belonged to foreigners. To cope with a lower level of

education in former Wallachia and Moldavia, in 1924 a new education law was passed,

which made seven years of education compulsory. It also established new universities.

In general, the education policy was aimed at the reduction in illiteracy, especially in the

formerly Ottoman regions, where the authorities introduced adult literacy courses.

The period from 1934 until 1947 was characterized by growing authoritarianism

with an introduction of censorship and administration by decrees from the central

government. Since 1934 the role of the so-called Iron Guard increased significantly in

Romanian politics and it finally formed the government in 1940. This was a far-right,

nationalist, and anti-Semitic movement. All democratic institutions were abolished.
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During that period the country became ethnically more homogeneous. It was

characterized by an emigration of ethnic minorities after 1938, especially Germans and

Jews. Meanwhile the share of foreign capital dropped from 40% in 1918 to 20% in 1938.

During World War II Romania fought on the side of the Axis powers. However, after

significant advancement of the Soviet army into its territory, Romania took the side of

the Allies. It fell under the Soviet sphere of influence after 1945.

In 1947 Romania became the Romanian People’s Republic. The Communist

period had already started. The Communist regime set out to transform the Romanian

society to eliminate the slightest opportunity for opposition. The move involved vast

terror and repressions. The leaders of all other political parties were arrested and put in

camps for political prisoners. Already by 1948 around 90% of production was

nationalized and much private land was expropriated. Special industrial commissions

were created; these determined production plans and prices, and they also allocated

resource. Private property continued to exist, but in a very limited form. Agricultural

collectivization started in 1949, but it progressed slowly; it was finished only in 1962, by

which time 96% of all farms were collective farming units. This process was associated

with high resistance from the peasants. However, any attempts of the revolts were

harshly suppressed by the special secret police Securitate and all opponents of

collectivization were arrested. The Church was another object of repression. The Greek-
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Catholic Church was forced to unite with the Orthodox Church and the number of

Catholic bishops was restricted by the authorities. Some clergy and bishops became

political prisoners. The repressions and terror were much harsher in Romania compared

to other Eastern European countries (Georgescu, 1990, p. 237). This might explain why

until 1989, there were no major uprisings against the Communist authorities in

Romania, unlike those in Hungary and Poland.

Communist Romania was a very centralized state-controlled economy directed

from Bucharest. In terms of regulation of labor issues Romania went further than any

other Eastern European country. For example, all wages were determined by State

Planning Committee. They varied primarily by industry, not by region (Andréna et al.,

2005). There was also a strict control over migration, which prevented people from

moving from towns to cities and between the regions. One of the particular features of

Communist economic policy was an extraordinary emphasis on heavy industrialization,

which was carried out throughout the whole country. The authorities deliberately tried

to mitigate uneven economic development. It was not to be located in just few former

major industrial centers (Chirot, 1978). If in 1938 the industry and agriculture made up

30.8% and 38.1% of the national income, respectively, already in 1974 the figures were

56.6% and 15.9%, respectively.
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There was a short period of liberalization in the late 1950s, but repressions and

government control over economy got even harsher when Ceaușescu came to power in

1965. During his rule, all planning and centralization tendencies intensified and were

amplified with a cult of personality. Ceaușescu completely rewrote the Romanian

history stressing Romanian national identity. The ethnic minorities, primarily

Hungarians, were not persecuted openly, but there was a policy aimed at their

assimilation. There were no attempts of economic liberalization even in the 1980s, when

these reforms had already been carried out in most Communist countries of Eastern

Europe. The heavy industrialization proceeded at the expense of agriculture and was

carried out despite a lack of natural resources and raw materials in Romania, relying

mainly on imports. Jointly, these policies led to extremely poor living conditions in the

1980s.

No reliable data exist on the number of dissidents and protests during

Communist rule. One of the major strikes was the protest of 35,000 miners in the Jiu

valley in 1977, who demanded the creation of a free trade union. Another large

demonstration occurred in Bucharest in 1979 and was also related to the trade union

movement. There was a dissident movement in the Church in the 1970s–1980s, mainly

among Orthodox and Protestants. Again, the exact numbers are unknown. In 1987 a

large strike in Brașov led to social unrest. Like the others, it was harshly suppressed by
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the police. The Romanian revolution of 1989 started in Timișoara, when Protestant

clergyman refused to move to another parish. The resulting mass demonstrations were

bloodily repressed. A few days later the Communist regime fell, and Ceaușescu was

executed.

After 1989 the gradual process of economic and political transition started with

the integration into the European Union. Romania is one of the poorest countries of the

EU. In 2012 its GDP per capita in PPS was 49% of the EU average. Today Romania is a

unitary state with homogeneous political and economic institutions. The historical

borders between Transylvania, Wallachia, and Moldavia lack practical relevance

nowadays. As Figure 3 shows, Romania is administratively divided into 42 counties.

Figure 4 shows a brief timeline of Romanian history.

1.2.2.2 Economic Convergence in Romania in the 20th Century

Already in the first years after the unification, in the 1920s, there were attempts

to eliminate regional differences. Later, especially during Communist rule, the

authorities tried to implement the policies of homogenization throughout the entire

country. Using Romania’s annual statistics books for the Communist period, I extracted

regional level data for urbanization, ethnicity, religion, education, and industrial

production. I aggregated these for the former Habsburg and Ottoman parts, which
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allows to analyze whether there was any convergence between the two historical

regions.

Table 2 presents the dynamics of the share of urban population in the 20th

century. If in 1930 and 1948 the former Habsburg part was less urbanized than the

former Ottoman part (17.4% against 24.2% in 1930), then already in 1965 the

urbanization rate in the Habsburg part was almost 7% higher than in the Ottoman part.

By 1990 the gap in urbanization had decreased, and the urbanization rate was 57% in the

former Habsburg versus 54.3% in the former Ottoman part.

The convergence in ethnic composition of population was possible primarily

due to the emigration of German and Hungarian ethnic minorities to Hungary and

Germany starting as long ago as the late 1930s. Table 3 reports the population share of

main ethnic groups in 1930, 1956, and 2011. If the population share of Romanians

remained stable in the former Ottoman territories at the level of around 90%, their

population share in the former Habsburg part increased from 57.8% in 1930 to 72% in

2011. At the same time, during that period the population shares of Hungarians and

Germans fell from 24.4% and 9.8% to 16.7% and 0.5%, respectively. Thus, even though

the population is still more ethnically diverse in the former Habsburg part, there was a

significant convergence in its ethnic composition.
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Table 4 compares religious affiliations in 1930 and 2011. The population share of

Orthodox was stable in the formerly Ottoman territories at the level around 90%,

whereas in the former Habsburg part the population share of Orthodox increased from

34.8% to 66.9%. There is a decrease in the population shares of Greek-Catholics,

probably due to their forced conversion into Orthodox. However, their decrease is

higher in the former Habsburg part, where the population share of Greek-Catholics

dropped from 24.9% in 1930 to 2% in 2011.

Table 5 reports the differences in education between the former Habsburg and

Ottoman parts of Romania in 1930 and 2011. The illiteracy rate was almost 12% lower in

the formerly Habsburg territories in 1930; by 2011 the difference was less than 0.5%. The

Communist authorities strove to eliminate regional differences in education. In 2011 the

differences in education level between the Habsburg and Ottoman parts of Romania

were negligible. Table 7 shows the dynamics of the number of universities and students

in the 20th century. There were more universities in the former Ottoman territories in

1930, mainly due to concentration in the capital, Bucharest. By 2011 the differences in the

number of universities (three universities) and university students per 1000 people

became smaller (around 1 student). Thus, one observes a homogenization in both the

educational level and literacy, between the Habsburg and Ottoman parts.
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Table 7 compares of the industrial production between the former Habsburg and

Ottoman territories. Initially Transylvania was more industrially developed. For

example, in 1938 its per capita industrial production was 25% higher than in formerly

Ottoman Romania. By 1950 this difference became even larger, around 50%. However,

by 1980 the per capita industrial production in the former Habsburg territories was only

12% higher than in the former Ottoman territories. In 1950-1980 the total industrial

production increased 30 times in the former Habsburg territories against 48 times in the

former Ottoman territories. It confirms the fact that the Communist authorities made an

attempt to industrialize the country uniformly. The initially less developed Ottoman

part grew faster.

In sum, the regional statistics data show a significant convergence in

urbanization, education, and industrial production in Romania during the 20th century,

especially during the Communist period. The country also became more homogenous in

terms of ethnicity and religion.

1.2.3 Transition to Democracy

After the 1989 revolution, the National Salvation Front (FSN) came to power. It

was founded by the former Communist Party members who called themselves

“moderate communists” and opposed Ceaușescu. FSN declared itself an interim

government and proposed a reform program, which included free elections, separation
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of powers, and the elimination of a centralized economy. In reality, FSN became a post-

Communist political party, which included many former high-ranking Communist

officials and consolidated its rule in Romania in the first half of the 1990s. In 1990, Ion

Iliescu from FSN became Romania’s first elected president with 85.1% of the vote. FSN

itself received 66.3% of the vote in the parliamentary elections.

Although there were elections during the Communist period, their results hardly

reflected peoples’ real political preferences. The reported turnout was around 99% and

around 99% of the voters supported the ruling Communist Party. The collapse of the

Communist regime started the process of forming new political parties. In the absence of

civil society and because of the pervasiveness of preference falsification (Kuran, 1995),

there was a high uncertainty about the real political preferences and attitudes of the

voters. Hence, many small parties appeared, disappeared, split into several parties, or

formed alliances. For example, 82 parties and coalitions were on the ballot in the 1992

parliamentary elections. However, the results of the general elections were essentially

stable (Marian, 2013, p. 11). In 1992, seven parties won seats in the parliament, in 1996

six parties, in 2000 and 2004 five parties, and only four parties in 2008.

The main electoral laws were passed in 1990 and 1992, with some amendments

in 1996. The Romanian Parliament consists of two chambers, the Chamber of Deputies

and the Senate, which are elected at the same time and under the same rules; they differ
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only in the number of representatives. As a result, the two chambers differed only

slightly in their composition (Nohlen and Stover, 2010, p. 1581). The election system is

proportional representation with 42 multi-member districts, ranging from four

representatives in the smallest district to 29 representatives in Bucharest, the largest

electoral district (Rose and Munro, 2003, pp. 246-249).3 Before 2008, the national closed-

list ballot was used, which means that voters in different districts voted for the same

national list of candidates representing a party. After the election reform in 2008, multi-

member districts were replaced by single-member electoral districts and individual

candidates were allowed to run.

The political disputes between the main parties in the 1990s were based mostly

on the post-Communist legacies and reforms, not on ideology (Marian, 2013, p. 118). In

1992, FSN split into two parties, the Party of Romanian Social Democracy (PDSR) and

Democratic Party (PD).

PDSR remained the ruling party until 1996 with its leader, Ion Iliescu, in the

president’s office. This party was perceived as a left post-Communist party because it

incorporated many former high-ranking Communist officials. It pursued policies of

European social democrats. PDSR advocated social benefits, subsidized large

3 For all seats that cannot be distributed proportionally, there is a district pool of seats, which is distributed using the
Haare largest remainder method, and the national pool of seats, which is distributed according to the d’Hondt highest-
average method. Additionally, there are 19 seats in the Chamber of Deputies (out of 347 in total), which are reserved for
19 officially recognized ethnic minority parties that do not meet the required threshold (5% threshold for parties, 8% for
blocs).
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unprofitable state enterprises, and objected to austerity policies, privatization, and

decentralization.

The main opposition parties in the early 1990s were the National Peasant Party

(PNTCD) and the National Liberal Party (PNL). PNTCD defined itself as a Christian-

Democratic party and positioned itself as anti-Communist. In particular, PNTCD

harshly criticized the repressions during the Ceaușescu era. PNL initially appeared as a

pro-European and monarchist party. In 1992, PNTCD and PNL consolidated in an

alliance known as the Romanian Democratic Convention (CDR), which represented the

main opposition force to PDSR until 1996, when it became the ruling force. CDR’s main

agenda was a state based on the rule of law, a free market economy, and large-scale

privatization.

On the nationalist wing, the major parties are UDMR, PRM, and PUNR. UDMR,

the Hungarian Democratic Union of Romania, supports the local autonomy of

Hungarians, the use of Hungarian language in schools and universities,

decentralization, integration into the European Union, and a market economy. UDMR is

the only ethnic minority party to win enough votes to gain seats in the parliament

without a quota for ethnic minorities. PRM, the Greater Romania Party, is a nationalist

party, which praises Ceaușescu’s policies and seeks to recover Romanian territories lost

in World War II to the Soviet Union (Rose and Munro, 2003, p. 254). Another nationalist
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pro-Romanian Party in the 1990s was PUNR, Romanian National unity Party, which

also supported national integrity of the country.

In the early 1990s, CDR lacked support from business, because most of the large

enterprises were controlled by the former high-ranking Communists, who relied on

their links with the state (Gallagher, 2005, p. 106). The opposition criticized PDSR and

Iliescu for corruption among top officials in government or running state enterprises

(Gallagher, 2005, p. 122). The economic hardship and allegations of corruption

contributed to the declining popularity of PDSR by the mid-1990s. At the same time,

CDR gained electoral support for the ideas of property rights, anti-Communism,

democratic values, and honesty (Gallagher, 2005, p. 142). As a result, in 1996, Ion Iliescu

was defeated by Emil Constantinescu from CDR. In the parliamentary elections that

year, CDR and its allies won enough votes to form the government.

The new, CDR-dominated government started a program of shock therapy in

1996, which included liberalization of prices and privatization. However, disagreements

within the coalition about reforms, ongoing corruption scandals, and falling real

incomes gradually undermined the support for reforms. Another controversial political

issue in the late 1990s was an investigation of the former security agencies. Proposals

were made, including open access to the archives and banning former Securitate officials
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from holding a public office. However, little progress was achieved (Gallagher, 2005, pp.

187–192).

A failure to complete the reforms and a decrease in living standards revived the

popularity of post-Communist left PDSR. In the 2000 elections, CDR won only 5% of the

vote and gradually became inactive. In the 2000 presidential election, Ion Iliescu from

PDSR and Vadim Tudor from PRM competed in the second round. Iliescu again became

the president with 66.8% of the vote, and PDSR formed the new government with 41.4%

of the vote. The surprising success of nationalist PRM with 19.1% of the vote can be

explained by the general dissatisfaction with the coalition’s record and can be

considered as a protest vote against the entire corrupt political class (Gallagher, 2005, p.

252). PRM promised easy solutions to the voters such as renationalization, lowering

food prices, and the reinstatement of authoritarian rule.

Besides the disputes about the Communist legacies, the main political forces in

the 1990s differed in their organizational structure. PDSR was centrally organized with

prevailed central leadership, whereas CDR represented more a group of party clubs

with a large autonomy (Marian, 2013, p. 99). As Gallagher points out (2005, p. 108), post-

Communist PDSR tried to reinforce vertical relations of domination and personal

dependence. For example, during PDSR’s rule in the early 1990s, local government

officials were elected but were closely watched by appointed county’s prefects and
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could be dismissed by the central government (Gallagher, 2005, p. 125). In this sense, the

main post-Communist party was characterized by a relatively more vertical structure

than its competitors.

In the 2000s the main political parties started reasserting themselves and

crystallizing their ideology. The ruling PDSR changed its name to PSD and started to

position itself as a left social-democratic party, advocating social benefits and moderate

market reforms. Under pressure from the IMF and the EU, the PSD government agreed

to privatize some of the large state enterprises and continued the reforms necessary for

integration into the European Union.

When PD split from FSN in 1992, it positioned itself as a social-democratic party,

but did not achieve significant electoral success. However, in the early 2000s, PD

reasserted itself as a more liberal party (Marian, 2013, p. 82). In particular, it formed an

alliance with the liberal PNL for the 2004 elections. The alliance got around 24% of the

vote and formed the government. PD supported liberal reforms, a free market,

integration into the European Union, and decentralization. In particular, the alliance

imposed a 16% flat tax on personal income. Traian Basescu, the PD leader, was elected

president in 2004. After 2005 the party’s ideology shifted more to the right and became

even more liberal. In 2007, PD merged with a part of PNL, forming PDL, the Democratic

Liberal Party, and won 30% of the vote in 2008.
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Summing up the description of the major political parties in Romania, I conclude

that although there were many fragmented parties in the beginning, the results were

consistent: in all general elections in 1996-2008 the main two parties won most of the

votes. In the 1990s, the main political forces were left post-Communist PDSR and pro-

reform anti-Communist CDR. In the 2000s, the issue of the Communist legacy became

less important and the political parties started defining their ideology more definitely.

PDSR shifted to a more classical left social-democratic party, whereas in the right wing

PD became the main political party that adopted a more liberal ideology.

1.3 Hypotheses

One objective of the paper is to study whether a unitary national state can

overcome historical institutional differences inherited from empires. Romania, which

was split between the Habsburg and Ottoman Empires for several centuries, became in

the 20th century a country with a centralized economy and homogeneous formal

institutions. Might the former empires that controlled the territories of modern Romania

have left any identifiable legacies?

One might expect regional differences, insofar as they exist, to be most muted in

relation to contemporary economic development. The Communist authorities tried to

eliminate regional differences and promote economic development throughout the
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entire country. And to a large extent they succeeded. Remarkable convergence in

urbanization, education, and industrial development occurred during Communist rule.

Thus, the first hypothesis is that economic policies of the 20th century smoothed

discontinuities in economic development at the Habsburg-Ottoman border.

The second hypothesis is that despite all the efforts to homogenize society

differences in peoples’ political attitudes and values might persist. Why have the

imperial legacies affected current political outcomes? I posit that Communist rule could

reinforce the imperial legacies on political attitudes and preferences.

First, a stronger rule of law, more secure property rights, and the experience of a

more efficient and predictable state in Habsburg Romania would have led to more

resistance to Communist rule. In Romania Communism was imposed from the outside

(Georgescu, 1990, pp. 223-231). There is evidence that society accepted socialism less

willingly in the countries that were exposed to a market economy, the concepts of an

efficient rule of law, and private property (Dimitrova-Grajzl, 2007). Moreover, civil

society in the Habsburg Romania was more developed. There were relatively more

independent Churches and some representative institutions, which allowed to find some

balance between the elites’ interests. By contrast, in Ottoman Romania a corrupt and

unstable foreign rule created a system of vertical dependence and exploitation

(Gallagher, 2005, p. 1). In addition, by the beginning of the 20th century Habsburg
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Romania was more financially developed. Analyzing one Romanian county that was

split between the empires, Walker (2015) finds that farmers in the former Habsburg

territories have more savings and are more willing to take financial risks. These

institutional differences between the empires might have resulted in less trust, more

support for collectivism, and more submissive attitudes toward the authorities in

Ottoman Romania.

Second, Communist rule could have amplified regional differences in political

preferences and attitudes. In 1918, just after the unification of the country, Habsburg

Romania was more developed in terms of industrial development, commerce, and

education. Since the Communist authorities tried to homogenize the country, relatively

less developed regions would have benefited disproportionally from Communist rule.

Consequently, their attitudes toward the Communist regime could have been less

negative.

Given the repressive nature of the regime, people would not necessarily have

rebelled or protested openly. However, their anti-communist preferences and values

could have persisted within families and communities, transmitting across generations.

Revealingly, all major popular uprisings against the Communist regime occurred in

formerly Habsburg Romania: the miners’ strike of Jiu Valley in 1977, the workers’

protests in Brașov in 1987, and the revolutionary uprising in Timișoara in 1989 (Roper
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and Fesnic, 2003). When the repressive regime fell, people began to express political

preferences in their voting behavior.

For all these reasons, it is reasonable to expect a discontinuity in post-Communist

political attitudes at the former Habsburg-Ottoman border. One expects the people of

formerly Habsburg Romania to be more likely to vote for pro-market and anti-

Communist parties relative to those of formerly Ottoman Romania.

1.4 Data

Data come mainly from five different sources. I merge Census data, geographical

data, infrastructure data, the Life in Transition Survey data. This section describes each

dataset in detail.

1.4.1 Census

The source of Census data is the Romanian National Institute of Statistics.4 I use

the 2011 Census of Romania to extract municipality-level data on population, sex, age,

education, religion, language, and ethnicity. A municipality may represent a town, a

village, or several tiny villages. Overall, there are 3186 municipalities in Romania. Table

8 provides summary statistics for the entire country and for municipalities located

within 60 km of the Habsburg-Ottoman border.

4 http://insse.ro/cms/en.
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1.4.2 Geography and Historical Borders

Data on historical borders come from Euratlas Historical Data. I created digital

maps of the empires that shared Romania among themselves and geocoded the location

of Romanian municipalities relative to the former Habsburg-Ottoman border. Figure 5

shows municipalities and the Habsburg-Ottoman border in 1800.

Climate data come from WorlClim.5 I extracted data on the average January and

July temperatures as well as annual precipitation for one square km grid. These data

were merged with the centroids of the Romanian municipalities. Data on contemporary

administrative borders and infrastructure were taken from the DIVA-GIS data base.6 I

calculate the length of the roads within a 5 km or 10 km radius from the center of the

municipality. Using the NOAA dataset, I calculate average luminosity and average

luminosity multiplied by the frequency of light detection, both for each municipality.7

Road density and luminosity serve as proxies for contemporary infrastructure. Table 9

reports summary statistics for geographic and infrastructure data.

1.4.3 Social Capital

To measure current trust, I use two waves of the Life in Transition survey (LIT).

The first wave of the survey was carried out by the World Bank and the European Bank

for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD 2006) in 27 countries of Eastern and Central

5 Available online at http: //worldclim.org/current.
6 Available online at http://diva-gis.org.
7 Available online at http://ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/dmsp/downloadV4composites.
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Europe, Turkey, and Mongolia in 2006. In each of these 29 countries, 1,000 people were

interviewed. Samples were selected in two stages. In the first step, 50 primary sample

units (PSUs) were selected in each country, with probability proportional to the region’s

population size. Thus, a PSU represents an urban or rural locality. In the second step, 20

households were selected at random in each PSU.

The second wave of the LIT survey was carried out in 2010. Using the same

sampling procedure, 20 to 25 households were randomly chosen in each of the 50

Romanian PSUs. I geocoded the localities and merged data from the two waves of the

survey, whenever possible. This yielded a sample of 2,078 individuals, living in 100

different Romanian PSUs. Figure 6 shows the geography of the LIT locations, along with

the Habsburg-Ottoman border.

I analyze multiple outcomes in the survey data. First, I record data on household

expenditures as a proxy for income. Second, I create variables that measure trust for

different groups of people and institutions.  The general form of the questions about

trust is the following: “To what extent do you trust this group of people or institutions?”

The respondents had to choose from six alternatives: (1) “complete distrust,” (2) “some

distrust,” (3) “neither trust nor distrust,” (4) “some trust,” (5) “complete trust,” and (6)

“difficult to say.”  In each case, I coded a dummy variable “trust” to equal one in cases

of (4) and (5). Third, I coded organization membership dummies to equal one if a
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respondent is a member of an organization. Finally, corruption dummies were created.

The general form of questions on corruption is the following: “In your opinion, how

often is it necessary for people like you to make unofficial payments/gifts in these

situations?” “Situations” could refer to dealing with the road police, bureaucrats, courts,

education or healthcare systems. Respondents had to choose between five alternatives:

(1) “never,” (2) “seldom,” (3) “sometimes,” (4) “usually,” and (5) “always.” In each case,

I coded a dummy variable “bribes” to equal one for answers (4) or (5). Table 10 provides

summary statistics for the outcome variables in the LIT survey.

The LIT survey provides detailed information about the respondent’s

characteristics, which are used as individual-level controls. Summary statistics for the

control variables are in Table 11.

1.4.4 Elections

Election data come from the Romanian Elections Committee (Permanent

Electoral Authority) which are organized by municipality.8 Using mainly elections to the

Lower Chamber of Romanian Parliament (Chamber of Deputies), I use data on elections

to the Upper Chamber (Senate) and presidential elections for robustness checks. All

results qualitatively reveal the same pattern.

8 Available online at http://roaep.ro.
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The parliament and the president were elected for four-year terms until 2004; in

that year the term was expanded to five years. I consider four parliamentary elections:

1996, 2000, 2004, and 2008. For robustness checks, I used the 2009 presidential election.9 I

consider only elections starting in 1996, because that is when the first democratic

transfer of power in post-Communist Romania took place (Nohlen and Stover, 2010, p.

1581). Summary electoral statistics are reported in Table 12. Figures 8-11 present the

nonparametric local average estimation for the vote shares of the major political parties

in the parliamentary elections of 1996-2008 for municipalities located within 60 km of the

Habsburg-Ottoman border.

In using the results of the parliamentary elections as a proxy for political

attitudes, I assume that they reflect peoples’ political preferences and also that votes are

meaningful. According to the 2004 Comparative Study of Electoral Systems survey,

around 90% Romanian voters could provide the reasons why they voted for one party or

another and about 70% of them could place parties on the right-left scale correctly

(Marian, 2013, p. 90).

9 There were minor administrative changes in municipal boundaries after 2000, causing variation in the number of
observations per election year.
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1.5 Identification Strategy

The former Habsburg-Ottoman border crosses through contemporary Romania.

This makes it fruitful to use a regression discontinuity design. Section 1.5.1 explains why

the regression discontinuity approach is valid in this context. In Section 1.5.2 I describe

the estimating strategy, which uses parametric local linear regressions.

1.5.1 The Habsburg-Ottoman Border

The Habsburg-Ottoman border, which was established in the mid-18th century,

emerged through numerous Habsburg-Ottoman wars. The Romanian part of the border

was confirmed by the Treaty of Karlowitz in 1699 and demarcated along the heights of

the Carpathian Mountains.10 When Russian troops occupied Moldavia and Wallachia

during the Russian-Turkish war of 1768-1774, the Habsburg monarchy managed to

redraw the frontier line by shifting it inwards to the Moldavian and Wallachian

territories. As a result, the new border crossed through several old Moldavian and

Wallachian voivodates. The Habsburg authorities shifted their border control and

included all peasants on the new territories in their tax lists (Veres, 2014). The Habsburg

military border was fully established in the Romanian territories by 1780. The border

included four regiments, which amounted to 14,000 men (Hochedlinger, 2003, p. 323).

10 The Carpathian Mountains did not present an obstacle to trade or inter-regional links between the historical
principalities before the border demarcation between the Habsburg and Ottoman empires. As far back as the Middle
Ages, there existed active economic and social links between the two sides (Constantinescu, 1994, p. 195). For example,
there were 46 passages between Transylvania and Wallachia in 1776 (Constantinescu, 1994, p. 148).
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As a baseline, I use the Habsburg-Ottoman border in 1800, since it corresponds to the

maximal expansion of the Habsburg Empire and was essentially stable until 1918.

Moreover, this was the border that divided Romania during Habsburg rule in

Transylvania and the Phanariot period in Wallachia and Moldavia.

The border was strictly enforced already in the mid-18th century. In the

beginning it was difficult to institute a border control, and communication and

transactions between the two sides of the border were still very active (Veres, 2014).

Therefore, the Habsburg border control started confiscating trespassers’ cattle and

installing frontier markers. The border controls of Ottoman migrants appears to be very

tight at that time. Mainly because of the desire to control merchants’ activity and to fight

contagious diseases and epidemics, the Habsburg border control required travelers to

present valid travel documents in addition to following quarantine and hygienic

procedures (Pesalj, 2012). For their part, the Ottomans were more concerned about the

flights of peasants to their territory in Bulgaria, across the Danube. By 1752 the Ottoman

authorities forbade any movements of peasantry and tried to enforce these restrictions

(Askan, 2005).

The key assumption for validity of the regression discontinuity design is that no

systematic differences existed in socio-economic or political development between

Habsburg and Ottoman Romania prior to Romania’s division between the two empires
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(Lee and Lemieux, 2010). In other words, the assignment of the border was not

determined by preexisting institutions or levels of development. Under the assumption

made, the regression discontinuity design allows one to estimate the causal effect of the

empires on future development. The assumption is empirically untestable, because there

do not exist any systematic historical data for the period prior to Romania’s division.

However, I can test whether there were any discontinuous jumps in baseline

geophysical characteristics. Table 13 presents the nonparametric local estimates of

discontinuous jumps in altitude, latitude, longitude, annual precipitation, average July

and January temperatures for municipalities lying within 60 km of the Habsburg-

Ottoman border. There is a significant jump at the 10% significance level in latitude

only. Figure 7 shows non-parametric average altitude at the former Habsburg-Ottoman

border. In various empirical specifications, altitude, latitude, and longitude are included

as geophysical controls in the baseline specifications.

1.5.2 Regression Discontinuity Design

I exploit parametric local linear regressions to identify any discontinuous jumps

in contemporary outcomes at the former imperial border. To estimate jumps at the

border, one needs to specify a certain bandwidth. As Lee and Lemieux (2010) note, there

is a tradeoff between a sufficiently good linear approximation for a smaller bandwidth

and a higher precision for a larger bandwidth. In the baseline specifications I include
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only the observations located up to 60 km from the Habsburg-Ottoman border. This

provides enough observations for sufficient statistical power. It also includes at least one

row of border counties on each side of the border.

For the functional form of the RD polynomial, I follow the approach of Dell

(2010) and use two main specifications: one-dimensional and two-dimensional. In the

one-dimensional RD specification I control for the Euclidian distance to the Habsburg-

Ottoman border and its interaction with a dummy for the Habsburg territory. The two

dimensional specification includes a cubic polynomial in latitude and longitude, which

represents a flexible function of geographic location. Because I use different sets of data,

census and survey data, I describe separately the individual-level and municipality-level

specifications below.

The one-dimensional RD specification for municipality-level data is the

following:

jjjjjjj XDistHabsburgDistHabsburgOutcome   ' (1.1)

where jOutcome is an outcome of interest, jHabsburg is a dummy equal to one for

locations in the former Habsburg Empire, jceDis tan is the Euclidean distance from the

municipality’s centroid to the Habsburg-Ottoman border, and jX represents a vector of

municipality-level controls. In the baseline specification jX includes the municipality’s

latitude, longitude, altitude, and population size in natural logarithms.
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The two-dimensional RD specification for municipality-level data is the

following:

ijjjjjj XLongLatfHabsburgOutcome   '),( (1.2)

where ),( jj LongLatf represents a third-order polynomial in latitude and longitude,

and jX is a vector of controls, including municipality’s altitude and population size in

natural logarithms.

In case of political outcomes, there are many confounding factors that affect

election results. Hence, it is necessary to take them into account to estimate the precise

effect of empires on election outcomes. Specifically, for political outcomes regressions

vector jX includes the population share of people in certain age groups (control group

is young voters aged 18-24), the population share of people with certain level of

education (control group is people with only primary education), male population

percentage, the population share of religious minorities (control group is Orthodox), and

the population share of people whose native language is not Romanian.11

I classify political parties according to their ideological platforms in Section 2.3. I

pool the election results for the same party together from different election years,

whenever possible. Thus, for political outcomes, specifications (1.1) and (1.2) represent

11 I do not include ethnic diversity controls in the baseline specifications since they are highly correlated with a native
language. The latter seems to be a more reliable control because ethnic minorities often assimilate with the major ethnic
group and are reluctant to reveal their ethnicity.
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panel OLS regressions (election year dummies are included). The dependent variable is

the percentage of the vote for a certain party in the municipality j .

The one-dimensional RD specification for the individual-level LIT data is the

following:

ijijjjjjjij YZDistHabsburgDistHabsburgOutcome   '' (1.3)

where i corresponds to an individual from the LIT samples and j denotes a locality.

ijOutcome is an individual outcome of interest, and a vector of locality-level controls,

jZ , includes latitude, longitude, altitude, and a rural area dummy. A vector ijY

represents individual-level controls, namely, respondent’s age, gender, educational

status, and an ethnic minority dummy.

The two-dimensional RD specification for individual-level data is the following:

ijijjjjjij YZLongLatfHabsburgOutcome   ''),( (1.4)

In specifications (1.1)-(1.4) I include municipalities located within 60 km of the former

Habsburg-Ottoman border. The robust standard errors are used in estimation clustered

by county for municipality-level regressions and clustered by PSU for the LIT data

regressions.
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1.6 Results

1.6.1 Economic Legacies of Empires

Table 14 presents the estimation results of imperial legacies on modern

infrastructure. Its upper panel reports results for the one-dimensional RD model,

specification (1); and its bottom panel presents those for the two-dimensional RD model,

specification (2). In both specifications, the coefficients on the length of contemporary

roads and luminosity are positive and significant. Evidently, formerly Habsburg

municipalities have higher road density and higher night luminosity. This validates the

persistence of a pattern documented by historians that Habsburg Romania had better

infrastructure than Ottoman Romania. Indeed, Habsburg authorities started providing

public goods and investing in economic infrastructure earlier than Ottoman Romania

(Constantinescu, 1994, pp. 192-195).

Estimation results of discontinuity in education and unemployment rate in 2011

are in Table 15. The coefficient on the Habsburg dummy is significant only in the two-

dimensional RD specification for post-secondary education and unemployment.

However, these results are not robust across the two specifications. The magnitude of

the coefficient is 0.4 for post-secondary education, which is relatively small. In the case

of unemployment rate, the coefficient on Habsburg dummy is statistically insignificant

in the one-dimensional specification.  As for higher education, the coefficient on the
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Habsburg dummy is never statistically significant. These results confirm that Habsburg-

Ottoman differences in education and unemployment were effectively eliminated by

Communist policies during the 20th century. They disappeared under post-imperial

regimes.

No refined data exist for income at the municipality level to estimate precisely

income differences across the former border. Table 16 compares the regional GDP per

capita at county level in 2006 and 2009. On average, the regional GDP per capita is

higher by 11% in 2006, and by 9% in 2009, in the formerly Habsburg counties compared

to the rest of the country. It thus appears that the formerly Habsburg counties are

wealthier. But given the small number of observations and confounding factors, the data

are hard to interpret.

To estimate income discontinuity at the Habsburg-Ottoman border, I use

individual-level data on household expenditures from the LIT survey. The estimation

results for specifications (1.3) and (1.4) are in Table 17. The coefficient on the Habsburg

dummy is never statistically significant. Thus, there is no evidence of significant

differences in household expenditures today between the former empires.

In terms of economic imperial legacies, the effects of the empires apparently still

persist only in infrastructure. No significant differences remain in income,

unemployment, or education at the Habsburg-Ottoman border. A plausible explanation
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is that these differences were smoothed as a result of policy interventions, which aimed

at eliminating regional differences between the Romanian regions.

1.6.2 Imperial Legacies Regarding Social Capital

In this section I use individual-level data from the LIT survey to estimate the

imperial legacies on trust in people, trust in institutions, organization membership, and

corruption.

Table 18 presents estimates of discontinuities in trust in people. The coefficient

on the Habsburg dummy is positive and significant for generalized trust only in the one-

dimensional RD specification, in column (1). The coefficient on the Habsburg dummy is

positive and significant in both specifications for trust in strangers, in column (4). In

other words, relative to the residents of formerly Ottoman Romania today’s residents of

formerly Habsburg Romania are more trusting of people whom they meet for the first

time. This is consistent with earlier given evidence that modern organizational forms

and impersonal exchange, for which interpersonal trust is key, emerged earlier in

Habsburg Romania. However, there are no significant differences in trust in family,

neighbors, friends (the coefficient on the Habsburg dummy is significant only in the

two-dimensional model), and people of another religion. This accords with the

hypothesis that Habsburg political and religious institutions contributed to the
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formation of horizontal social links, which lead to higher trust in strangers, but not

within close communities.

Turning now to Table 19, I study differences across the two former empires in

trust in institutions. There is some evidence that the residents of Habsburg Romania

trust the army relatively less (this is based on the two-dimensional RD specification, in

the bottom panel of column (4)), and the police relatively more (based on the one-

dimensional RD specification, in the upper panel of column (5)). However, this result is

not robust across different RD specifications. At the same time, regardless of RD

specification, there are no significant jumps in trust in the president, the government, the

courts, or NGOs at the former border. Thus, there are no significant imperial legacies on

trust in government and bureaucracy. The possible former discontinuities could have

disappeared after Romania became a unitary state whose authorities imposed

homogeneous formal institutions throughout the entire country. Moreover, modern

formal institutions, such as bureaucracy and courts were significantly reshaped during

the Communist period. The new institutions were not necessarily associated with those

that existed before unification.

In table 20, I estimate discontinuity in membership in different organizations at

the Habsburg-Ottoman border. Column (1) reports the estimation results for the

question whether any of the respondent’s family members have ever belonged the
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Communist Party. Both the one-dimensional and two-dimensional RD specifications

imply that residents of formerly Habsburg Romania were less likely to be affiliated with

the Communist Party. By the same token, the results in columns (2), (3), (4), and (5) yield

no evidence of regional differences in current party membership or participation in

organization. The significant discontinuity in Communist Party affiliation may indicate

that a legacy of the Habsburg Empire was stronger resistance to the Communist

authorities. This is supported by the fact that all major protests in the 1970s and 1980s

occurred in the formerly Habsburg territories.

To test for differences in corruption across the Habsburg-Ottoman border, I use

the questions on the perception of corruption from the LIT survey. The respondents

were asked whether they consider it usually necessary to pay bribes in specific state

institutions. The estimation results are in Table 21. The coefficient on the Habsburg

dummy is statistically significant only for corruption in healthcare. The respondents

living in formerly Habsburg Romania report significantly less often that they must make

unofficial payments for medical treatment in the public healthcare system. However,

there is no evidence of significant differences between the former empires in corruption

in the road police, bureaucracy, courts, or education. The homogenous formal

institutions of united Romania appear to have smoothed corruption levels throughout

the country.
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Summing up the imperial legacies on social capital, measurable differences are

present only with regard to in trust in strangers and former Communist party affiliation.

There are no discontinuities across the former empires in trust in institutions and

organization membership.

1.6.3 Political Legacies of Empires

In this Section I study the imperial legacies on political outcomes in

contemporary Romania. Table 22 reports the estimation results of specifications (1) and

(2) for the Romanian parliamentary elections of 1996-2008. Column (1) presents the

estimation results for the major post-Communist left party (PSD, PDSR) in 1996-2008.

The coefficient on the Habsburg dummy is negative and statistically significant in both

specifications. Location in formerly Habsburg Romania decreases by around 6

percentage points the vote share of the major post-Communist left party. This is

consistent with the finding in Section 6.2 of lower Communist Party affiliation in

Habsburg Romania. This result implies that voters in formerly Ottoman Romania

provide greater support to the party that advocates redistribution policies and

government control over economy. It also implies greater resistance in formerly

Ottoman Romania to the economic reforms of the 1990s such as privatization. Figure 8

shows discontinuities in non-parametric average of the percentage of the vote for the

main post-Communist left party at the former Habsburg-Ottoman border.
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Column (2) of Table 22 presents estimates of discontinuity in the vote share of

the main liberal party (PDL, PD) in the 2000s. The coefficient on the Habsburg dummy is

positive and statistically significant. Being located in formerly Habsburg Romania

increases the PD vote share by almost 5 percentage points. Voters in Habsburg Romania

support significantly more often low taxes, market reforms, and integration into the

European Union.

Column (3) of Table 22 reports the estimation results in voting for the main anti-

Communist political force (CDR) in the 1990s. The coefficient on the Habsburg dummy

is positive and weakly significant. Being located in the former Habsburg part is

associated with around a 2 percentage point increase in the vote share of the main anti-

Communist party, which supported market reforms and privatization in the 1990s.

Table 23 shows that the established results for the three main parties are robust to using

one-dimensional RD model with cubic polynomial in distance to the Habsburg-Ottoman

border.

Columns (4)-(8) of Table 19 show that there is no evidence of discontinuities in

voting for smaller parties and nationalist parties at the Habsburg-Ottoman border. The

coefficient on the Habsburg dummy is never statistically significant (except for the

nationalist PRM party in the two-dimensional specification). Thus, there are no

persistent legacies of empires on voting for smaller parties and nationalist parties. One
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explanation might be that voting for nationalist and ethnic minority parties is driven

primarily by ethnic identity, which swamps any legacies of Romanian political history.

Column (9) of Table 19 presents RD estimation results for voter turnout. There

are no significant discontinuities in turnout at the former Habsburg-Ottoman border.

Hence, the established differences in voting behavior between the former empires are

not driven by differences in voter turnout.

I identify significant imperial legacies on current political outcomes across the

former empires. Despite all efforts of the Communist regime to homogenize society,

discontinuity in political attitudes still persists. Voters in formerly Ottoman Romania

lend more support to PDSR (PSD), the main left post-Communist party, which resisted

the reforms in the 1990s. For their part, voters in formerly Habsburg Romania voted

primarily for CDR and PD, center-right and liberal parties, which supported reforms

and privatization and tried to overcome the Communist legacies.

1.7 Extensions and Robustness Checks

In this section I test alternative hypotheses and provide robustness checks. In

particular, I test that the identified discontinuities in political outcomes at the Habsburg-

Ottoman border are not driven by geographical isolation, variations in West-East
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development patterns, ethnic diversity in the past, and overrepresentation of Ottoman

Romanians in high echelons of the Communist bureaucracy.

1.7.1 Geographical Isolation Hypothesis

In principle, the identified differences in voting between the former empires

could be driven by geography. Indeed, the Habsburg part of Romania was isolated from

the Ottoman part by the Carpathian Mountains (see Figure 9). Might mutual

geographical isolation account for the observed discontinuities? To test this alternative

hypothesis empirically, one can use data on contemporary roads. Thus, I identify the

road passages that cross the former Habsburg-Ottoman border, allowing easy travel

between the former Habsburg and Ottoman territories of Romania. If the geographic

isolation hypothesis were true, one would observe no discontinuities in political

outcomes between the empires for municipalities located close to these passages.

A total 34 road passages cross the former Habsburg-Ottoman border. Using GIS

software, I calculate a travel distance from municipalities to these passes. Then I use the

estimation specifications of Section 6.3, with one difference. Instead of including

municipalities located within 60 km of the Hapsburg-Ottoman border, I estimate

specifications (1.1) and (1.2) for municipalities located within 60 km (in travel distance)

of the passages.  Figure 10 shows the passages through the border and the included

municipalities.
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Table 24 presents the alternative estimation results for the major parties, for

which the discontinuities in political outcomes were identified in Section 6.3. The

Habsburg dummy is again statistically significant: it is negative for the major left post-

Communist party and positive for the major center-right and liberal parties. One

observes discontinuity in voting behavior across the former empires even for the

localities connected by roads. To put it differently, even for the municipalities where

geography presents no identifiable obstacles for interaction or exchange, there is still a

significant association between the former empires and contemporary political

outcomes. Thus, the alternative geographic isolation hypothesis can be rejected.

As Figures 10 and 11 show, two Romanian counties, Suceava and Botosani, are

located in the least mountainous areas near to the Habsburg-Ottoman border. Theses

counties include relatively many border municipalities. In fact, the former Habsburg-

Ottoman border crosses Suceava county. The Western part of modern Suceava county

was conquered by the Habsburg Empire only in 1768. Due to these reasons, this region

represents an interesting territory for an additional robustness check. Table 25 presents

the estimation results of discontinuities in voting for the major parties in the

municipalities that are located in Suceava and Botosani counties, within 30 km of the

former Habsburg-Ottoman border. These results are very similar to those in the baseline

specifications.
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1.7.2 Placebo Historical Borders

Another alternative explanation for the identified differences in contemporary

outcomes between the former empires might be that they are driven by general different

development trends between the West and the East. Habsburg Romania was closer than

Ottoman Romania to Western Europe, where the industrial revolution began and new

technologies emerged. To test this alternative hypothesis empirically, I create two

placebo borders. The first is shifted 60 km to the West from the true Habsburg-Ottoman

border, and the second is shifted 60 km to the East. Then I estimate specifications (1) and

(2) using the municipalities that lie within 60 km of these placebo borders. Instead of

using a dummy for the former Habsburg territories, I use a placebo Habsburg dummy

equal to one if a municipality lies to the West from a placebo border. If the identified

differences in voting are driven by empires and their institutions, contemporary

outcomes should show no discontinuities at the placebo borders. Note that each placebo

border lies entirely within one of the two former empires.

The estimation results with the placebo borders are in Table 26. Columns (1),

(2), and (3) show the estimation results for the Western placebo border shifted from the

true Habsburg-Ottoman border by 60 km to the West. The results for the placebo border

shifted by 60 km to the East are presented in columns (5), (6), and (7). The coefficient on

the placebo Habsburg dummy is never statistically significant, and the magnitudes of
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the estimated coefficients are relatively small. Hence, political outcomes are

discontinuous only at the true Habsburg-Ottoman border. Thus, the alternative

hypothesis about different trends in political outcomes between the West and East is

rejected.

1.7.3 Past Ethnic Diversity Within Habsburg Romania

Yet another possible hypothesis is that differences in political outcomes stem

from a relatively higher population share of Hungarians and Germans in formerly

Habsburg Romania. Unfortunately, municipality-based census data are unavailable for

Wallachia and Moldavia are not available. However, historical data from censuses in the

Habsburg Empire are available for most locations in former Transylvania: 16 counties

(out of 17) and 1041 localities (out of 1107).12 For each locality, I extract data on ethnic

diversity from the earliest available census: for 645 localities from the 1850 census and

for 396 localities from the 1880 census. Correlation coefficients between the population

shares of ethnic groups today and in the 19th century in formerly Habsburg Romania

are 0.93 for Hungarians and 0.45 for Germans. It reflects the mass migration of Germans

during World War II.

Since no relevant historical data exists for formerly Ottoman Romania, in other

words, Wallachia or Moldavia, one cannot just include the historical population shares

12 Available online: http://kia.hu/konyvtar/erdely/erd2002.htm.
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of Hungarians and Germans as additional controls in parametric local linear regressions.

Instead, using data only on one side of the border, formerly Habsburg Romania, I

investigate how historical ethnic diversity affect current voting behavior.

I estimate the same specification as (1.1) for the parliamentary elections of 1996-

2008 with the percentage of votes for a certain party as the dependent variable and the

same controls, but without a Habsburg dummy (because now it equals one for all

observations). Table 27 reports the results for the main post-Communist left party. In

columns (1), (2), (3), and (4), I use the historical population shares of Hungarians,

Germans, Jews, and Gypsies in the 19th century. The coefficients on the historical

population shares of Jews and Gypsies are not statistically significant.13 The coefficient

on the historical share of Germans is significant, but relatively small in magnitude, only

0.05. In column (1), the coefficient on the historical population share of Hungarians

(around 0.25) is negative and statistically significant. In other words, there is a negative

association between voting for a post-Communist party and the size of the Hungarian

population in the distant past.

In columns (6) and (8), along with the historical population shares, I add to the

independent variables the current population shares of Hungarians and Germans,

respectively. The coefficient of the historical share of Hungarians falls dramatically.

13 This result might be due to a relatively small number of localities with significant Jewish presence. Only in 147 localities
out of 1041, the population share of Jews exceeded 1%. Moreover, Jews concentrated in major developed cities, which
might explain a relatively large coefficient on their population share (around 0.3).
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Apparently, even if voting behavior today bears the influence of Hungarians in the past,

the effect works through Hungarians living in Romania today. My main specification

accounts for this by controlling for contemporary ethnic diversity.

As for other ethnic minorities (Jews and Gypsies) in the past, there is either no

persistent effect on current political outcomes or it is very small based on the historical

censuses of Habsburg Romania. If one assumes that the results would not be different

for formerly Ottoman Romania, one may thus reject the alternative hypothesis that

discontinuity in election results might be explained by ethnic diversity in the past.

1.7.4 High-ranking Communist Bureaucracy

Based on the results in Section 6.2, significantly fewer people in formerly

Habsburg Romania report that they or their relatives were affiliated with the

Communist Party. If the formerly Ottoman territories were relatively overrepresented in

the high-ranking Communist bureaucracy, then voters in Ottoman Romania might

support the post-Communist parties after the fall of Communism not because of their

ideology but, rather, because these parties are dominated by natives from their regions.

To test this alternative hypothesis empirically, I collected data on high-ranking

Communist officials in 1985-1989. In particular, I use data on the members of the

Communist Party Central Committee. The committee had 265 members, who were

elected by the Congress of the Communist Party for a five-year term. Most of the Central
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Committee members were high-ranking bureaucrats, who were ministers, heads of

security agencies, governors of the counties, and managers of large state enterprises. In

other words, these were the people who had real executive power in the late Communist

period. Using information from Bejenaru et al. (2004), I extract data on the region of

birth (both at the municipality and county level) and the region of work (at the county

level only) for each Central Committee member in 1985-1989. In each case I assign a

region of work to a member if he or she worked in that region for at least ten years prior

to 1989. Then for each county (municipality) I calculate the number of these high-

ranking Communist officials per 100,000 people. This measure as a proxy for the

representation in the Communist elites. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the distribution of

high-ranking Communist officials by the county of birth and the county of work,

respectively.

The estimation results for the major left post-Communist party (PDSR) are in

Table 28. Columns (1) and (2) show the effect of high-ranking Communist officials on

voting for the left party in 1996-2008. The coefficient is statistically significant for the

number of high-ranking officials per 100,000 people in the county of birth. One

additional Central Committee member per 100,000 increases the vote share of the major

left party by almost 2.5% points. However, when I restrict the sample to the

municipalities that lie within 60 km of the Habsburg-Ottoman border, the coefficient
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becomes insignificant. The coefficient on the number of Central Committee members in

the county of work is positive but statistically insignificant in both columns (2) and (4).

In columns (5)-(8) I estimate the RD specifications with adding the number of high-

ranking Communists in the county of birth and the county of work as additional

controls. The Habsburg dummy is still significant, and the coefficient changes only

slightly in magnitude. Thus, the hypothesis that voting for the left post-Communist

party in formerly Ottoman Romania is driven by overrepresentation of this part of the

county in the Communist bureaucracy can be rejected.

1.8 Conclusion

Even though Romania has been an independent unitary state for around a

century and had a highly centralized economy under Communism, there are still

persistent differences in voting patterns between its formerly Habsburg and Ottoman

territories. Significant differences between the historically separated parts of Romania

also exist regarding infrastructure, trust in strangers, and Communist Party affiliations.

However, there are no significant economic differences between the two regions, as

measured by education, income, or unemployment. Nor does evidence exist of lingering

effects on social capital, as measured by trust in bureaucracy, corruption, or organization
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membership. In brief, the Habsburg and Ottoman parts of Romania appear economically

homogeneous but distinct as regards political preferences.

The Communist regime probably reinforced the imperial legacies regarding

political attitudes and preferences. The residents of the formerly Habsburg territories

had relatively stronger rule of law, more secure property rights, the experience of a more

efficient and predictable state, and a more developed civil society. These characteristics

resulted in more trust, less support for collectivism, and less submissive attitudes

toward authorities. Hence, they would have accepted Communism less willingly.

Another reinforcement mechanism would have worked through wealth transfers. Since

the Communist authorities tried to homogenize the country economically, Ottoman

Romania, the less developed territory, benefited disproportionately from Communist

rule. The homogenization policy would have resulted in relatively less negative

attitudes toward the Communist regime in Ottoman Romania. So the already present

differences in political preferences and values between the former empires might have

persisted, and then have been transmitted, within families and communities.

Although almost all major Romanian protests during the Communist era

occurred in the formerly Habsburg territories, these were rare even there because of the

repressive nature of the regime. Only after Communism fell in late 1989 did the masses

start to express their political grievances openly. One of the consequences was the
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emergence of new political parties with agendas that differed from those that existed

before Communism. In the process of this political transformation, historical

institutional differences became apparent. The residents of formerly Habsburg Romania

preferred more economic reforms, less government intervention and redistribution,

supported privatization. These preferences are consistent with the advantages they

enjoyed prior to Romania’s unification.

In sum, differences in political attitudes and values across the former Habsburg-

Ottoman border reflect conditions of Romania’s territories under the thumb of imperial

powers. This is a remarkable result, given Romania’s highly centralized economy in the

20th century. Although a unitary national state succeeded in eliminating many regional

economic differences, it failed to transform the society completely. The political legacies

of institutional differences rooted in the long-gone empires have outlasted their

economic legacies.
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1.9 Tables

Table 1: Average tenures of rulers and military occupations in Romanian
territories

Transylvania Wallachia Moldavia
Period 1708-1834 1715-1834 1711-1834
Number of Rulers 15 47 54
Average Tenure 8.40 2.53 2.28
Military Occupation 0 16 22

Table 2: The share of urban population in the 20th century

Former Habsburg Former Ottoman
1930 17.4 24.2
1948 19.5 26.2
1965 38.9 32.1
1980 53.0 48.8
1990 57.5 54.3
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Table 3: Ethnic composition of population

1930
Former Habsburg Former Ottoman

Romanians 57.82 88.53
Hungarians 24.39 0.68
Germans 9.8 0.51
Jews 3.22 2.87
Gypsies 1.97 1.57
Russians 0.13 0.48

1956
Former Habsburg Former Ottoman

Romanians 65.01 98.68
Hungarians 25.01 0.28
Germans 5.91 0.12
Jews 0.7 0.82
Gypsies 1.26 0.25
Russians 0.03 0.33

2011
Former Habsburg Former Ottoman

Romanians 72.09 89.91
Hungarians 16.73 0.06
Germans 0.46 0.02
Jews 0.02 0.02
Russians 0.02 0.17
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Table 4: Religious composition of Romanians

1930
Former Habsburg Former Ottoman

Orthodox 34.83 91.61
Greek-Catholic 24.97 0.25
Roman-Catholic 17.07 1.99
Reformata 12.55 0.15
Evangelist 4.95 0.33

2011
Former Habsburg Former Ottoman

Orthodox 66.94 89.05
Greek-Catholic 1.97 0.05
Roman-Catholic 8.82 1.77
Reformata 8.21 0.02
Evangelist 0.09 0.07
Atheist 0.26 0.15

Table 5: Romanian population by educational level in 1930 and 2011

1930
Former Habsburg Former Ottoman

Illiterate 32.61 44.14
Secondary Education 6.23 4.25
Professional Education 1.51 2.35
Higher Education 0.93 1.04

2011
Former Habsburg Former Ottoman

No Education 2.78 3.12
Secondary Education 67.42 64.02
Postsecondary
Education 3.25 3.15
Higher Education 14.08 14.55
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Table 6: Dynamics of the number of universities and students

Number of Universities Students per 1000 people
Year Habsburg Ottoman Habsburg Ottoman
1938 5 11 0.83 2.49
1950 21 32 2.82 3.92
1980 20 23 8.72 9.93

Table 7: Total industrial production per capita

Year Habsburg Ottoman Ratio (in %)
1938 1658.28 1323.34 125.31
1950 2416.42 1610.04 150.08
1980 46619.97 41401.68 112.6

Notes: lei per person, in 1980 prices
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Table 8: Summary statistics for the 2011 Census data

Sample Within 60 km to the H-O border

Habsburg Ottoman Difference

Population 5901.79 5908.66 6.87

(16046.59) (13678.11) (900.54)

Male (%) 49.73 49.57 -0.16

(1.26) (1.23) (0.07)

Age 25-35 (%) 12.89 11.77 -1.12

(1.98) (1.82) (0.11)

Age 35-50 (%) 20.20 20.57 0.37

(2.22) (2.44) (0.14)

Age 50-60 (%) 12.81 11.91 -0.90

(2.21) (2.12) (0.13)

Age 60+ (%) 23.65 26.75 3.09

(6.10) (6.53) (0.37)

Higher education (%) 6.11 5.05 -1.06

(4.43) (4.04) (0.25)

Postsecondary education (%) 2.03 2.01 -0.02

(1.33) (1.43) (0.08)

Secondary education (%) 71.19 68.38 -2.81

(5.6) (5.26) (0.32)

Romanians (%) 72.63 93.56 20.93

(34.06) (8.27) (1.61)

Hungarians (%) 18.09 0.05 -18.03

(34.62) (0.29) (1.60)

Germans (%) 0.38 0.01 -0.38

(1.33) (0.02) (0.06)

Hungarian language (%) 18.28 0.06 -18.22

(35.09) (0.4) (1.63)

German language (%) 0.32 0.01 -0.31

(1.21) (0.01) (0.06)

Orthodox (%) 69.55 90.58 21.02

(32.37) (14.7) (1.60)

Roman-catholic (%) 13.51 3.20 -10.31

(29.11) (13.39) (1.44)

Observations 466 724
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Table 9: Summary statistics for geography and infrastructure

Sample Within 60 km to the H-O border

Habsburg Ottoman Difference

Elevation (meters) 513.06 351.46 -161.6

(237.35) (227.85) (13.88)

Avg Jan temp (Celsius) -3.82 -3.62 0.20

(1.64) (1.25) (0.09)

Avg July temp (Celsius) 18.35 19.55 1.20

(1.56) (1.49) (0.09)

Annual precipitation 648.17 605.62 -42.54

(56.60) (61.71) (3.48)

Longitude 24.54 25.67 1.13

(1.44) (1.37) (0.08)

Latitude 46.24 45.95 -0.29

(0.87) (1.08) (0.06)

Roads within 5 km (km) 10.97 9.93 -1.04

(6.66) (6.48) (0.39)

Roads within 10 km (km) 34.37 35.18 0.81

(15.99) (14.35) (0.91)

Luminosity 10.47 9.68 -0.79

(11.68) (10.38) (0.66)

Observations 466 724
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Table 10: Summary statistics for outcomes from the LIT data

Sample Within 60 km to the H-O border
Habsburg Ottoman Difference

Expenditure
Expenditure on food (USD) 443.73 288.85 -154.89

(390.44) (291.63) (26.64)
Expenditure on clothing (USD) 29.26 42.37 13.11

(53.65) (81.12) (4.68)
Expenditure on education (USD) 168.42 234.71 66.29

(649.30) (606.92) (46.80)
Expenditure on health (USD) 564.60 441.18 -123.42

(1492.81) (772.77) (96.3)
Expenditure on durables  (USD) 421.54 255.66 -165.87

(1327.85) (778.91) (86.98)
Observations 270 586
Trust and membership
Generalized trust (%) 27.78 22.87 -4.91

(44.87) (42.03) (3.24)
Trust in president (%) 31.48 29.69 -1.79

(46.53) (45.73) (3.40)
Trust in government (%) 13.33 13.65 0.32

(34.06) (34.36) (2.51)
Trust in courts (%) 24.44 20.82 -3.63

(43.06) (40.64) (3.11)
Family member Communist (%) 26.30 27.47 1.18

(44.11) (44.68) (3.26)
Respondent Communist (%) 22.96 20.82 -2.14

(42.14) (40.64) (3.06)
Party membership (%) 2.22 4.44 2.21

(14.77) (20.61) (1.24)
Organization membership (%) 18.15 6.14 -12.00

(38.61) (24.03) (2.55)
Observations 270 586
Additional outcomes
Trust in family (%) 94.21 97.37 3.16

(23.42) (16.04) (1.96)
Trust in neighbors (%) 68.42 58.65 -9.77

(46.61) (49.34) (4.54)
Observations 190 266
Corruption
Bribes to road police (%) 31.85 25.43 -6.43

(46.68) (43.58) (3.36)
Brice to bureaucrats (%) 17.78 17.75 -0.03

(38.30) (38.24) (2.82)
Bribes to courts (%) 25.19 24.23 -0.95

(43.49) (42.89) (3.18)
Observations 270 586
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Table 11: Summary statistics for controls from the LIT data

Sample Within 60 km to the H-O border

Habsburg Ottoman Difference

Distance to border (km) 27.27 45.31 18.05

(19.72) (15.33) (1.36)

Elevation (meter) 518.00 246.49 -271.50

(208.94) (119.29) (13.64)

Latitude 46.13 45.97 -0.16

(0.72) (1.06) (0.06)

Longitude 24.81 26.03 1.22

(1.10) (1.22) (0.08)

Rural area (%) 23.33 49.49 26.15

(42.37) (50.04) (3.31)

Female gender (%) 51.85 57.51 5.66

(50.06) (49.48) (3.67)

Age 50.78 51.83 1.05

(17.76) (17.76) (1.31)

Ethnic minority (%) 17.41 0.34 -17.07

(37.99) (5.84) (2.32)

Secondary education (%) 42.96 36.35 -6.61

(49.59) (48.14) (3.61)

Professional education (%) 11.85 16.21 4.36

(32.38) (36.89) (2.49)

Higher education (%) 22.22 12.12 -10.11

(41.65) (32.66) (2.87)

Household size 2.27 2.53 0.26

(1.12) (1.38) (0.09)

Number of children 0.26 0.35 0.10

(0.56) (0.67) (0.04)

Observations 270 586
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Table 12: Electoral Descriptive Statistics in 1996-2008

Party Avg. Dev. Min Max

Panel A 1996 elections

Turnout 76.67 9.5 42.49 99.5

PDSR (left, post-Communist) 27.83 14.33 0.06 74.52

CDR (center-right, anti-Communist) 22.35 10.65 0.09 59.55

USD (social-democratic) 13.29 6.04 0.09 36.85

UDMR (ethnic minorities) 6.01 20.29 0 98.69

PRM (nationalist) 4.28 3.02 0 45.94

PUNR (nationalist) 2.92 3.86 0 46.24

Observations 1058

Panel B 2000 elections

Turnout 66.21 8.43 35.14 99.63

PDSR_PUR (left, post-Communist) 41.37 17.18 0.11 79.83

CDR (center-right, anti-Communist) 3.71 3.36 0 36.96

PRM (nationalist) 19.05 8.37 0 64.22

PD (center-right) 6.16 5.47 0 60.12

UDMR (ethnic minorities) 6.18 21.04 0 98.84

PNL (liberal) 4.63 3.38 0.09 25.06

Observations 1058

Panel C 2004 elections

Turnout 60.35 7.68 34.72 95.5

PSD_PUR (left) 41.97 15.26 0 81.87

PNL_PD (right, liberal) 24.44 11.55 0.36 66.98

PNTCD (liberal) 1.4 1.86 0 21.04

PNG (nationalist) 1.86 1.77 0 19.18

UDMR (ethnic minorities) 6.49 21.05 0 98.6

Observations 1115

Panel D 2008 elections

Turnout 44.5 9.24 18.06 89.81

PD_L (right, liberal) 30.36 17.2 0 91.3

PSD_PC (left) 32.7 19.09 0.29 88.52

PNG_CD (nationalist) 2.35 3.27 0 39.56

PNL (liberal) 20.5 16.84 0 82.91

UDMR (ethnic minorities) 6.18 20.32 0 97.61

Number of Observations 1128
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Table 13: Nonparametric local estimates

Longitude Latitude Precipitation Temperature

Wald estimate -0.681 -0.837* 14.438 0.921

(0.584) (0.467) (17.029) (0.772)

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60

Observations 1190 1190 1190 1190
Notes: Nonparametric local linear RD is estimated. Imbens and Kalyanaraman bandwidth is used.

*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 14: The effect of empires on infrastructure

(1) (2) (3)

Roads’ Length 5 km radius
Roads’ Length 10 km

radius Luminosity

One-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 2.955*** 8.920*** 3.230*
(0.961) (2.173) (1.649)

Controls Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60
Observations 1,190 1,190 1,190

R-squared 0.120 0.121 0.490

Two-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 2.813*** 6.302*** 2.660***
(0.848) (1.629) (0.922)

Controls Yes Yes Yes
Third Order Polynomial
in Latitude and Longitude Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60
Observations 1,190 1,190 1,190

R-squared 0.135 0.155 0.508
Notes: Municipality-level OLS regressions. Controls include latitude, longitude, altitude, and municipality’s
population (in natural logarithms). Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 15: The effect of empires on education and unemployment

(1) (2) (3)
Higher Post-Secondary Unemployment

education education rate

One-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 1.018 -0.0928 -1.093
(0.605) (0.274) (0.960)

Controls Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy

Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60
Observations 1,190 1,190 1,190
R-squared 0.495 0.377 0.112

Two-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 0.419 -0.407** 1.667**
(0.357) (0.163) (0.699)

Controls Yes Yes Yes
Third Order Polynomial
in Latitude and
Longitude

Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60
Observations 1,190 1,190 1,190
R-squared 0.517 0.430 0.141

Notes: Municipality-level OLS regressions. Controls include latitude, longitude, altitude, and municipality’s
population (in natural logarithms). Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 16: Differences in regional GDP per capita

Former Habsburg Former Ottoman Difference
Regional GDP per capita (2006), 15208.56 13592.58 1615.99
lei per person (3623.75) (6663.02) (1596.33)
Regional GDP per capita (2009), 21433.09 19627.6 1805.49
lei per person (-5192.47) (10211.91) (2399.44)

Observations 17 25
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Table 17: The effect of empires on expenditures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food
Expenditure

Clothing
Expenditure

Education
Expenditure

Health
Expenditure

Durable
Expenditure

One-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy -0.100 0.191 -0.401 -0.831 0.433
(0.212) (0.850) (0.667) (0.902) (1.293)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 41
Observations 840 826 802 825 806
R-squared 0.578 0.103 0.307 0.121 0.058

Two-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy -0.110 -0.275 -0.666 -0.896 0.414
(0.200) (0.686) (0.640) (0.712) (1.100)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Third Order Polynomial in
Latitude and Longitude

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 41
Observations 840 826 802 825 806

R-squared 0.584 0.113 0.324 0.156 0.090
Notes: The dependent variables are natural logarithms of household expenditures from the two rounds of the LIT survey (2006
and 2010): in the last month for food and clothing expenditures; in the 12 last months for education, healthcare, and durable
expenditures. The expenditures were converted into the US dollars. Controls include the number of household members and
children, rural dummy, latitude, longitude, altitude, and a survey round dummy. Robust standard errors are clustered at the
PSU level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 18: The effect of empires on trust in people

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Generalized
Trust

Trust in
Family

Trust in
Neighbors

Trust in
Strangers

Trust in
Friends

Trust in Another
Religion

One-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 0.177* -0.0614 -0.0893 0.264** 0.251 -0.180
(0.100) (0.0705) (0.370) (0.122) (0.325) (0.199)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 21 21 21 21 21
Observations 856 456 456 456 456 456

R-squared 0.054 0.029 0.049 0.044 0.097 0.040

Two-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 0.160 -0.0381 0.218 0.358** 0.364* 0.0332
(0.0923) (0.0378) (0.275) (0.131) (0.180) (0.133)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Third Order Polynomial
in Latitude and Longitude

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 21 21 21 21 21
Observations 856 456 456 456 456 456
R-squared 0.058 0.042 0.096 0.078 0.127 0.101

Notes: In column (1), the dependent variables are individual-level responses from two rounds of the LIT survey
(2006 and 2010). In columns (2) – (6), the dependent variables are individual-level responses from the second round
of the LIT survey (2010). Individual-level controls include respondent’s gender, age, educational status and ethnic
minority dummy. Locality-level controls include rural dummy, latitude, longitude, and altitude. A survey round
dummy is included for the specifications in column (1). Robust standard errors are clustered at the PSU level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 19: The effect of empires on trust in institutions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Trust in
President

Trust in
Government

Trust in
Courts

Trust in
Army

Trust in
Police

Trust in
NGOs

One-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 0.0148 -0.0200 0.0337 -0.110 0.318** 0.268*
(0.165) (0.118) (0.166) (0.149) (0.153) (0.140)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 41 41
Observations 856 856 856 856 856 856

R-squared 0.188 0.105 0.068 0.078 0.049 0.060

Two-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy 0.101 0.00506 0.0846 -0.234* 0.186 0.147
(0.145) (0.0904) (0.154) (0.128) (0.138) (0.123)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Third Order Polynomial in
Latitude and Longitude

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 41 41
Observations 856 856 856 856 856 856
R-squared 0.193 0.126 0.101 0.096 0.052 0.059

Notes: The dependent variables are individual-level responses from two rounds of the LIT survey (2006 and
2010). Individual-level controls include respondent’s gender, age, educational status and ethnic minority
dummy. Locality-level controls include rural dummy, latitude, longitude, altitude, and a survey round
dummy. Robust standard errors are clustered at the PSU level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 20: The effect of empires on organization membership

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Family Member
Communist

Respondent
Communist

Party
Membership

Organization
Membership

Church
Membership

One-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy -0.330** -0.123 -0.0585 -0.134 0.0405
(0.131) (0.138) (0.0364) (0.0831) (0.504)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 21
Observations 856 856 856 856 456

R-squared 0.102 0.156 0.033 0.170 0.266

Two-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy -0.313** -0.136 -0.0799* -0.0785 0.0259
(0.147) (0.120) (0.0434) (0.0752) (0.294)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Third Order Polynomial in
Latitude and Longitude

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 21
Observations 856 856 856 856 456
R-squared 0.109 0.165 0.038 0.182 0.317

Notes: In columns (1) – (4), the dependent variables are individual-level responses from two rounds of the LIT
survey (2006 and 2010). In column (5), the dependent variables are individual-level responses from the second
round of the LIT survey (2010). Individual-level controls include respondent’s gender, age, educational status
and ethnic minority dummy. Locality-level controls include rural dummy, latitude, longitude, and altitude. A
survey round dummy is included for the specifications in columns (1) – (4). Robust standard errors are
clustered at the PSU level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 21: The effect of empire on corruption

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Bribes to Road
Police

Bribes to
Bureaucrats

Bribes in
Courts

Bribes in
Education

Bribes in
Healthcare

One-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy -0.0206 0.0424 -0.154 0.148 -0.360**
(0.259) (0.108) (0.171) (0.168) (0.126)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 41
Observations 856 856 856 856 856

R-squared 0.096 0.058 0.075 0.082 0.122

Two-Dimensional RD

Habsburg Dummy -0.126 0.0445 -0.196 0.0439 -0.273**
(0.309) (0.101) (0.193) (0.219) (0.127)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Third Order Polynomial in
Latitude and Longitude

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60
Number of PSUs 41 41 41 41 41
Observations 856 856 856 856 856
R-squared 0.144 0.081 0.098 0.085 0.126

Notes: The dependent variables are individual-level responses from two rounds of the LIT survey (2006 and 2010).
Individual-level controls include respondent’s gender, age, educational status and ethnic minority dummy. Locality-
level controls include rural dummy, latitude, longitude, altitude, and a survey round dummy. Robust standard errors
are clustered at the PSU level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 22: The effect of empires on voting in parliamentary elections in 1996-2008

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Party Left, Post-

Communist
Centre-Right,

Liberal
Anti-

Communist
Social-

Democratic
Nationalist National

Minorities
Nationalist Liberal Turnout

(PSD,PDSR) (PDL,PD) (CDR) (USD,PD) (PRM) (UDMR) (PNG) (PNL)
Election Years 1996-2008 2004-2008 1996-2000 1996-2000 1996-2008 1996-2008 2004-2008 2000, 2008 1996-2008

One-Dimensional RD
Habsburg Dummy -6.176** 6.366** 1.789* 0.0494 -0.997 0.167 -0.160 2.144 -0.622

(2.344) (2.325) (0.882) (1.186) (0.646) (0.323) (0.367) (2.064) (1.121)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distance to Border X
Habsburg Dummy

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
Observations 4,589 2,364 2,225 2,225 4,589 4,589 2,364 2,304 4,589
R-squared 0.572 0.377 0.754 0.442 0.689 0.985 0.064 0.366 0.679

Two-Dimensional RD
Habsburg Dummy -7.089*** 5.615*** 2.944* 1.725 -1.988** 0.00736 -0.175 3.665 1.146

(2.513) (1.991) (1.554) (1.028) (0.862) (0.202) (0.323) (2.146) (1.174)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Third Order Polynomial in
Latitude and Longitude

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
Observations 4,589 2,364 2,225 2,225 4,589 4,589 2,364 2,304 4,589

R-squared 0.589 0.393 0.731 0.468 0.710 0.986 0.123 0.377 0.687
Notes: The dependent variables are the percentages of votes for the parties (out of 100%). The independent variable of interest is a Habsburg dummy. Controls include
latitude, longitude, altitude, municipality’s population (in natural logarithms), gender, age, education, native language structure, and election dummies. Robust
standard errors are clustered at the county level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level
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Table 23: One-Dimensional RD with cubic polynomial

(1) (2) (3)
Party Left, Post-

Communist
Centre-Right,

Liberal
Anti-

Communist

(PSD,PDSR) (PDL,PD) (CDR)
Election Years 1996-2008 2004-2008 1996-2000

One-Dimensional RD
Habsburg Dummy -6.434** 6.132** 1.770*

(2.462) (2.305) (0.930)
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Third-order polynomial in distance Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border X Habsburg Dummy Yes Yes Yes
Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60
Observations 4,589 2,364 2,225
R-squared 0.574 0.378 0.754

Notes: The dependent variables are the percentages of votes for the parties (out of 100%). The independent
variable of interest is a Habsburg dummy. Controls include latitude, longitude, altitude, municipality’s
population (in natural logarithms), gender, age, education, native language structure, and election dummies.
Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level
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Table 24: The effect of empires on voting for connected municipalities

(1) (2) (3)

Party Left, Post-
Communist

Centre-Right,
Liberal

Anti-
Communist

(PSD,PDSR) (PDL,PD) (CDR)
Election Years 1996-2008 2004-2008 1996-2000

One-Dimensional RD
Habsburg Dummy -4.874** 4.579** 1.586*

(2.091) (2.151) (0.909)
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border X Habsburg
Dummy Yes Yes Yes
Travel distance to passes (km) 60 60 60
Observations 2,877 1,190 1,101
R-squared 0.604 0.468 0.766

Two-Dimensional RD
Habsburg Dummy -6.250** 3.929* 1.696*

(2.577) (2.081) (0.954)
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Third Order Polynomial in
Latitude and Longitude Yes Yes Yes
Travel distance to passes (km) 60 60 60
Observations 2,877 1,190 1,101
R-squared 0.619 0.492 0.773

Notes: The dependent variables are the percentages of votes for the parties (out of 100%). The independent
variable of interest is a Habsburg dummy. Controls include latitude, longitude, altitude, municipality’s
population (in natural logarithms), gender, age, education, native language structure, and election dummies.
Robust standard errors are clustered at the county level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level
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Table 25: Robustness Check, Suceava and Botosani counties

(1) (2) (3)
Party Left, Post-

Communist
Centre-Right,

Liberal
Anti-

Communist

(PSD,PDSR) (PDL,PD) (CDR)
Election Years 1996-2008 2004-2008 1996-2000

One-Dimensional RD
Habsburg Dummy -6.916*** 4.995* 1.538

(1.817) (2.766) (1.132)
Distance to Border Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Border X Habsburg Dummy Yes Yes Yes
Bandwidth (km) 30 30 30
Observations 526 282 244
R-squared 0.381 0.370 0.689

Two-Dimensional RD
Habsburg Dummy -6.294*** 8.543*** 1.681*

(1.467) (2.188) (0.951)
Third Order Polynomial in Latitude and
Longitude Yes Yes Yes
Bandwidth (km) 30 30 30
Observations 526 282 244

R-squared 0.490 0.476 0.721
Notes: The dependent variables are the percentages of votes for the parties (out of 100%). The
independent variable of interest is a Habsburg dummy. Controls include latitude, longitude, altitude,
and municipality’s population (in natural logarithms). The sample includes only the municipalities
that are located in Suceava aand Botosani counties. Robust standard errors are clustered at the county
level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level
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Table 26: The effect of empires at placebo borders

Placebo border Placebo Western border Placebo Eastern border
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Party Left, Post-
Communist

Centre-Right,
Liberal

Anti-
Communist

Left, Post-
Communist

Centre-Right,
Liberal

Anti-
Communist

(PSD,PDSR) (PDL,PD) (CDR) (PSD,PDSR) (PDL,PD) (CDR)

Election Years 1996-2008 2004-2008 1996-2000 1996-2008 2004-2008 1996-2000

One-Dimensional RD
Placebo Habsburg Dummy 0.0663 -1.032 -0.258 -0.108 -1.748 -0.101

(1.614) (1.618) (0.774) (1.119) (1.366) (0.686)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance to Placebo border Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distance to placebo border X
placebo Habsburg dummy

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60
Observations 3,263 1,682 1,581 5,492 2,838 2,654

R-squared 0.527 0.478 0.745 0.345 0.182 0.788

Two-Dimensional RD
Placebo Habsburg Dummy 0.734 -1.582 -1.075 -1.625 -1.185 0.403

(1.408) (1.385) (0.837) (1.131) (1.077) (0.422)
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Third Order Polynomial in
Latitude and Longitude

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bandwidth (km) 60 60 60 60 60 60
Observations 3,263 1,682 1,581 5,492 2,838 2,654

R-squared 0.544 0.508 0.748 0.376 0.219 0.773
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Table 27: Ethnic diversity in the past and voting for the left party

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Variables Dependent variable: Percentage of votes for left post-Communist party in 1996-2008

Population Share of Hungarians -0.245*** -0.0222*
in the 19th century (0.0200) (0.0106)
Population Share of Germans 0.0592* 0.0785**
in the 19th century (0.0327) (0.0335)
Population Share of Jews 0.299
in the 19th century (0.325)
Population Share of Gypsies 0.0607
in the 19th century (0.200)
Population Share of Hungarians -0.295*** -0.274***
Today (0.0178) (0.0175)
Population Share of Germans -0.146 -0.513**
Today (0.342) (0.215)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sample Habsburg Habsburg Habsburg Habsburg Habsburg Habsburg Habsburg Habsburg
Observations 4,156 4,156 4,156 4,156 4,156 4,156 4,156 4,156
R-squared 0.480 0.295 0.291 0.290 0.524 0.524 0.290 0.297

Notes: The dependent variable is the percentages of votes for the main left party (out of 100%) in 1996-2008. The independent variables of interest are
the population shares of different ethnic groups in the 19th century and today. Controls include latitude, longitude, altitude, current municipality’s
population (in natural logarithms), gender, age, education, native language structure, and election dummies. Robust standard errors are clustered at
the county level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level
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Table 28: The Effect of high-ranking Communist officials

Dependent Variable: The percentage of votes for the main left party in 1996-2008

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Habsburg dummy -7.619*** -7.499** -6.095** -6.136**

(2.689) (2.887) (2.492) (2.704)

Pop share of high-ranked 2.740*** 2.196 -2.486 -0.618

Communists by county of birth (0.908) (1.317) (1.896) (1.653)

Pop share of high-ranked 1.537 -2.435 -0.393 -2.705

Communists by county of work (1.368) (3.100) (3.670) (3.635)

RD specification No No No No One-Dimension Two-Dimension One-Dimension Two-Dimension

Sample (bandwidth) All All 60 km 60 km 60 km 60 km 60 km 60 km

Observations 12,226 12,226 4,589 4,589 4,589 4,589 4,589 4,589

R-squared 0.533 0.528 0.526 0.524 0.576 0.589 0.573 0.590
Notes: The dependent variable is the percentages of votes for the main left party (out of 100%) in 1996-2008. The independent variables of interest are a
Habsburg dummy, the population share of high-ranked Communist officials in 1984-1989 per 100,000 people in county of birth, and the population
share of high-ranked Communist officials in 1984-1989 per 100,000 people in county of work. Controls include latitude, longitude, altitude,
municipality’s population (in natural logarithms), gender, age, education, native language structure, and election dummies. Robust standard errors are
clustered at the county level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level
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1.10 Figures

Figure 1: Romanian principalities around 1600

Figure 2: United Kingdom of Romania without Transylvania in 1900

Source for Figure 1 and Figure 2: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mihai_1600.png
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Bucharest
Ottoman Romania

Habsburg Romania

Figure 3: The Habsburg-Ottoman border and contemporary borders
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Figure 4: Timeline of Romanian history
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Figure 5: Habsburg-Ottoman border and Romanian municipalities
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Figure 6: The LIT localities and Habsburg-Ottoman border
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Figure 7: Altitude, non-parametric local average at the border
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Figure 8: Voting for the left party, non-parametric local average
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Figure 9: Map of Romania and Carpathian Mountains chain

Source: http://romaniatourism.com/location.html
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Figure 10: Municipalities within 60 km travel distance of road passages
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Figure 11: Placebo test using municipalities in Suceava and Botosani counties
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Ottoman Romania

Habsburg Romania

Figure 12: High-ranking Communist officials per region of birth

Habsburg-Ottoman Border
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Ottoman Romania

Habsburg Romania

Figure 13: High-ranking Communist officials per region of work

Communists per 100,000 people (County of Work)
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2. The Effect of Stalin’s Deportations on Distrust in
Central Authority

2.1 Introduction

This paper investigates the impact of the Soviet deportations under Stalin on

trust in central authority. During World War II, nine ethnic groups were removed from

their homelands in the Soviet Union. In each case, the entire population was relocated to

Siberia, Central Asia, or both. In total, more than 2.8 million people were deported

during that period, including about 1.4 million Germans.

After Stalin’s death, the deported groups were treated differently. Five

Caucasian groups (Chechens, Ingush, Karachays, Balkars, and Kalmyks) had their

political rights restored, and in the 1950s and 1960s they were allowed to move back to

their historical homelands.1 The other four ethnic groups, namely, Germans, Crimean

Tatars, Meskhetian Turks, and Koreans, did not have their rights restored; they stayed in

the destination regions until the disintegration of the Soviet Union. Geographic variation

in the regions of origin and destination and temporal variation in restoration of the

rights across ethnic groups allow an inquiry into the interim and long-term effects of

Stalin’s deportations on people’s trust in central authority.

1 In the Soviet Union the restoration of social and political rights was called “rehabilitation.” The term “rehabilitated” is
applied here to ethnic groups who were allowed to return to their homelands with full political rights.
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The first hypothesis is that the deportation campaign depressed trust in central

authority in both the regions of destination and origin. As a proxy for trust in central

authority, I use data on the 1991 national referendum on the preservation of the Soviet

Union. Because of growing nationalism and confrontation between the central authority

and local elites in the early 1990s, voting against the Union signaled distrust in the

central Communist authority.

In theory, there can be three multiple effects when people are deported from

one region to another: 1) the effect on the deportees, 2) the effect on the natives in the

destination region, and 3) the effect on those who were left behind in the region of

origin. The variation in time of restoration of political rights of deportees allows one to

distinguish between the consequences of permanent exiles (effects 1 and 2) from those of

temporary exiles (effects 1 and 3) and those for other residents in the regions of origin

(effect 3). Data on voting in favor of the Union in the 1991 referendum provides evidence

of only the first two effects. The effects of the ethnic groups that stayed in permanent

exile in the destination regions are much stronger than the effects of those who returned

to their homelands. A possible explanation is that the former suffered discrimination for

longer periods. Enduring discrimination lowers trust in government authority. The

distrust can be transmitted to the natives who observe a huge influx of deportees in their

region. Indeed, a 1% increase in the population share of deportees who were in
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permanent exile in 1953 is associated with a 0.73% decrease in the percentage of pro-

Union votes in 1991. Using turnout in the 1989 parliamentary elections as a proxy for the

strength of the local Communist cadres, one finds no evidence for an alternative

hypothesis that the results can be driven by this factor.

The paper’s second hypothesis is that the effects of deportations could persist in

the destination regions. To study the long-term effects of deportations I use individual-

level data from the World Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development’s Life in Transition Survey (2006). Treating trust in the president as a

proxy for trust in central authority, I find a significant negative long-term effect of

deportations on trust in central authority in the destination regions. To reemphasize, the

effect is again stronger the longer the forced exile lasted. For example, for Germans, the

largest unrehabilitated ethnic group, a 1% increase in the population share of German

deportees in the destination region in 1953 is associated with a 5.7% decrease in support

for the president a half-century later.

There exists evidence of the negative long-term effect of forced migrations on

generalized trust. Alesina and La Ferrara (2002) find a significantly lower level of

generalized trust for the African-Americans who are descendants of the forcibly moved

Africans to the United States. At the same time, Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) show a

lower level of generalized trust in the origin regions of the African slave trade. To the
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best of my knowledge, this is the first inquiry into the consequences of Stalin’s forced

migrations on distrust in central authority.

The paper’s findings are relevant to the literature on trust and economic

development. Fukuyama (1995) stresses the importance of trust for economic

development. Distrust in government authority can boost demand for regulation

(Aghion et al., 2010), which, in turn, may raise corruption, fuel unofficial transactions

(Djankov et al., 2002), and lower economic growth (Djankov, McLiesh, and Ramalho,

2006). The paper also extends the literature on trust by showing that such repressive acts

as Stalin’s deportations can depress trust in government authority for generations.

Through these findings, this paper contributes to the growing literature that

uses Russia’s historical data to study the long-term effects of institutional persistence

(Acemoglu, Hassan, and Robinson, 2010; Grosfeld, Rodnyansky, and Zhuravskaya,

2013; Dower and Markevich, 2014).

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Sections 2.2 discusses the previous

literature and motivates the paper. Section 2.3 provides historical background. Data and

deportation variables are described in Section 2.4. Hypotheses are stated and the

empirical strategy is explained in Section 2.5. Empirical results are in Section 2.6. Section

2.7 concludes.
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2.2 Previous Literature

The paper contributes to three distinct literatures. These are the literature on

forced migrations and their consequences, the literature on trust and its effects on

economic development, and the recent Russian economic history literature.

First, there exist several studies of the long-term effects of forced migrations on

generalized trust, which is an experience-based judgement about trustworthiness of

strangers. Alesina and La Ferrara (2002) find a negative effect of the slave trade on trust

among African-Americans in the United States, in the destination regions of forced

migrations. Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) find a negative effect of forced migrations in

the slave-supplying regions of Africa. This paper contributes to this literature by

exploring the effects of deportations on trust in central authority in both the regions of

origin and destination in the former Soviet Union.

Second, there is extensive literature on trust that treats it as a form of social

capital. As Fukuyama (1995) notes, unlike human capital, trust is usually transmitted

through religion, tradition and historical habit. As such, it cannot be acquired easily.

Putnam (1993) provides an example of persistent differences in regional economic

development between northern and southern Italy. Reporting that the ruling elites in the

South “destroyed horizontal ties of society in order to maintain the primacy of vertical

ties of dependence and exploitation,” the author infers that the result was lower
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generalized trust. To this day, the ability to work collectively has thus remained lower in

southern Italy than in northern Italy.  Becker et al. (2011) find significant links between

historical institutions in Europe and trust in bureaucracy today. Hence, history is an

important determinant of trust.

I extend the previous literatures by analyzing the effect of repressive social

policies, specifically, Stalin’s deportation campaign, on trust in central authority. As

Fukuyama notes, “the Communist Party consciously sought to undermine all forms of

horizontal association in favor of vertical ties between party-state and individuals,

which left post-Soviet society bereft of both trust and a durable civil society”

(Fukuyama, 2001, p. 18). In particular, people deported by Stalin and their descendants

do not trust the central authority anymore. Moreover, this effect can have a long-term

damage for the future development of the society in the destination regions of

deportations.

Economists have tried to establish both theoretically and empirically the effect

of trust on economic development. La Porta et al. (1997) investigate the determinants of

trust in large organizations. They show that trust can be an important channel of the

influence of hierarchical religion on economic and social outcomes.

Low trust affects also the effectiveness of regulations.  If a government

authority knows that it is distrusted, it may decide to regulate economic activities
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heavily, which may then perpetuate a self-enforcing institutional equilibrium involving

low trust. Aghion et al. (2010) show that high distrust in government can stimulate

demand for government control and regulation.  In particular, people accustomed to

living in a low-trust community will expect high levels of regulation and corruption.

Moreover, they will not develop norms of civility. When they find their expectations

fulfilled, it leads to a bad equilibrium whereby masses of uncooperative individuals

support heavy regulation. Put differently, distrust fuels support for government control

over the economy, and, in turn, the latter hampers economic development. There is

evidence that high regulation of market entry is associated with rampant corruption and

a huge unofficial economy (Djankov et al., 2002), and also that less burdensome business

regulation promotes economic growth (Djankov, McLiesh, and Ramalho, 2006). These

findings are consistent with the observation that high distrust in government authority

supports a bad institutional equilibrium.

Finally, the paper adds to a growing recent literature that uses Russia’s rich

historical data to study the long-term effects of history on economic development.

Acemoglu, Hassan, and Robinson (2010) show that the severity of the Holocaust in

Russia during World War II is associated with a lower population, greater support for

the Communist Party and lower wages today. In the same vein, Grosfeld, Rodnyansky,

and Zhuravskaya (2013) find that the current residents of the former Jewish Pale of
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Settlement vote less for pro-market liberal parties, are less supportive of democracy and

the market economy, and exhibit higher levels of generalized trust. Kuzmina,

Volchkova, and Zueva (2014) use the intensity of worker strikes in 1895-1914 as an

instrument to identify the causal effect of governance quality on foreign direct

investment. Markevich and Dower (2014) find that geographic variation in the difficulty

of implementing Stolypin’s agrarian reform, as measured by the number of arsons, is

positively associated with an opposition to privatization and the perception of

privatization campaign of the 1990s being unfair. This paper draws attention to Stalin’s

deportation campaign and its interim and long-term effects on trust in central authority.

2.3 Historical Background

I begin by describing the history of deportations in the Soviet Union. Then I

discuss the rehabilitation of deportees. Finally, I conclude with the description of the

1991 referendum on preserving the Soviet Union and the disintegration of the country.

2.3.1 Deportations

Between 1937 and 1945, nine ethnic groups were totally removed from their

original homelands in the Soviet Union. These were Germans throughout the country,

several North Caucasian ethnic groups (Karachays, Kalmyks, Chechens, Ingush, and

Balkars), Meskhetian Turks mostly from the Black Sea region and Georgia, Crimean
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Tatars from Crimea, and Koreans from the Far East.2 By Stalin’s death, in January 1953,

about 2.8 million people had been forcefully deported to special settlements. About half

were ethnic Germans, who formed the largest deported group.

The first ethnically specific deportation involved Koreans of the Far East region

in 1937.3 The Koreans had settled in the region in the 19th century. During Japan’s

occupation of Korea in the 1920s, many of them moved to what later became Soviet

territory. In the late 1930s the Soviet authorities feared a possible war with Japan and a

potential collaboration of ethnic Koreans with Japan in the Soviet Far East (Pohl 1999, pp

10-11). In response, the authorities decided to remove Koreans from the frontier zone.

Around 172,000 Koreans were deported from the Far East to northern Kazakhstan and

Uzbekistan.

The deportation of the Soviet Germans began during World War II in June

1941. In the beginning of the war Stalin regularly received reports from KGB officials

that many Soviet Germans were serving as spies for Germany and that they were

collaborating with the German army on the occupied Soviet territories. So the formal

reason for Germans’ deportation was the rapid German advance within Russia and fears

of possible collaboration of Soviet Germans with the enemy.

2 For details about these deportations and their geographic distribution, see Polyan (2001).
3 The first mass deportation was the so-called “Kulak exile”; it targeted rich peasants who refused to enter a collective
farm (kolkhoz) during the collectivization drive. This was not a deportation aimed at a particular ethnic group.
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It was in the 18th century that Germans started to settle in the Russian Empire.

A manifest of Catherine II in 1763 had aimed to attract as many foreigners as possible to

recently conquered territories in the Volga regions.4 There was a hope that this

resettlement policy would promote agriculture and also increase loyalty to the state in

the conquered territories (Aberle, 1964). To that end, foreign settlers received land,

special preferences, and protection from the government. The transformation of wild

steppes into a grain belt led Czar Alexander I to issue in 1804 a second invitation of

German settlers. In response, German immigration accelerated. However, most of the

new settlers went to the Black Sea region that had just been incorporated into the

Russian Empire. According to the 1939 Census of the Soviet Union, at that point the

country had 1,427,000 Germans, who made up 1.5% of the total population. About

700,000 of these Germans were concentrated in the Volga region, including about

400,000 in the Autonomous Soviet Republic of Volga Germans. The remainder lived in

southern and eastern Ukraine and Crimea (about 350,000), Western Ukraine (about

200,000), and the Baltic republics (about 180,000).

In one of the largest and most rapid deportations in world history, by the end

of October 1941 about 450,000 Germans were deported from the Volga region to Siberia

and Kazakhstan. During that time, the Autonomous Soviet Republic of Volga Germans

4 These Germans were called Volga Germans in Russia and later in the Soviet Union.
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was abolished. Germans thus lost their administrative autonomy, which had allowed

some cultural independence (Krieger, 2010, p. 19). There was a politically motivated trial

in the former republic when 6,392 Germans were sentenced to long terms for

“espionage” and “counter-revolutionary movement”; 526 of them were executed

(Krieger, 2005, p. 7). The victims included community leaders. For example, the former

Deputy Governor of the Volga Germans’ Republic, Yakov Weilert, was tortured to death

by KGB officers in 1945.

Later Germans’ deportations started in the central regions of Russia, in the

Caucasian republics, in Ukraine, and Crimea. The area to which Germans were deported

was subsequently extended to include Siberia and the Central Asian republics of

Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Kyrgyzstan. In total, more than

1.4 million Germans were deported by 1947.

Ethnic groups living in the North Caucasus were added to the relocation

campaign in 1943-1944. These ethnic groups were accused of treasonous collaboration

with German troops during the occupation. About 70,000 Karachays were moved to

southern Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Siberia; about 130,000 Kalmyks were sent mostly

to Siberia. The next targeted groups were the Chechens (about 388,000 people) and the

Ingush (about 92,000 people). Most of them were deported to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,

and Uzbekistan. The deportations of the Chechens and the Ingush were complicated by
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local resistance and harsh winter weather. This campaign appears to have been

especially violent (Polyan, 2001, pp. 122-123). In a number of villages, Soviet troops

liquidated the entire civilian population by burning their houses. The last deported

ethnic group from the North Caucasus was the Balkars in 1944 (about 37 000 people).

After the liberation of Crimea from German occupation in 1944, the Soviet

authorities decided to punish alleged collaborators with the German army. As part of

this campaign, about 180,000 Crimean Tatars were deported to Uzbekistan and

Kazakhstan. The last deported ethnic group consisted of the Meskhetian Turks, who

resided in Georgia, close to the border with Turkey. The reason for their deportation was

a necessity to “improve conditions for defending Georgia’s state border in a case of war

with Turkey” (Bougai, 1996, p. 136). The Soviet authorities doubted the loyalty of

Muslim Turks. Later, the Meskhetian Turks who resided in the Black Sea region were

also exiled. About 115,000 Meskhetian Turks were deported to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,

and Uzbekistan in 1944.

The deportation flows of ethnic groups in the Soviet Union are shown in Figure

14. Most deportations moved people from the Soviet Union’s western and eastern

borders to areas far from the theater of war.

Scholars are divided on the real motivations behind the deportations in

question. In some sense, the deportations of Germans, Koreans, and Meskhetian Turks
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can be considered as preventive. The first German deportees were exiled just at the

beginning of the war with Germany. Koreans and Meskhetian Turks were deported

from the border regions because the Soviet authorities considered the neighboring

countries as potential enemies. As for the other deported ethnic groups, they were the

most disloyal to the Soviet rule of the non-Russian ethnic groups that were closely

approached by the German army during the war (Conquest, 1960, p. 188). In this regard,

their deportations can be considered as purely punitive.

The official reasons for deportations are sometimes at odds with facts. For

example, there is no documentation that Soviet Germans included spies, or that they

sympathized with Hitler. Moreover, it is well-established that in the German-occupied

Soviet territories various forms of collaboration with the German army occurred, and

also that the collaborators included Russians and Ukrainians who were not always

punished. At the same time, many ethnic Chechens, Ingush, Karachays, Kalmyks, and

Balkars served in the Red Army against Germans. During the German occupation of

Crimea, Crimean Tatars fought on both sides (Polyan, 2001, p. 126). Evidently, the

deportations were meant to repress entire ethnic groups, not collaborators per se.

Because all deported ethnic groups resided either by the frontier zone or in the German-

occupied regions, it is clear that Soviet authorities treated every ethnic group as
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collaborators. In fact, few members of the targeted ethnic groups actually collaborated

with the German army, and far larger numbers fought on the Soviet side.

The fears of disloyalty of non-Russian ethnic groups on the occupied and frontier

territories could have coincided with another often proposed rationale for the

deportations. Zemskov (2003) and Belkovets (2008) suggest that the necessity to create a

military industry in the East of the country and to provide the Soviet army with

ammunition and other supplies essential to the war effort was a motivation to deport

people to Siberia and Central Asia, regions far from the theater of war. Thus, an

alternative reason for deportations could be that Stalin used the war and the German

occupation as excuses to populate areas that he wanted to develop economically.

All deportees in the destination regions had the legal status of special settlers

(Zemskov, 2003, p. 120). Unlike people sent to the Gulag camps, they were not prisoners.

They had freedom of occupation and mobility within the boundaries of their destination

region. However, deportees had a special passport constraining their activity to the

assigned region. They were also obliged to inform the police about any changes in their

personal life. Moreover, deportees were often forced to settle in rural areas and could

find a job only in agriculture (Oberderfer, 2002). The system of special settlements lasted

from 1941 to Stalin’s death in 1953.
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Figure 15 shows the distribution of deported people in the destination regions.

The regions of Siberia and Central Asia prevailed in the number of received deportees.

For example, about one million people were deported to Kazakhstan, one half being

Germans. There were deportees in all regions of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and

Uzbekistan.

2.3.2 Rehabilitation

The reinstatement of social and political rights, the so-called rehabilitation

process, started with Stalin’s death in 1953 and the appointment of Nikita Khrushchev as

the Communist Party General Secretary. The period from 1953 until 1964 is known in

Soviet history as Khrushchev’s Thaw. This thaw provides the variation that is crucial to

my analysis.

In the Secret Speech at the Twentieth Communist Party Congress in 1956,

Khrushchev called deportations “mass repressions” and recognized that “this

deportation action was not dictated by any military considerations” (Conquest, 1960, p.

133). However, Khrushchev mentioned only five deported ethnic groups in his report:

Chechens, Ingush, Balkars, Karachays, and Kalmyks. As a result, in 1957 the Supreme

Soviet of the USSR passed the rehabilitation decree that restored these five ethnic groups

in their political rights, reestablished their administrative autonomy, and implied the

government assistance for these deportees in their return to the homelands.
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It is not clear why Khrushchev decided to restore in the political rights only five

of the deported ethnic groups. Kreindler (1986) points out that the regions of origin of

these five ethnicities did not have any strategic importance at that time. The homelands

of Chechens, Ingush, Balkars, Karachays, and Kalmyks were located within the Soviet

administrative borders in the North Caucasus, whereas Crimean Tatars, Meskhetian

Turks, and Koreans were deported from the Soviet border regions. As for Germans, they

were the largest deported ethnic group that would be relatively difficult to relocate back.

Moreover, the Soviet authorities could have an incentive to keep the European settlers in

Central Asia for development purposes (Kreindler, 1986).

As a result of Khrushchev’s Thaw, all Caucasian ethnic groups were rehabilitated

and allowed to return to their homelands. Their administrative autonomies were

restored. Most of the deportees from these ethnic groups returned to their regions of

origin in the late 1950s and 1960s. For example, by 1959, 61.3% of Chechens returned to

their homelands in the North Caucasus. By 1970, 89.9% of Chechens lived in their

restored administrative republic. However, four ethnic groups were not rehabilitated:

Germans, Crimean Tatars, Meskhetian Turks, and Koreans. These groups were forced to

remain in their destination regions right up to the disintegration of the Soviet Union.

The main question is thus whether people’s attitudes toward the Soviet

government changed differently for the ethnic groups that remained in permanent exile
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from those that were exiled temporarily. On the one hand, the groups that remained in

permanent exile suffered repression and discrimination for a longer period of time. Only

in 1972 the ban on choosing a place of residence was lifted for Germans, Crimean Tatars,

Meskhetian Turks, and Koreans. However, these ethnic groups were never allowed to

move back to their homelands, and their administrative autonomy was not restored.

Moreover, the authorities sought to assimilate these ethnic groups more intensively

(Pohl, 1999, pp. 58-59). According to the 1989 Census, some 50.8% of Soviet Germans

spoke Russian as their native language compared to 1.8% Chechens. On the other hand,

the ethnic groups that returned to their homelands had to relocate twice – first, from

their regions of origin to the destination regions during deportation, and, second, in the

opposite direction after the rehabilitation. Thus, comparing the effects on the two sets of

ethnic groups is of particular interest.

Only in 1989 did the Soviet Parliament condemn the deportations and recognize

the criminality of this campaign. In 1991 the Russian parliament declared that all

deported ethnic groups should get their rights back and that their autonomous

administrative units should be restored. However, these decisions could not be

implemented because of the political chaos in the country. According to Denisenko

(2003), in 1991-1998 more than 1.5 million people of German origin immigrated to

Germany from the countries of the former Soviet Union.  In the early 1990s, the Crimean
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Tatars started moving back to Crimea; by 2001 about 250,000 Crimean Tatars lived in

Crimea according to the Ukrainian Census. Meanwhile, the Meskhetian Turks

immigrated to Georgia, Azerbaijan, Turkey, and Russia. Even though there was an

intensive emigration of Germans from the former Soviet Union in the 1990s and 2000s,

there is still a German presence in Stalin’s destination regions. According to official data,

394,138 ethnic Germans lived in Russia (Census 2010), 178,409 in Kazakhstan (Census

2009), 9,287 in Kyrgyzstan (Census 2009) and 7,838 in Uzbekistan (estimated in 2000).

Koreans, Crimean Tatars, and Meskhetian Turks remain relatively small minorities in

the destination regions.5

2.3.3 Referendum and Disintegration of the Soviet Union

As a proxy for trust in central authority, I use the results of the All-Union

referendum, which was held in March, 1991. This was the only referendum that took

place during the entire Soviet era. It contained a single question about preserving the

Soviet Union. By that time, the disintegration processes had already started. It was

driven mostly by low living standards and the emergence of nationalism (Austin, 1996).

The referendum was proposed by Mikhail Gorbachev, who wanted to keep the

country united. He sought a mandate for negotiating a new Union Treaty to turn the

Soviet Union into a federation. Thus, Gorbachev and associates wanted to preserve the

5 The main destination regions for deported Crimean Tatars and Meskhetian Turks were located in Uzbekistan. After
1989, there were not carried out any censuses in Uzbekistan. Thus, the precise estimates are unavailable for these ethnic
groups.
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Soviet Union; they would use the referendum as evidence of mass support. At the same

time, the elites of individual republics wanted the Union to split, although few admitted

this publicly. Independence would enhance the power of local elites. Hence, the

referendum reflected disagreements between the central authority, headed by

Gorbachev, and the authorities of the Soviet Union’s constituent republics. In six former

republics, namely, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Georgia, Moldavia, and Armenia, the

referendum was not carried out, because they had already declared independence.6

Along with this referendum, in the Russian Soviet Republic voters were

presented another question about introducing the post of President of Russia. Russian

voters overwhelmingly supported the change (71%). Three months later, Boris Yeltsin

became Russia’s first elected president. In the interim, Yeltsin harshly opposed both

Gorbachev and the Union Treaty. Promoting the idea of confederation, he advocated full

independence for Russia from Soviet central authority. Yeltsin’s popularity rose very

quickly.7

Despite growing nationalism and tensions between central and local authorities,

a large majority of the referendum participants voted for preserving the Soviet Union

(76.4%). Voter turnout was around 81%. These results led to negotiations between the

6 Some people were able to vote even in these six republics since voting stations were organized at the Soviet army bases.
7 According to the poll conducted by VTSIOM Center for the Study of Public Opinion in December, 1990, 41% of
respondents chose Yeltsin as the person of the year against 22% who chose Gorbachev (Moskovskie Novosti on December
31, 1990).
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central authority and the leaders of the Soviet republics. In stages, Gorbachev was forced

to comply with the demands of the republics’ leaders. He agreed with the new Union

Treaty that implied a confederation. This new Union Treaty was never implemented,

because the USSR’s disintegration had already gone too far. Thus, taking into account

the confrontation between the USSR’s and republican authorities, and also the explosive

rise of national movements in the republics, voting in favor of the Union in the 1991

referendum can be considered as reflecting trust in the central Communist authority.

2.4 Data and Deportation Variables

Data come from several sources. Data on trust in central authority are drawn

from results of the All-Union referendum in 1991 and the Life in Transition Survey of

2006. Information on deportees comes mainly from Zemskov (2003) and Polyan (2001).

Further on, I will describe each dataset in detail and explain the construction of

deportation variables.

2.4.1 Data on the 1991 Referendum

The referendum on preserving the Soviet Union asked voters the following

question:

What do you think, is it necessary to preserve the Soviet Union as a renewed
federation of equal in rights and independent republics, where all people’s rights and
freedoms would be guaranteed for every ethnic group in full extent?
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Voters could answer “Yes” or “No.” The affirmative answer meant that one

supports preserving the Soviet Union; the negative favored disintegration. I use region-

level data on the referendum for four countries that provide data on the deported

people: Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan.8 The results of the referendum

for Russia come from Electoral Geography.9 The data on the referendum for other

republics were collected from the official regional newspapers of the Republics of

Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan and from the official republican newspaper of Kazakhstan.10

As Panel A of Table 29 shows, the average percentage of pro-Union votes equaled 81.1%,

with a standard deviation of 11%.11 The Sverdlovskaya Oblast in Russia had the lowest

percentage of pro-Union votes, which probably reflected the popularity of the former

region’s leader Boris Yeltsin, who strongly supported disintegration. The highest

percentages of pro-Union votes were observed in parts of Uzbekistan, up to 97% in the

Horezmskaya Oblast and Kara-Kalpakskaya ASSR.

For a placebo test, I use data on turnout in the parliamentary elections in the

Soviet Union in 1989. In these elections, which are considered the first competitive

elections of the Soviet Union, the Communist Party faced opposition from strong leaders

8 Ukraine is not included in the sample because there are only two destination regions in the East of the country with a
relatively small number of deportees (the Khersonskaya and Dnepropetrovskaya Oblasts with 186 and 460 deportees,
respectively). Also, Ukraine differs significantly in terms of history and geography from the rest of the destination
regions. The border regions of Ukraine include some minor origin regions for Germans. When Ukraine is included in the
sample, the results do not differ qualitatively.
9 www.electoralgeography.com/new/en/countries/r/russia/russia-march-referendum-1991.html
10 Available through the Russian State Library.
11 The data on turnout in the 1991 referendum at the regional level were not published for all regions. For the entire
country the average turnout was around 81%.
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(Berezkin et al., 1989). These elections took place on March 26, 1989. Data on regional

turnout in Russia come from McFaul and Petrov (1998). Data on regional turnout in

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan were collected from official regional

newspapers. All regions of the Soviet Union were divided into territorial districts and

national-territorial districts. I aggregated data on turnout in the territorial districts at the

regional level. The average turnout in the 1989 elections was around 90.6%.

Data on controls, including the ethnic composition and the shares of urban

population, people with higher education, and the retirees in region’s population, are

from the 1989 Census. The data on the average monthly wage of employees were

collected from the annual statistical reports of CIS countries for 1990-1991. The

administrative borders changed several times between 1953, a year for which detailed

data on deportees in the destinations regions are available, and 1991, when the

referendum took place. I merged and reconstructed data from the 1989 Census and the

referendum for administrative borders in 1953.12 The summary statistics for controls are

in Panel B of Table 1.

2.4.2 Data on Trust in the President

To test further the hypothesis about the long-term effect of deportations on trust

in central authority in the destination regions, I use data from the Life in Transition

12 I had to exclude from the referendum analysis the Karagandinskaya, Akmolinskaya, Alma-Atinskaya, and
Kustanayskaya Oblasts of Kazakhstan, because the administrative borders for these regions changed several times, and it
was not feasible to match data on referendum with data on deportations.
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Survey (LIT). This survey was carried out by the World Bank and the European Bank for

Reconstruction and Development (EBRD 2006) in 27 countries of Eastern and Central

Europe, Turkey, and Mongolia in 2006.13 In each of the 29 countries, 1,000 people were

interviewed. The sample was selected in two stages of the survey. In the first step, 50

primary sample units (PSUs) were selected in each country, with probability

proportional to the size of the region, measuring size either through population or

number of households. Thus, PSU represents a locality in the metropolitan, urban, or

rural area. In the second step, 20 households were selected at random in each PSU.

My sample includes again four countries for which the data on the deportees are

available: Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan. There were several changes

in the administrative division since 1953. Using GIS software, I geocoded each PSU and

restored the 1953 administrative borders of Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and

Uzbekistan. Then I merged geocoded locations from the LIT survey with the

administrative regions in 1953. The survey’s individual-level data were thus merged

with regional data on deportees in the destination regions. The LIT sample lack enough

western regions of Russia to consider the long-term effect of deportations separately in

the regions of origin. Figure 16 shows the geography of the LIT locations and destination

regions.

13 The data are available online www.ebrd.com/country/sector/econo/surveys/lits.htm
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The LIT sample covers 64 administrative regions within the 1953 administrative

borders. I exclude the LIT locations that represent metropolitan areas and were the

capitals of the Soviet republics because people migrated to these cities for other reasons

and it can contaminate the results.14 Thus, this yields a cross-section sample of 3,519

individuals from 176 PSUs in Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan.

The main question of interest in the survey is about trust in the president as an

institution. The question is the following: “To what extent do you trust the president?”

The respondents had to choose from six alternatives: (1) “complete distrust,” (2) “some

distrust,” (3) “neither trust nor distrust,” (4) “some trust,” (5) “complete trust,” (6)

“difficult to say.”  In each case, I code a dummy variable “trust” to equal one in case of

(4) and (5).15 The data contain detailed information about respondent’s characteristics,

which are used as individual-level controls. Summary statistics for the LIT data are in

Table 30.

2.4.3 Deportation Variables

To study the interim and long-term effects of deportations on trust in

government authority, the following analysis uses, on the one hand, geographic

variation in the number of deportees in the regions of origin and destination and, on the

14 These are Moscow, Saint-Petersburg, Almaty, Astana, Bishkek and Tashkent. Chernyakhovsk is not included in the
sample because it is located in the Russian enclave, in the Kaliningradskaya Oblast.
15 I do not exclude answers “neither trust not distrust” and “difficult to say,” but an alternative coding does not change
the results.
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other hand, temporal variation across ethnicities at rehabilitation. To estimate the effects

of deportation, I construct deportation variables that estimate the scope of deportations

in the regions of destination and origin separately for unrehabilitated and rehabilitated

ethnic groups.

Zemskov (2003) provides detailed data on the number of deportees by ethnicity

in the destination regions of Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan as of

January 1, 1953.16 This was the year when the system of special settlements of deportees

reached its zenith; within a year, the gradual process of restoration of rights began.

These data yield a cross-section sample of the number of deportees by their

ethnicity in 97 destination regions in four Soviet republics in 1953. 74 of these regions

actually hosted deportees in 1953. I refer to these regions, to which people were

deported, as destination regions. Summary statistics are in Panel C of Table 1. The

highest population share of deportees is observed in the Kokchetavskaya Oblast of

Kazakhstan (around 20%). In fact, the deportees, including ethnic Germans, the largest

deported group, were in all regions of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan. In

terms of ethnic groups, Germans, Chechens, and Crimean Tatars were the largest

deported groups. Table 31 shows the total number of deportees and the share of German

deportees in the destination regions in four Soviet republics.

16 The original source of the data is the State Archive of the Russian Federation.
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The first deportation variable, D
iUR , measures the population share of deportees

from the unrehabilitated ethnic groups in the destination region. It is defined as

,100
_

1959


i

iD
i Pop

ndestinatiotatedunrehabili
UR (2.1)

where indestinatiotatedunrehabili _ is the number of deportees from unrehabilitated

ethnic groups (Germans, Crimean Tatars, Meskhetian Turks, and Koreans) in

destination region i in 1953, and 1959
iPop is the total region’s population in 1959. The

1959 All-Union Census is the first post-war census that allows calculation of the

population shares of deportees in the destination regions. By construction, D
iUR is

positive only for regions that hosted deportees from the unrehabilitated ethnic groups.

In Kazakhstan’s Semipalatinsk region, for example, D
iUR is the share of Germans,

Crimean Tatars, Meskhetian Turks, and Koreans deported to that region in its total 1959

population. I refer to D
iUR as the effect of unrehabilitated deportees in the destination

regions.

The second deportation variable, D
iR , measures the population share of deportees

from the rehabilitated ethnic groups in the destination region. It is defined as
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where indestinatiotedrehabilita _ is the number of deportees from rehabilitated ethnic

groups (Chechens, Ingush, Karachays, Balkars, and Kalmyks) in destination region i in

1953. I refer to D
iR as the effect of rehabilitated deportees in destination regions.

Data on the geographic origins of deportees come from Polyan (2001). The author

provides detailed information by region of origin on the number of people of each ethnic

group that were deported. I consider only regions of origin within Russia.17 People were

deported from 19 regions of Russia. The regions of origin are shown in Figure 17 and

summary statistics are in Panel D of Table 28. The highest population shares of

deportees are from the Saratovskaya Oblast (17%), where the former administrative

Republic of Volga Germans was located, and from Groznenskaya Obast (65%), the

former Chechen-Ingush Republic. Germans and Chechens formed the largest deported

groups.

Using Polyan’s data on the regions of origin, I construct the third deportation

variable, O
iUR , which measures the population share of deportees from unrehabilitated

groups in the region of origin at the moment of deportation. It is defined as

,100
_
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17 There were also deportees from the Baltic countries, Belorussia, Ukraine, and Georgia, but detailed region-level data are
lacking for them. Besides, these countries differ significantly in socio-economic characteristics from the main sample.
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where iorigintatedunrehabili _ is the number of deportees from unrehabilitated ethnic

groups who were deported from region of origin i during World War II, and 1939
iPop is

the total population in the region in 1939. The 1939 pre-war All-Union Census allows

calculation of the population shares of deportees in the region of origin from which they

were deported during the war.18 By construction, O
iUR is positive only for the regions

from which people from the unrehabilitated ethnic groups were deported.

The final measure of deportations, O
iR , equals the population share of deportees

from the rehabilitated ethnic groups in the region of origin at the moment of

deportation. It is defined as

100
_
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where iorigintedrehabilita _ is the number of deportees from rehabilitated ethnic

groups who were deported from region of origin i during World War II. For example,

for Russia’s Kalmykiya region, O
iR is the 1939 population share of deported Kalmyks

from that region.

18 I calculate both the number of deportees and the total population from the 1939 Census within the 1953 administrative
borders.
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2.5 Hypotheses and Estimating Equations

The hypotheses are stated in Section 2.5.1. Then, Section 2.5.2 explains the

estimation strategy.

2.5.1 Hypotheses

I study whether deportations of different ethnic groups within the Soviet

Union would have depressed trust in central authority through the effect on deportees

and other residents in both the regions of destination and origin. The interim and long-

term effects of deportations are identified through two different datasets.

Data describing the referendum on the preservation of the Soviet Union allow

one to study an interim effect of deportations on trust in central government in both the

regions of destination and origin. Theoretically, when a group is moved from one area to

another there may be multiple effects. First, there is an effect on the deportees. Those

who endured discrimination lose trust in government. Thus, voting against the Union

by these people can be interpreted as distrust in the central Communist authority, which

deported them 50 years ago. Second, there is an effect on the destination regions. The

natives observed a high influx of forcibly moved people to their regions. That could

make them distrustful of government. Finally, there can be an effect on the regions of

origin. People who escaped deportation and were left behind could have lost trust in the

central government because of the injustices they witnessed. In the case of the
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rehabilitated ethnic groups, who returned to their homelands, the effects could be either

weaker or stronger than those on the unrehabilitated people, who remained in

permanent exile in the destination regions. On the one hand, the former had to relocate

twice. On the other hand, the restoration of their political rights might have mitigated

the consequences of their deportations. Comparing these two effects is an interesting

empirical question.

Although few of the deported people survived until 1991, information about the

deportations and distrust in central authority could have been transmitted to their

descendants within families and ethnic communities. Possible ethnic tensions in both the

destination regions and regions of origin, during the returns of the rehabilitated groups,

could have amplified the negative effects on trust.

First, I posit that more deportees from a region of origin as well as more

deportees in a destination region depressed support for the Union in 1991 in these

regions. The advantage of using the referendum as a proxy for trust is that it was held

just before the disintegration of the country, when the majority of people with

unrestored rights, whether deportees or their descendants, still lived in the destination

regions, whereas the rehabilitated groups returned to their homelands.19 This fact allows

19 There are no detailed data on how many former deportees or their descendants from unrehabilitated groups had
immigrated by the time of the 1991 referendum. The approximate estimates in the literature imply that in 1991 the vast
majority of people from these ethnic groups still lived in the destination regions. For example, according to Kadatskaya
(2005), in 1989-1991 about 100,000 ethnic Germans emigrated from Kazakhstan. This implies that around 90% of German
population of Kazakhstan in 1989 (957,518) remained in Kazakhstan at the time of the 1991 referendum.
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one to distinguish between the interim effects of deportations in the regions of origin

and destination. One expects a larger reduction in trust for ethnic groups in permanent

exile. That is because they stayed and endured discrimination in exile for longer periods.

However, these two effects combine the impact on deportees and that on other these

regions’ residents. Analyzing the regions of origin for the unreturned deportees and the

destination regions of rehabilitated deportees allows one to disentangle an additional

impact of deportations on people who escaped but witnessed deportation.

Second, I test the hypothesis about the long-term effect of deportations on trust

in central authority in the destination regions. For this purpose, I merge individual-level

data describing trust from the Life in Transition Survey with regional data on deportees

in the destination regions. Because most deportees and their descendants had left their

regions of exile by 2006, this effect is long-term. In other words, it cannot be explained

by the direct impact on those people who were deported in the 1940s. The long-term

effect might appear because of the inter-generational transmission of distrust in central

authority through families and also communication with the local population. I expect

that the effect should be stronger for unrehabilitated ethnic groups, because they stayed

in the destination regions longer and some descendants of deportees from these ethnic

groups still remain there.
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As a proxy for trust in central authority, I use a question on trust in the president

from the Life in Transition Survey. Although four countries in my sample differ in terms

of their political systems, each has an authoritarian regime with immense power

concentrated in the hands of a president.20 According to the second hypothesis, one

should expect a high share of deportees in the destination region’s population to have

resulted in high distrust in central authority, as measured by current distrust in the

president.

2.5.2 Estimating Equations

For identification of the interim effects of deportations on the 1991 referendum, it

is crucial to distinguish between the ethnic groups whose rights were restored in the

1950s and those whose rights remained suppressed. This determines the location of the

deportees and their descendants at the time of the 1991 referendum. Ideally, one would

estimate the effects on other residents in the regions of origin and destination, and one

would separate these effects from those on deportees. The vast majority of the

rehabilitated ethnic groups (Karachays, Chechens, Ingush, Balkars, and Kalmyks)

returned to their regions of origin. As for those whose rights remained suppressed

(Germans, Crimean Tatars, Meskhetian Turks, and Koreans), they remained in the

destination regions through at least 1991. Thus, temporal variation in rehabilitation

20 According to the Economist Intelligence Unit Democracy Index in 2006, Russia was 102th, Kyrgyzstan was 111th,
Kazakhstan was 120th and Uzbekistan was 160th in the world in terms of democracy.
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allows one to distinguish between the effects on deportees in permanent exile, the effects

on rehabilitated deportees who returned to their homelands, and an additional effect on

other residents in both regions of origin and destination.

To estimate the interim effects of deportations on trust in central authority, I run

the following OLS specification:

 
j

ijiii XVarDeportVotes  '_ (2.5)

where iVotes denotes the percentage of pro-Union votes in the 1991 referendum (out of

100%) in the region i . iVarDeport _ is one of the deportation variables defined in (2.1)-

(2.4) in Section 4.3, i.e. D
iUR , O

iR , D
iR , or O

iUR (all out of 100%). I estimate specification

(2.5) for each of deportation variable separately first, and then combine them in one

specification. The coefficients on these shares of deportees,  , are the main parameters

of interest. According to the hypothesis that an increase in the number of deportees

decreases support for preserving the Union in both the regions of origin and destination,

these coefficients are expected to be negative. In the baseline specification, a vector of

region-level controls iX consists of the population shares of retirees and urban dwellers.

In the extended specification of equation (5), I add to iX the share of people with higher

education, the average nominal wage, and the share of Russians in the region at the time
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of the referendum. In all specifications I also include country (republic) dummies j to

capture country fixed effects.

People from unrehabilitated ethnic groups were not allowed to return to their

homelands and stayed in exile in the destination regions at least until 1991, when the

referendum took place. Thus, the population share of unrehabilitated deportees in the

destination region in 1953, D
iUR , combines the effects of deportations on both

unrehabilitated deportees and other residents in the destination regions. The population

share of unrehabilitated deportees in the regions of origin at the moment of deportation,

O
iUR , is responsible for the net impact on other residents in the regions of origin who

escaped deportation, since people from the unrehabilitated ethnic groups had not

moved back to their homelands by the time of the referendum.

Since the rehabilitated ethnic groups returned to their homelands by the time of

the referendum, their population share in the destination region in 1953, D
iR , allows one

to estimate an additional effect of deportations on other residents in the destination

region. At the same time, the population share of rehabilitated ethnic groups in the

region of origin at the moment of deportation, O
iR captures the effect of deportations on

both deportees who moved back and on other residents in the regions of origin.

To study the long-term effect of deportations on trust in central authority in the

destination regions, I estimate the following regression using the LIT survey:
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ilj
r

rljiljjilj ZXVarDeportTrust   ''_ (2.6)

where i corresponds to an individual from the LIT sample, l corresponds to a locality

(PSU), and j denotes the 1953 administrative region. The dependent variable iljTrust is

a dummy variable equal to one if an individual trusts in the president (according to

coding described in Section 4.2). jVarDeport _ is the population share of deportees

from the unrehabilitated or rehabilitated ethnic groups in the destination region in 1953

(out of 100%), i.e. D
iUR or D

iR . In addition, I also estimate specification (2.6) for German

deportees in the destination regions because they represented the largest ethnic group

among unrehabilitated ethnicities and might have left a larger impact. A vector iljX

represents the individual-level controls, namely, the logarithm of household annualized

(equalized) consumption expenditures, respondent’s age with a squared term, gender,

dummies for ethnic minority and unemployment, the number of household members

and children, educational status, and a dummy for Muslim religion. Here I follow the

approach of Denisova et al. (2009), who investigate perceptions of privatization of

individuals based on the data in this survey. A vector ljZ represents locality-level

controls: a dummy for rural area and altitude. I also include regional fixed effects r

because they can help to capture the effect of some omitted variables that cannot be

measured directly (for instance, regional differences in informal institutions and norms
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before deportations). Robust standard errors are used in estimation clustered by

region.21

Unlike the case with the referendum, after the disintegration of the Soviet

Union, most deported people even from the unrehabilitated ethnic groups emigrated

from the destination regions. For example, by 2006 more than one million Germans had

emigrated from the former Soviet Union to Germany.22 Thus, since the vast majority of

deportees and their descendants had left the destination regions by 2006, specification

(6) estimates the long-term effect of deportations on other residents in the destination

regions. Unfortunately, the Life in Transition sample does not include enough western

and southern regions of Russia where people were deported from. This does not allow

one to study the long-term effect on the regions of origin.

2.6 Results

I analyze the interim effects of deportations on the 1991 referendum in the

regions of origin and destination in Section 6.1. A placebo test for the effect of

deportations on the 1989 parliamentary elections follows in Section 6.2. Then Section 6.3

explores how the deportations affected trust in central authority over the long term in

the destination regions.

21 Clustering the standard errors at the PSU level does not change the results significantly.
22 Most of Crimean Tatars immigrated to Crimea region of Ukraine, Meskhetian Turks moved primarily to Georgia and
Turkey, whereas some Koreans migrated to Russia.
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2.6.1 The Interim Effects of Deportations on Trust in Central Authority

The estimation results for the baseline specification of equation (2.5) are in Table

32. All coefficients on basic controls have economically plausible signs. The percentage

of pro-Union votes is decreasing in the share of urban population and increasing in the

share of retirees in the region. In all likelihood, urban residents were better informed

and the old were resistant to changes into status quo.

Comparing the coefficients on the population shares of deportees, D
iUR in

column (1) and O
iR in column (2), one notices that they are both negative and

significant. However, the coefficient on the unrehabilitated deportees in the destination

regions vastly exceeds in magnitude the coefficient on the rehabilitated deportees in the

regions of origin. A 1% increase in the population share of unrehabilitated deportees

decreases the percentage of pro-Union votes by 0.73% in the destination region, whereas

a 1% increase in the population share of rehabilitated deportees in the region of origin

decreases the percentage of pro-Union votes by only 0.15%. The first coefficient captures

two possible effects of deportations: the effect on the unrehabilitated deportees and their

descendants who were in permanent exile as well as the effect on other residents in the

destination regions. The second coefficient captures the effect on the rehabilitated

deportees and their descendants who moved to their homelands as well as on other

residents in the regions of origin.
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In column (3) I estimate specification (2.5) for rehabilitated deportees in the

destination region. Since these people had already left the destination regions by the

time of the referendum, the coefficient on D
iR estimates an additional effect of these

deportees on other residents in the destination region. The coefficient is negative and

twice smaller than the coefficient on unrehabilitated deportees in the destination region,

however it is statistically insignificant. Thus, one does not observe a significant

additional effect of deportees from the rehabilitated ethnic groups who left the

destination regions in addition to the effect of unrehabilitated deportees.

Column (4) reports an estimated coefficient for the effect of unrehabilitated

deportees in the regions of origin, O
iUR . This variable shows the net impact of

deportations only on other residents in the regions of origin, since the unrehabilitated

ethnic groups had not moved back by the time of the referendum. This coefficient is

negative but very small in magnitude and statistically insignificant.

When all four deportation variables are included in the specification in column

(5), the coefficients on the population shares of unrehabilitated deportees in the

destination regions and rehabilitated deportees in the regions of origin do not change

significantly. The estimation results in Table 32 imply that deportations affected

unrehabilitated groups in the destination regions particularly strongly. A plausible

reason is that these people stayed in permanent exile and endured discrimination for
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longer periods. The smaller in magnitudes and statistically insignificant coefficients on

rehabilitated deportees in the destination regions and unrehabilitated deportees in the

regions of origin suggest that the effect of unrehabilitated deportees in the destination

regions is mostly due to their presence in these regions at the time of the referendum

rather than due to their effect on the natives. At the same time, the smaller coefficient on

the rehabilitated groups in the regions of origin rule out an additional effect due to a

second relocation. It appears that the benefits of rehabilitation partly offset the harms of

the deportations.

Further specifications add three additional controls. First, I include the share of

people with higher education in the region in 1989. Second, I control for nominal

average wage (in logarithms) in the region in 1990. This variable serves as a proxy for

income. Its inclusion helps to rule out that deportees were moved for economic

development purposes and that the observed effects stem from higher living standards

in the destination regions. Finally, I add the share of Russians in the region’s total

population in 1989. All non-Russian Soviet republics had large numbers of Russians

who may have wanted the Soviet Union to survive so that they could maintain links to

their homeland, relatives, and even native culture and language. So, for each republic

other than Russia I interact the share of Russians with a dummy for the non-Russian

republics.
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The results of these additional estimations are in Table 33. The coefficients on the

share of people with higher education and the nominal wage are not statistically

significant. The coefficients on the population shares of unrehabilitated deportees in the

destination regions and rehabilitated deportees in the regions of origin change only

slightly, and they remain significant. The coefficients on the population shares of

rehabilitated deportees in the destination regions and unrehabilitated deportees in the

regions of origin remain statistically insignificant. Thus, the inclusion of such

endogenous variables as education and income as well as the population share of

Russians does not change the results significantly. This might imply that the effects of

deportations are not driven by such channels as education and income, although the

data do not allow one to test it directly.

Thus, I find a significant interim negative effect of deportations on trust in the

central Communist authority using the 1991 referendum data. The effect is significant

for both ethnic groups that stayed in permanent exile and those that returned to their

regions of origin. Moreover, the former effect is much higher in magnitude. At the same

time, the deportations did not leave a significant impact on other residents who escaped

deportation.
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2.6.2 Placebo Test for the Effect of Deportations on Turnout in 1989
Elections

An alternative explanation might be that the differences in pro-Union votes in

the 1991 referendum were driven not by effects of the deportations but, rather, by

differences in the strength of local Communist cadres. In particular, if the population

share of deportees was negatively correlated with the strength of local Communist

elites, then in the regions with more deportees the local authorities had fewer

opportunities to tamper with election results or to mobilize supporters of the

Communist regime. Voter turnout in the Soviet Union’s 1989 parliamentary elections

can be considered as a good proxy for the strength of the Communist Party (Berezkin et

al., 1989; Berkowitz and DeJong, 2011).

To test this alternative hypothesis, I estimate specification (2.5) for turnout in the

1989 parliamentary elections. The estimation results are in Table 34. Although the

coefficients on the population shares of unrehabilitated and rehabilitated deportees in

the destination regions are negative, they are statistically insignificant. By the same

token, the coefficients on the population shares of unrehabilitated and rehabilitates

deportees in the regions of origin are positive and statistically insignificant. The

alternative hypothesis is thus rejected.
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2.6.3 The Long-term Effect of Deportations on Trust in Central
Authority

The OLS estimation results of specification (2.6) are in Table 35.23 Columns (1),

(2), and (3) show estimates of the long-term effect in the destination regions of

unrehabilitated deportees, rehabilitated deportees, and German deportees, respectively.

The coefficients on all three variables are negative and statistically significant.

Revealingly, the effects of unrehabilitated deportees and, in particular, German

deportees are stronger in magnitude than those of rehabilitated deportees. This is

unsurprising because the unrehabilitated ethnic groups stayed in exile longer, and they

emigrated massively only in the mid-1990s. Even today around 182,000 ethnic Germans

live in Kazakhstan and about 200,000 in Russia. So there were more descendants of

deportees from these ethnic groups, and they interacted more with the natives. Both

factors could enhance the transmission of distrust in central authority.

The results of Probit estimation of specification (2.6) are shown in columns (4),

(5), and (6) of Table 8. They indicate that a 1% increase in the population share of

unrehabilitated deportees in the destination region in 1953 decreases the probability of

current trust in the president by around 5%, whereas a 1% increase in the population

share of rehabilitated deportees decreases trust in the president by only 2%. The

23 The coefficients on controls are not reported in the table for reasons of space.
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negative effect of deported Germans in the destination region is much stronger: the

decrease in trust rises to 5.7%.

2.7 Conclusion and Reflections

The paper shows that Soviet deportations of World War II depressed trust in

central authority. Using geographic variations in regions of origin and destination as

well as temporal variation in the restoration of political rights, it documents a significant

negative association between, on the one hand, deportees in both the destination regions

and the regions of origin and, on the other hand, pro-Union votes in the 1991

referendum. The effect is stronger for ethnic groups that were forced to stay in exile for a

half-century than for the ethnic groups that were rehabilitated and allowed to return to

their homelands after Stalin’s death, about a dozen years after deportation. Apparently,

enduring discrimination for a longer period compounded the loss in trust. Specifically, a

1% increase in the population share of deportees who were in permanent exile in the

destination region in 1953 decreased the percentage of pro-Union votes by 0.73%.

Deportations had no effect on trust in central authority for other residents in the regions

from which people were deported and did not return. Using turnout in the 1989

parliamentary elections, the paper shows that these results are not driven by the

strength of the local Communist party cadres in the regions of origin and destination.
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In the destination regions the effect seems to be persistent. Using individual-level

data from the Life in Transition Survey, I find that the more deportees the region housed

in 1953, the less people trust the president today, five decades later. Again, in the long

run the association between deportations and trust in central authority is stronger for

deportees who stayed in the destination regions right up to the Soviet Union’s

disintegration. For Germans, the largest unrehabilitated ethnic group, a 1% increase in

the population share of German deportees in 1953 decreases the probability of current

trust in the president by 5.7%.

These findings thus suggest that Stalin’s forced migrations contributed to present

distrust in central authority. Low trust can have important implications for further

economic development because it is associated with institutional failures and a weak

state. Where government authority is distrusted, one expects politicians to act

accordingly. For example, in the post-Soviet states government tends to be limited with

respect to collecting taxes and providing public goods. Formal institutions, which were

weakly enforced after the disintegration of the Soviet Union, are more important during

the transition and reform period. In the words of the “new comparative economics”

(Djankov et al., 2003), the reported findings suggest that high distrust in government

authority caused by deportations has steepened the institutional possibilities frontier for
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a given decrease in a government control. Hence, the deportations of World War II limit

the available choice of reforms seven decades later.

Two directions for further research are worth mentioning. First, it would be

interesting to explore the effects of deportations on economic development. On the one

hand, the deportations were associated with huge losses of both physical and human

capital. On the other hand, the deportees, especially those who remained in exile until

the 1990s, could have contributed to economic development in the destination regions.

Second, to put the issue into a broader perspective, one might explore to what extent

deportations and other forms of Soviet repression are responsible for the failures of the

post-Soviet countries to transition towards democracy and to liberalize economically.
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2.8 Tables

Table 29: Summary statistics for data on referendum, controls, and
deportations

Variable Observations Average Std. Dev. Min Max

Panel A. Election outcomes

Percentage of pro-Union votes in 1991 (%) 97 81.15 10.9 49.34 97.6

Turnout in 1989 elections (%) 97 90.57 5.7 76 99.7

Panel B. Controls

Share of people with higher education in 1989 (%) 97 10.60 1.99 6.78 16.6

Share of retirees in 1989 (%) 97 16.78 4.33 5.48 24.64

Share of urban population in 1989 (%) 97 60.39 17.96 16.34 91.96

Average monthly wage in 1990 (rubles) 97 281.43 74.34 187.5 639

Share of Russians in 1989 (%) 97 61.40 33.36 1.20 97.39

Panel C. Destination regions

Population share of all deportees in 1953 (%) 97 2.98 4.52 0 20.11

Population share of unrehabilitated deportees in 1953 (%) 97 1.37 2.25 0 10.90

Population share of rehabilitated deportees in 1953 (%) 97 1.62 2.72 0 12.72

Population share of German deportees in 1953 (%) 97 1.16 2.24 0 10.89

Panel D. Regions of origin

Population share of all deportees in 1939 (%) 97 1.32 6.98 0 65.01

Population share of unrehabilitated deportees in 1939 (%) 97 0.27 1.72 0 17.03

Population share of rehabilitated deportees in 1939 (%) 97 0.88 6.57 0 64.88
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Table 30: Summary statistics for the Life in Transition Survey

Panel A Observations Average (%)

Trust in president 2515 71.45

Living in rural area 2020 57.39

Female repondents 2144 60.91

Ethnic minority 377 10.71

Unemployed 1697 42.42

Muslim 2199 62.47

With higher education 594 16.88

Panel B Observations Average St. Dev. Min Max

Respondent's age 3519 42.36 16.32 18 92

Disposable income (USD, per year) 3519 1490.02 1476.40 0 19535

Number of household members 3519 3.05 1.58 1 12

Number of children in household 3519 0.94 1.19 0 7

Table 31: Deportees and German deportees in four Soviet Republics

Soviet Republic Number of deportees German share of deportees (%)

Russia 1 351 477 52,2
Kazakhstan 988 373 45,4
Kyrgyzstan 143 638 11,0
Uzbekistan 188 689 4,4
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Table 32: Estimation results for the 1991 referendum

Percentage of pro-Union votes
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Unrehabilitated deportees in -0.729** -0.686*
destination region (0.338) (0.393)
Rehabilitated deportees in -0.145*** -0.164***
region of origin (0.0403) (0.0420)
Rehabilitated deportees in -0.352 -0.161
destination region (0.268) (0.310)
Unrehabilitated deportees in -0.0268 -0.0571
region of origin (0.0676) (0.0666)
Share of urban population -0.357*** -0.394*** -0.364*** -0.357*** -0.402***

(0.0654) (0.0673) (0.0679) (0.0663) (0.0669)
Share of retirees 0.0994 0.0571 0.0780 0.125 0.00387

(0.138) (0.139) (0.147) (0.136) (0.149)

Republic fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 97 97 97 97 97
R-squared 0.795 0.793 0.789 0.786 0.804

Notes: OLS estimates for cross-regional regressions are shown. The dependent variable is the
percentage of pro-Union votes in the 1991 referendum (out of 100%). The key independent variables
of interest are the 1953 population shares of unrehabilitated and rehabilitated deportees in the
destination regions, as well as the 1939 population shares of unrehabilitated and rehabilitated
deportees in the regions of origin (all four out of 100%). Controls include the 1989 population shares
of urban dwellers and retirees, as well as republic fixed effects. Robust standard errors are shown in
parentheses.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 33: Estimation results for the 1991 referendum with additional controls

Percentage of pro-Union votes
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Unrehabilitated deportees in -0.710* -0.872**
destination region (0.366) (0.395)
Rehabilitated deportees in -0.194*** -0.210***
region of origin (0.0458) (0.0513)
Rehabilitated deportees in -0.135 0.0991
destination region (0.245) (0.242)
Unrehabilitated deportees in -0.0238 -0.0351
region of origin (0.0909) (0.0840)
Share of urban population -0.265*** -0.287*** -0.268*** -0.262*** -0.288***

(0.0817) (0.0825) (0.0845) (0.0831) (0.0817)
Share of retirees 0.794** 0.675* 0.868** 0.894** 0.552

(0.364) (0.347) (0.366) (0.350) (0.371)
Share of people with higher 0.158 0.154 0.275 0.289 0.00172
education (0.459) (0.433) (0.462) (0.465) (0.441)
Nominal wage (in logarithms) 8.306* 5.394 8.555* 8.420* 4.806

(4.931) (5.059) (4.873) (4.961) (5.228)
Share of Russians in total population -0.170*** -0.180*** -0.177*** -0.180*** -0.169***

(0.0484) (0.0464) (0.0488) (0.0475) (0.0481)
Share of Russians in total population 0.182*** 0.145*** 0.128*** 0.127** 0.214***
X dummy for non-Russia (0.0493) (0.0538) (0.0484) (0.0487) (0.0523)

Republic fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 97 97 97 97 97
R-squared 0.832 0.836 0.826 0.825 0.845

Notes: OLS estimates for cross-regional regressions are shown. The dependent variable is the percentage of pro-Union
votes in the 1991 referendum (out of 100%). The key independent variables of interest are the 1953 population shares of
unrehabilitated and rehabilitated deportees in the destination regions, as well as the 1939 population shares of
unrehabilitated and rehabilitated deportees in the regions of origin (all four out of 100%). Controls include the 1989
population shares of urban dwellers, retirees, and people with higher education, average nominal wages in 1990 (in
logarithms), the 1989 population share of Russians and its interaction with a dummy for non-Russia, and republic fixed
effects. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 34: Placebo test for turnout in 1989 elections

Turnout in the 1989 parliamentary elections
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Unrehabilitated deportees in -0.378
destination region (0.240)
Rehabilitated deportees in 0.0118
region of origin (0.0263)
Rehabilitated deportees in -0.0258
destination region (0.127)
Unrehabilitated deportees in 0.0402
region of origin (0.0485)
Share of urban population -0.178*** -0.175*** -0.178*** -0.176***

(0.0362) (0.0372) (0.0376) (0.0367)
Share of people with higher 0.301 0.376 0.366 0.360
education (0.221) (0.227) (0.221) (0.224)
Share of retirees 0.341* 0.407* 0.389* 0.395**

(0.199) (0.212) (0.204) (0.198)
Nominal wage (in logarithms) -8.030** -7.757** -7.927** -7.866**

(3.349) (3.531) (3.385) (3.401)
Share of Russians in total population 0.0106 0.00510 0.00576 0.00493

(0.0296) (0.0298) (0.0304) (0.0298)
Share of Russians in total population -0.0742** -0.105*** -0.103*** -0.104***
X dummy for non-Russia (0.0371) (0.0341) (0.0336) (0.0340)

Republic fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 97 97 97 97
R-squared 0.785 0.778 0.778 0.778

Notes: OLS estimates for cross-regional regressions are shown. The dependent variable is the turnout
in the 1989 parliamentary elections (out of 100%). The key independent variables of interest are the
1953 population shares of unrehabilitated and rehabilitated deportees in the destination regions, as
well as the 1939 population shares of unrehabilitated and rehabilitated deportees in the regions of
origin (all four out of 100%). Controls include the 1989 population shares of urban dwellers, retirees,
and people with higher education, average nominal wages in 1990 (in logarithms), the 1989
population share of Russians and its interaction with a dummy for non-Russia, and republic fixed
effects. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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Table 35: The long-term effect of deportations on trust in destination regions

Trust in the president Trust in the president
OLS Probit

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Unrehabilitated deportees in -0.0449*** -0.0495***
destination region (0.0136) (0.0148)
Rehabilitated deportees in -0.0219*** -0.0203***
destination region (0.00568) (0.0601)
German deportees in -0.0537*** -0.0566***
destination region (0.0123) (0.0129

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Regional fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3,519 3,519 3,519 3,519 3,519 3,519
R-squared 0.228 0.228 0.229 - - -

Notes: OLS estimates are in columns (1), (2), and (3). In columns (4), (5), and (6), for Probit model, marginal effects
estimated at the means are reported. The dependent variable is a dummy for trust in the president from the LIT Survey.
The key independent variables of interest are the 1953 population shares of all deportees, unrehabilitated deportees,
and German deportees in the destination regions. Controls include altitude, rural area dummy, logarithm of equalized
consumption expenditures, respondent’s age with a squared term, gender, dummies for ethnic minority and
unemployment, the number of household members and children, educational status and a dummy for Muslim religion,
and region fixed effects. Robust standard errors are clustered at the 1953 regional level.
*** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.
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2.9 Figures
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Figure 14: Soviet deportations during World War II

Note: The map is drawn based on data and maps from Polyan (2001). The arrows show the main relocations: 1 - Germans, 2 - Karachays, 3 - Kalmyks, 4 -
Chechens and Ingush, 5 - Balkars, 6 - Crimean Tatars, 7 –Koreans, 8 - Meskhetian Turks.
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Figure 15: The Distribution of deportees in the destination regions in 1953
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Figure 16: The Life in Transition Survey locations and the destination regions
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Figure 17: The regions of origin of the deportees

Regions of origin
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3. Legacies of Russian Colonization in Central Asia

3.1 Introduction

To what extent do historical institutions constrain or shape economic

development? Former colonial affiliation has been shown to affect economic variables in

economic literature. One branch of the literature (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Engerman et al.,

2002) highlights the importance of institutions that European colonizers tried to install in

colonized territories. Different institutions led to divergent paths for the rule of law,

investment, and economic growth. Another branch of the literature (Glaeser et al., 2004;

Easterly and Levine, 2012) discusses the effects of human capital that European settlers

brought to the former colonies and implies that human capital rather than institutions

determined the future development path of colonies. Regarding social capital

accumulation, Nunn et al. (2009) show that in Africa slave trade led to a persistent

culture of mistrust. There is also a literature that shows the importance of native

institutions for long-run development (Greif, 2005; Kuran, 2011; Jha, 2013). However, the

mechanisms and channels of the long-run effects of the former colonial rule are not well

understood. Moreover, most studies to date concentrate on European colonization. The

effects of Russian colonization have not been investigated in detail.
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This paper studies the effects of Russian colonization on economic development

in Central Asia. This region corresponds to the contemporary states of Kazakhstan,

Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan (Figure 18). It is an interesting

context for several reasons. First, although Russia was a European empire in the 18th

and 19th century, it was relatively underdeveloped compared to other European

countries. This is reflected in the late abolishment of serfdom in 1861, a relatively slow

industrial development in the late 19th century, and the preservation of absolute

monarchy until 1905. Second, it was a relatively late colonization: Central Asia was

conquered and integrated into the Russian Empire only in the second half of the 19th

century (Figure 19). Whereas many of the former European colonies gained

independence by the early 20th century and most by 1960, the former Russian colonies

were incorporated into the Soviet Union in the 1920s. Thus, Central Asian countries

remained Soviet republics until 1991, sharing political institutions, general patterns of

development, and exogenous shocks. Third, the indigenous population in Central Asia

was predominantly Muslim. The Russian colonization, especially during the Soviet

period, represented an attempt to transform and modernize traditionally Muslim

societies. The transformation’s long-run consequences for social and human capital

development are of particular interest.
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Combining data from the first Russian Imperial Census 1897, the first Soviet

Census in 1926, the Resettlement Administration migration statistics, and the official

periodical publications by various imperial authorities, I construct a unique dataset on

Russian settlers and indigenous population in Central Asia in 1897-1926. These data

allow me to study the determinants of the Russian settlement pattern in Central Asia

and its short-run effects on economic development.

The paper’s central findings are as follows. First, I find that Russian settlers did

not choose relatively developed areas for colonization. Rather, climatic variables such as

average temperatures and precipitation were the main drivers of Russian settlements.

Exploiting the spatial variation in Russian settlers, and use of a difference in difference

approach to estimate the effect of Russian colonization on indigenous literacy in 1897-

1926, leads to a second finding: a significant positive effect of Russian settlers. The effect

is stronger in rural areas and for the indigenous male population. Furthermore, to

eliminate potential omitted variables bias, I construct an instrument for the change in

population share of Russian settlers. In particular, I exploit data on regions of origin of

Russian settlers and use a Bartik-style instrument to construct the predicted number of

Russian settlers in each destination region of Central Asia. The IV estimation confirms

the results from the difference in difference approach and leads to a causal interpretation

of the positive effect of Russian settlers on indigenous literacy in 1897-1926.
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To the best of my knowledge, this is the first paper that directly addresses the

issue of the effects of Russian colonization in Central Asia. Natkhov (2014) makes the

first attempt to explore Russian colonization in the Black Sea region. The only paper that

studies Russian settlers in Central Asia is Shubina et al. (2014), who find a positive effect

of Russian colonists on agricultural technology adaptation by nomadic Kazakhs in the

end of the 19th century. In related work, Aldashev and Guirkinger (2012) demonstrate a

significant gender bias among Kazakhs during Russian colonization.

The paper contributes to the colonization literature in several distinct ways. First,

unlike seminal works of Acemoglu et al. (2001) and Glaeser et al. (2004), I do not

consider all former colonies, but rather concentrate on a relatively homogenous region,

Central Asia, and a relatively homogenous group of settlers, Russians, which mitigates

the omitted variables bias problem that exists in cross-country studies. This allows me to

locate the source of variation more easily and to get more precise estimates of the effect

of the settlers. In this sense, the paper follows the approach of Banerjee and Iyer (2005)

who compare Indian districts under British rule with different property rights regimes.

My results are in line with Glaeser et al. (2004) and confirm that even in the case of a

colonization by a relatively underdeveloped society there is positive effect through

human capital transmission.
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Second, I extend the existing literature on the role of European settlers in human

capital formation in former colonies. Most existing studies of the effect of colonization

on human capital consider long-term consequences of European colonization. For

example, Merrouche (2007) shows a positive long-run effect of French settlers on

education in Algeria and Huillery (2009) demonstrates a positive effect of French settlers

on current educational outcomes in West Africa. My paper concerns the short-term

effect of Russian settlers on indigenous literacy. There are only few studies that consider

short-term effects on literacy. For example, Droller (2013) documents a positive effect in

Argentina in the late 19th century and Rocha et al. (2015) show a positive impact of

colonies in Brazilian state of Sao Paulo in 1870-1920. However, due to data limitations,

both papers use aggregate literacy and cannot distinguish between the composite effect

and the effect on indigenous population. Moreover, I find that the effect of Russian

settlers on indigenous literacy is relatively stronger in magnitude compared to these

studies. A one standard deviation increase in the population share of Russian settlers

between 1897 and 1926 leads to a 0,5 standard deviation increase in the indigenous

literacy.

Finally, the paper follows the common methodology of studying European

colonization by using an instrumental variables approach (Acemoglu, Johnson, and

Robinson, 2001), but extends this methodology by exploiting the variation in regions of
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origin of Russian settlers to construct a valid instrument. Putterman and Weil (2010)

make the first attempt to study the effect of colonization across the world by looking at

the development outcomes in the countries of ancestors around 1500 without using

instruments. I am developing this idea further by borrowing the methodology of

instruments construction based on destination region from migration literature

(Theoharides, 2014) and apply it to destination region in the context of colonization

literature.

The paper also adds to a growing recent literature that uses Russia’s rich

historical data to study the long-term effects of history on economic development

(Kuzmina, Volchkova, and Zueva, 2014; Dower and Markevich, 2014; Natkhov, 2014).

There is also a distantly related literature on the long-term effects of ethnic minorities in

Russia (Acemoglu, Hassan, and Robinson, 2010; Grosfeld, Rodnyansky, and

Zhuravskaya, 2013). My analysis sheds light on the short-run effects of imperial

expansion to the East.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 discusses historical

background of the Russian expansion in Central Asia. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 lay out

the main hypotheses and describe data, respectively. Section 3.5 analyzes the

determinants of Russian settlements in Central Asia. The short-term effect of Russian

colonization is estimated in Section 3.6. Finally, Section 3.7 concludes.
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3.2 Historical Background

Before the Russian penetration, Central Asia was populated by numerous

nomadic tribes in the north and west; it also had strong political units in the south-east.

The nomads of contemporary Kazakhstan were divided into three hordes, which

represented the largest political organizations of Kazakhs (Aldashev and Guirkinger,

2015). The hordes were divided into tribes, which in turn were divided into clans. In

turn, the clans were made up of auls, the mobile village that united up to ten families

(Figure 20). The auls were ruled by the eldest member of the largest family. The real

power within tribes belonged to the bays, the rich cattle owners, who were the heads of

the kin groups of the tribes. Each horde was ruled by a khan, who had very weak

authority due to frequent feuds between tribes and between different kinships within a

tribe.

There are four natural zones in Kazakhstan: steppe, semi-desert, desert, and

mountains. The decrease in the total precipitation from the north to the south explains

the sequence of vegetation seasons, which determined the grazing routes of the Kazakh

herders. Kazakhs had a subsistence pastoralist economy with summer pastures in the

steppes and winter pastures close to rivers, lakes, and hills, which had shallower snow

cover. A clan played a central role in coordination of joint transhumance and the
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allocation of property rights on land and summer pastures (Aldashev and Guirkinger,

2015).

In the beginning of the 18th century, the first Cossack settlements emerged in

northern Kazakhstan. The Cossacks were military communities that the Russian

government used to protect its southern borders. The Cossacks were of European

descent, most being Russian or Ukrainian. Three fortified lines were created between

1730 and 1760 in Central Asia. The primary purpose of these settlements was to protect

the frontier peasants and trade routes from nomadic raids. The Cossacks tried to

develop some primitive agriculture on the lands granted to them; they cultivated

primarily wheat and rye. Some of their settlements blocked grazing routes of the

nomads, which led to some animosity between Kazakhs and Cossacks. Nevertheless,

Russians gradually moved the borders more to the south. The Little Horde and Middle

Horde lost their independence in 1730 and 1741, respectively, whereas the Great Horde

remained independent until 1846. It was a relatively peaceful colonization. For one

thing, there were no major losses on either side. For another, the Russian administration

coopted the local elites of the nomads, limiting the need for large-scale military

campaigns. The weakness of Kazakh political organization and the nomadic way of life

explain the lack of resistance to Russian penetration.
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The conquest of the southern part of Central Asia started with a military

campaign in 1839, as shown in Figure 19. Unlike nomadic Kazakhs, here the Russian

army had to deal with three politically strong Muslim khanates: Khokand, Khiva, and

Bukhara. Each of these khanates had developed towns, armies, and local administration.

The motivation for the Russian conquest of these territories was an access to the region’s

raw materials, development of the cotton industry and trade, and the growing British

influence in the region. After a series of the military campaigns, all of Central Asia was

incorporated into the Russian Empire by 1885.1 Fearful of uprising and revolts, the

Russian authorities sought to minimize their intervention into the traditional life of the

natives, and they stayed clear of religious matters. Although the Tsarist regime changed

the region’s administrative system, it did not get involved with local issues.

Administratively the territory of Central Asia was divided into two governorate-

generals: Steppnoy Krai (steppe region) and Turkestan. The administrative division is

depicted in Figure 21. The governor-general was the highest military and administrative

official in the governorate-generals. He supervised the governors who actually ruled the

provinces of the governorate-generals. In turn, each province consisted of districts

(uezd). All provincial governors were appointed directly by the Russian tsar, whereas

the prefects of the district were appointed either by the governor or general governor. At

1 The Khiva and Bukhara khanates remained Russian vassal states until 1917. They were not directly incorporated into the
Russian administrative system. Although the territories of these two khanates decreased dramatically in size, the emir of
the khanate continued to be elected by the local elites. Also, the emir was allowed to keep his own army.
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the local level, there existed two parallel administrative systems, Russian and native.

Both administrations were subordinate to the Russian administration at the district level.

The smallest local political unit was volost, which consisted of several villages or

settlements. In the areas populated by nomads, the Russian administration grouped

Kazakh extended families into villages on the basis of geographical closeness of their

winter stops (Aldashev and Guirkinger, 2015). However, since at winter stops Kazakh

families from different clans mixed together, as a result of this administrative reform

families from different clans were grouped into the same village and families from a

given clan were spread across several villages (Figure 22). This weakened further the

political power of clans. Moreover, this administrative reform and allocation of land to

Russian settlers made nomadic pastoralism more costly due to occupation of pasture

lands and blocking transhumance routes. These changes incentivized sedentary

agriculture among Kazakhs at winter stops. There is evidence of a nascent market of

paid labor at this time; Russian settlers hired Kazakh men, which contributed to some

knowledge transfer (Shubina et al., 2014). In particular, Kazakhs started to prepare hay

for their livestock and made attempts to begin crop cultivation using a modern plough.

In the regions of sedentary Central Asia, volosts were either Russian or native,

but they had never been mixed. Thus, the Russian and native populations

independently chose an administration and judges of their volost. The elections of local
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prefects and judges (kazii and bays) among the natives was one of the reforms

implemented by the Russian government (Pierce, 1960). However, due to corruption and

strong informal links, it had an ambiguous effect on the distribution of power;

previously influential clans preserved their power. The tax reform introduced a uniform

tax per household, and the overall tax burden decreased.

The Russian government made an attempt to establish regular school education

by building the so-called Russian-native schools and admitting some native students to

the Russian schools. One of the most significant effects of the Russian colonization of

Central Asia in the late 19th century was a rapid development of infrastructure, which

included modern irrigation systems, post roads, and railroads.

Regarding the system of law, there existed a legal pluralism until the first years

of the Soviet regime. Although every village was subject to the prefect of the district,

most local issues were resolved by elected elderlies in the Russian villages and by

elected judges in the native villages according to sharia (Islamic law).

Regarding the regions populated by Kazakh nomads, as early as 1822 the

Russian Empire recognized Muslim Kazakhs’ religious autonomy and adat, customary

law, for minor offenses. But major theft and murder were put under Russian law. All

cases involving even one Russian were supposed to be handled by Russian courts. The

juridical power belonged to Aga-sultans. They usually came from the strongest and
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wealthiest families and were confirmed by the Russian general governor (Kokaisl, 2013).

The Russian administration tried not to interfere in the native law, however, it required

the codification of adat, Kazakh customary law. Special meetings of local judges were

organized in the end of the 19th century, which led to gradual codification and

homogenization of law across different Kazakh tribes.

The first Russian peasants started moving to Central Asia in the late 19th

century, which was one of consequences of the abolishment of serfdom in the European

Russia in 1861 (Shubina et al., 2014). Russian peasants preferred to settle in Northern

Kazakhstan because its steppe region was the most suitable for agriculture and was

sparsely populated by nomads. Russian settlers usually rented land from the Cossacks,

who were de facto owners of the land, or they settled on unpopulated land without any

legal permission. In the south, which spans contemporary Uzbekistan and southern

Kazakhstan, there were far fewer Russian peasant settlers due to a higher density of

indigenous population and a lack of precipitation, which usually required the use of

irrigation or settlemtent near the main rivers. Nevertheless, the Russian government

encouraged some migration into this area to protect Russian rule and foster economic

development. According to the 1886 law only Christian rural subjects of Russia were

allowed to migrate into this area.
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To avoid any conflicts with the local population, the Russian administration

chose less populated and undeveloped areas for Russian settlers. The Russian

government did not try to expropriate the land from the natives. Rather, it tried either to

buy the land from local landlords or to find empty lands. Formally, almost all land in

Central Asia belonged to the Tsar. In practice, all populated land before the Russian

conquest continued to be used by those who lived or worked on it on the base of

heredity tenure. The exception were Kazakh nomads: because they were not sedentary,

the Russian administration did not consider them as the owners of their pastures and it

tried to limit their grazing area.

According to the Russian Census of 1897, around 700,000 Russians lived in

Central Asia. Of this number, 200,000 lived in rural areas. Russian settlers in urban areas

included administrative and military personnel. The natives were not allowed to settle

in Russian settlements and in some Russian towns. Usually Russian towns were built

along the existing roads or near developed native towns. For example, in Tashkent there

were clearly separated Russian and native parts of the city. This separation between

Russians and natives reflected the Russian administration’s fear of conflicts. However,

already in the first years of Russian settlements Russian peasants cooperated and

considered trade with natives, based on ethnic division of labor (Brusina, 2003). In the

sedentary areas of Central Asia, natives used more hand labor, which was the basic
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labor needed for growing cotton. Russian farmers used relatively more equipment and

machines. Also, unlike natives, they cultivated mostly grains. Thus, very often the

Russian peasants hired native men to work on their land and, especially in Southern

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, to help them with irrigation. In some cases, natives

borrowed more modern agriculture techniques from the Russians. For their part,

Russians started to cultivate some of the local fruits.

In 1896 the Russian government created the Resettlement Administration. Its

main goal was to control and promote peasant resettlement in Central Asia. The

Resettlement Act of 1899 exempted resettled peasants from taxes and lowered their tax

rate by half for the following three years. It also exempted them from military service

and provided interest-free loans. The size of the loans varied from region to region and

was the highest along the border with China, which the Russian government wanted to

secure through Russian settlements.

There were also other institutional reasons for increasing migration of Russian

settlers to Central Asia in the early 20th century. In 1906 the Russian prime-minister

Stolypin implemented an agrarian reform, which allowed households to exit peasant

communes with a land title that granted a household property rights for the land in their

current possession. The reform increased land liquidity, induced land sales, and

promoted peasants’ migration by easing financial constraints (Chernina et al.,
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forthcoming). Another factor was the construction of Trans-Siberian railroad and,

especially, opening of Chelyabinks (1894) and Omsk (1896) railway stations. Russian

settlers used railroad to get to these stations, after which they used post roads to

penetrate to Central Asia.

All these measures combined with overpopulation in European Russia led to a

huge influx of Russian peasants to Central Asia. According to the data from the transit

checkpoints (Turchaninov, 1914, 1916), around 1.2 million peasants moved to Central

Asia between 1896 and 1916. There were also people who were exiled to Central Asia,

but their number was minimal (Brusina, 2003). There was some return migration as well

(around 260,000 people in 1896–1914) due primarily to the unsuitability of

environmental conditions in some resettlement areas. According to the 1926 Census,

around 780,000 migrant survivors lived in Kazakhstan. The total Russian population of

Central Asia stood at 1.5 million people.

The areas to which Russian peasants moved were determined by the abundance

of land and the density of the indigenous population. This is why most of the earlier

settlers chose northern Kazakhstan, which was sparsely populated by nomads. If in the

late 19th century the settlement pattern of Russian peasants was determined by the

earlier Cossack settlements, already in 1915, by the end of the mass government

resettlement program, the pattern was rather explained by precipitation, which was a
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necessary condition for agriculture in this area. Indeed, Demko (1969) shows that most

Russian peasant settlements lie within the region with at least eight inches of

precipitation per year.

The end of the tsarist regime and the first years of the Soviet period were very

turbulent times for Central Asia. The increased influx of the Russian settlers,

accompanied by expropriation of the lands from the natives, and the worsened

economic situation due to the Russian Empire’s participation in World War I led to deep

discontent among the native population. As a result, a series of uprisings broke out in

1916. These were harshly suppressed by the Russian army, with some confiscation of

land and resettlements of natives from the rebellious regions.

After the October 1917 revolution, the Bolsheviks could not win much support

in Central Asia due to a thin working class in the region. Besides the Civil War in Russia

in 1917-21, they had to deal with many local uprisings in Central Asia. By 1921, the

Bolsheviks gained control over Central Asia and initiated a series of political reforms. A

major challenge for the new authorities was to pacify the national movement and put

into power loyal local elites. The Bolsheviks sought to divide the formerly strong

political, intellectual, and religious elites. For Central Asia, the ideology of working class

movement was replaced by the ideology of national liberation. The new authorities

completely redrew the administrative borders of the region in 1924 and again in 1936.
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As a result, there appeared five national republics, which correspond to contemporary

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan. The administrative

borders between these republics did not match any previous administrative borders of

the historical khanates, administrative borders in the Russian empire, or ethnic and

linguistic groups. The main rationales for this national delimitation was to weaken the

local elites, to decrease the threat to the Soviet authorities, and to create new loyal Soviet

elites (Fierman, 1991).

The ideology of the “national liberation” explains a change in the authorities’

attitude towards the Russian settlers in the region, who were now considered rich

peasants, exploiters of the indigenous population, and “anti-revolutionary elements.”

Thus, in the early 1920s the authorities implemented a partial expropriation of land and

resettlement of the natives to some former lands of Russian settlers. Meanwhile, the

Soviet regime ended the coexistence of two parallel administrative systems for Russian

and native settlements. In 1922 Russian volosts were abolished and merged with native

volosts. This decreased the level of autonomy of the Russian settlers. However, in the

first years after the revolution, the influence of the Soviet authority on the Russian

settlements was not significant.

In the early 1920s the so-called “nativization” policy was implemented when

many indigenous people were recruited and promoted to bureaucratic and
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administrative positions. This was a short relatively liberal period during the New

Economic Policy2 and collective decision making in the Communist Party. These new

bureaucrats in Central Asia were caught between Soviet values and traditional Islamic

roots, between their dependence on Moscow and the need for support based on old

kinship and regional ties. As a result, they were distrusted by both the Russian settlers,

who were used to the Tsarist, ethnic Russian administration, and the natives, who

viewed them as Russian collaborators. The “nativization” policy continued until 1928

when Stalin came to power and initiated mass purges in the party. Most native officials

in Central Asia were deemed counter-revolutionaries, and they were replaced by

educated Europeans sent from Moscow. This period of Russification lasted until World

War II, when Stalin realized that he needed the loyalty of the local population in Central

Asia during the War. Thus, the “nativization” policy was resumed during the war. In

the 1950s and 1960s, usually a Muslim appeared in a top representative position, with a

Russian in the corresponding “number two” position. This system provided an

appearance of support from the indigenous people and strict control from Moscow at

the same time.

Another turning point, which changed the way of interaction between the

Russians and the natives, was agricultural collectivization, starting in the late 1920s.

2 New Economic Policy (NEP) was a series of reforms adopted by the Soviet government in 1921. The main goal of the
reforms was to help the economy to recover after the Civil War. In particular, NEP introduced many elements of the
market economy, including the rights of the private property.
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During the collectivization campaign, the former autonomy and independence of the

Russian settlements were finally abolished. All land, transport, cattle, and equipment

became collective property. The collectivization implied some leveling of the pre-

existing division of labor. What is more important, most collective farms were ethnically

mixed. The mixing entailed a huge migration of natives to the former Russian

settlements. This campaign led to a high level of distrust within peasant communities

and, later, to the partial migration of Russians from rural areas.

The collectivization campaign was accompanied by repression against so-called

kulaks, relatively rich Russian peasants who were deprived of their land and property;

some were executed and others were resettled. According to Zemskov (2003), by 1932

there were around 180 000 resettled kulaks in Central Asia, including ones deported

from Ukraine and Central Asia.

The collectivization in Kazakhstan included the forcible sedentarization of

nomadic Kazakhs and led to disastrous consequences. The expropriation of cattle from

the nomads, crop failures in 1931 and 1932, and resistance of Kazakhs to the

sedentarization led a severe famines, from which Kazakhs suffered disproportionately.

According to Kokaisl (2013), more than one million Kazakhs died during these times

and around 400,000 migrated permanently to other areas of the Soviet Union and to

China. As a result, the Kazakhs became a minority in Kazakhstan: their number dropped
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from around 3.6 million in 1926 to around 2.2 million 1939 (Sinnot, 2003). By then

Kazakhs constituted around 35% in their country’s total population.

In the 1920s and 1930s the economy of Central Asia continued to rely on

agriculture. The production of cotton remained the main industry in Uzbekistan and

Southern Kazakhstan. Manipulating the centrally controlled procurement prices and

making them several times higher for cotton than for grains (Khan and Ghai 1979), the

Soviet authorities promoted the development of cotton as a monoculture in Uzbekistan.

Accelerated industrialization in the region did not start until World War II, when over

300 strategic industrial enterprises were relocated to Central Asia from western regions

of the Soviet Union. Around the same time, the first Soviet industrialization plans were

announced. These plans called for a movement of skilled workers from other regions of

the Soviet Union to Central Asia. No reliable data exist on the magnitude of this

“industrialization” migration to the region.

World War II caused another wave of mass immigration to Central Asia. Besides

the evacuated people, most of whom returned back after the war, there were mass

deportations to Central Asia primarily from the central and western parts of the Soviet

Union and the Caucasus region. Starting in the late 1930s, the deportations peaked

during the war. Central Asia was chosen as an area of deportation due to its remoteness

from Russia’s European homeland and the necessity of industrial development. Most
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deportees lived in special settlements, and they were limited in their rights to migrate. In

1953 there were around 1.4 million deported people in Central Asia and the largest

deported ethnic group were Germans (around 500 000 people). Since the end of 1950s

some of the deported ethnic groups were rehabilitated and were allowed to move from

Central Asia, whereas other ethnic groups (Germans, Crimean Tatars, Meskhetian

Turks, and Koreans) continued to live there until the disintegration of the Soviet Union.

After World War II, there was another wave of migration, occurring as a part of the

Khrushchev’s Virgin Lands Program. The goal of the program was to increase wheat

production in the sparsely populated areas of northern Kazakhstan and western Siberia.

The exact number of migrants to Kazakhstan during this program is unknown, but it

seems to be smaller relative to the peasant migration in the 20th century and the wave of

deportations.

The attitude towards religion during the Soviet period changed with political

climate in the country. The early 1920s, when the Bolsheviks wanted to win some loyalty

of the local population in Central Asia, represent the most liberal period. In 1920-1928

Islamic schools and mosques were reopened, previously confiscated waqf lands were

returned to mosques, and sharia and adat courts were allowed again. With Stalin’s

purges, the oppression of religion intensified. In 1928 all religious schools and courts

were closed, traditional family practices were prohibited, and a strident Anti-Islamic
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propaganda was introduced. However, already during the Second World War, the

Soviet authorities adopted a more moderate attitude towards Islam. For example, some

limited number of mosques and religious schools were opened again. There was more

tolerance to Islam in Central Asia compared to the Orthodox Church in central Russia.

This may be rooted in a fear of possible uprisings in the region.

By the 1960s–1970s collectivization, forced cultivation of cotton, and a

demographic boom among the natives led to a shortage of natural resources (water and

land) and overpopulation in southern Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. As a response, many

Russians tried to migrate within the region to more urban areas. “Nativization” policies

significantly decreased the role of Russians in the region’s administration and they were

gradually replaced by the natives in education and culture. Universal school education

led to around 95% literacy among the indigenous population. There existed separate

Russian and non-Russian schools; however, and even in non-Russian schools, Russian

language was mandatory in the curriculum. Nevertheless, according to the 1989 Census

only half of the Central Asian population could speak Russian, which is low relative to

other Soviet republics. Some traditional indigenous institutions continued to exist

despite attempts of the Soviet authorities to destroy them. For example, in Uzbekistan

there existed such institution as “makhalla,” which initially represented an autonomous

self-governing community in the urban areas united by family ties and religious rituals.
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By the 1980s the ethnic tensions between different ethnic groups had become

more strained. They were stimulated by the perception of discrimination on both sides –

in the immigrant and Muslim communities. The natives were discontented with the past

persecutions, destruction of traditional culture and society, and low living standards.

Russians were dissatisfied with a growing role of the indigenous population. The

significance of the informal links within the native society led a high level of corruption

which culminated in the dismissal of the main republican leaders in the early 1980s. The

growing ethnic tensions and the rise of nationalist movements were among the main

reasons why Russians started leaving Central Asia in the end of the 1980s. However, the

highest immigration wave was observed in the beginning of the 1990s when the Central

Asian republics became independent states.

To summarize this historical overview, we can distinguish three waves of the

mass migration of Russians to Central Asia: earlier settlements in the 19th century

(around 700,000 people), the government resettlement program in 1896-1916 (around 1.5

million Russian peasants), and industrialization and deportation policies in the 1940s-

1950s (around 1.4 million people were deported). The highest wave of return migration

of Russians from Central Asia corresponds to the end of 1980s and the beginning of the

1990s.
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Figure 23 shows the historical timeline, which summarizes the main immigration

waves to Central Asia.

3.3 Hypotheses

I exploit geographical variation in the population share of Russian settlers at the

start of the 20th century in Central Asia to study the short-run effects of Russian

colonization on economic development. The analysis concentrates on the wave of

Russian peasant immigration between 1896 and 1916, because that is what determined

Russian settlement patterns of the 20th century.

First, I study the determinants of Russian settlement in the late 19th and early

20th centuries. Using data from the 1897 and 1926 Censuses, I seek to understand the

extent to which the geographic distribution of Russian settlers is explained by

topographic and climatic factors as well as initial development. As proxies for initial

development I use indigenous population density and indigenous literacy. My

hypothesis is that topographic and climatic factors affected Russian peasant migration in

the early 20th century to a greater extent in rural areas than in urban areas; the settlers in

towns were mostly bureaucrats and soldiers. Another hypothesis is that Russian settlers

did not choose relatively developed areas for colonization.
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Second, I study the effects of the Russian colonization on economic development

in rural and urban areas. As a measure of the degree of the Russian colonization, I use

the change in the population share of Russian settlers between 1897 and 1926. As a

proxy for development, I use the change in indigenous literacy in 1897-1926. I expect a

positive effect of Russian settlers on indigenous literacy for a couple of reasons. First,

since Russians were interested in economic exploitation of their colonies, they invested

in infrastructure and education. They also tried to replace native institutions with

relatively more efficient alternatives. Second, the Russian government also built schools

and hospitals for Russians, from which natives living close by could also have benefited.

Hence, one expects an infrastructure effect, which should have been stronger in urban

areas. Moreover, there might also be a learning effect because, especially in rural areas,

Russian settlers hired natives and an ethnic division of labor emerged.

Finally, as a part of my identification strategy I analyze push factors that

contributed to migration of Russian peasants from European provinces of Russia to

Central Asia. I test hypotheses in the existing historical literature, which hold that

overpopulation in European Russia and rail distances to Central Asia were the main

driving forces of the migration in question. I also investigate to what extent climate

shock contributed to this wave of migration.
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3.4 Data

I collect historical data from different sources, including the statistics from the

late Russian Imperial period and the early Soviet data.

Data on Russian settlers come the 1897 and 1926 Censuses. In the 1897 Census,

there was no specific question on ethnicity per se. However, there was a question about

native language; this can be used with confidence as a proxy for ethnicity, Russian or

non-Russian.3 The 1926 Census contains detailed information on ethnicity.

Administratively, the Russian territory in Central Asia was divided into provinces,

which in turn were divided into districts. Data are available at the district level, for both

urban and rural areas. Figures 24 and 25 show the spatial variation in the population

share of Russian settlers across administrative districts in Central Asia in 1897 and 1926,

respectively. Both Censuses also provide data on indigenous literacy, occupation, and

demography.

Data on the Russian settlers’ migration come from the governors’ statistical

reports in 1917 and 1920, the 1926 Census, and other historical sources (Turchaninov,

1914 and 1916; “Aziatskaya Rossiya” reports by the Resettlement administration, 1914).

In particular, Turchaninov reports annual data on migrants from each European

province of Russia to Central Asia for the period between 1896 and 1914. For the

3 The Russian settlers also include people who reported Ukrainian and Belorussian as their native language since these
people can be considered as immigrants from the Central and Western province of the Russian Empire.
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infrastructure data, I georeferenced the maps of railroads in European Russia and post

roads in Central Asia in 1900 and 1916. Summary statistics are in Table 36.

3.5 Determinants of Russian Settlement in Central Asia

This section analyzes the determinants of the Russian settlement in Central Asia

in the late 19th century. I collected data from the first Census of the Russian Empire,

which was carried out in 1897, and the 1926 Soviet Census. These two censuses provide

detailed data on demography, ethnicity, literacy, religion, and occupation. Central Asia

had around seven million people in 1897. Approximately 10% of the population was

Russian.

The 1897 Census provides the earliest reliable and high-quality data for the

region. For identification of causal effects, it is critical to understand whether the

regions where Russians settled differed systematically from other regions. If Russians

chose to settle primarily in relatively developed areas, we cannot disentangle the effect

of Russian settlers from those of omitted variables linked to pre-existing indigenous

development. In the absence of per capita incomes, as proxies for initial development, I

use the density and literacy of the indigenous population. In particular, I investigate the

extent to which the change in the share of the Russian settlers between 1897 and 1926

can be explained by these two factors.
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Relevant data are available at the level of district (uezd) and town. Since

Russian settlement patterns might have differed between towns and rural areas, I

disaggregated data by settlement type.4 Accordingly, results are provided separately for

rural areas and towns. Overall, I have data for 61 rural areas, which correspond to 1926

administrative districts, and 54 urban areas. I merged the Census data with important

geographic characteristics such as elevation, annual average temperature, and annual

average precipitation.5

3.5.1 Determinants of Russian Settlement in Rural Areas

To determine the extent to which the pre-existing development explains the

Russian settlement pattern I run an OLS regression with the following specification:

iii XSettlersRussianShare   '__ (1)

where iSettlersRussianShare __ is the change in the population share of the Russian

settlers in 1897-1926. iX , represents the potential determinants of Russian settlement,

measured in 1897. They include the density of the indigenous rural population, the

4 The data on occupation confirm that the Russian settlers in rural areas were mainly peasants, whereas the Russians in
towns were army officials, bureaucrats, traders and representatives of the “liberal” professions.
5 For temperature and precipitation I use the average data based on the observations in 1960 – 1991. The data for the
earlier periods are not available. The data for districts are less precise than the data for towns, since for the former the
mean extrapolation from the available observation points is used.
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indigenous literacy of rural population, geographic controls, the population share of the

indigenous population occupied in livestock, and travel distance to Russia.

The results of the estimation are in Table 37. Columns (1) and (2) show that the

share of Russians settlers is negatively correlated with the density of indigenous

population and positively correlated with indigenous literacy. However, only the

coefficient on the density of indigenous population is statistically significant. Columns

(3)–(9) add geographical controls, the population share of indigenous population

occupied in livestock in 1897, and travel distance to Russia.6 During the resettlement to

Central Asia in 1897-1926, Russians chose warmer districts, those which were closer to

Russia, and where there was lower indigenous sedentary population.

Column (10) estimates specification (1) for all potential determinants of Russian

settlement. The geographic characteristics remain the main determinants of the Russian

settlement in Central Asia in 1897-1926. Though coefficients of the indigenous density of

population remain marginally significant at the 10% level, this result is driven primarily

by the fact that the early Russian settlers tended to settle in areas with lower density of

the indigenous population in order to avoid conflicts with the local population and have

enough land for agriculture. One may conclude safely that Russian colonizers did not

opt to settle in relatively developed districts.

6 Travel distance to Russia is measured as the shorted travel distance by post roads from the border of a district to one of
the major railroad stations, which were used by migrants: Syzran, Chelyabinsk, and Omsk.
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3.5.2 Determinants of Russian Settlement in Urban Areas

For urban areas I estimate the same specification (1) that I used for the rural

areas. The results are in Table 38. Although the coefficients on the proxies for initial

development, indigenous literacy and indigenous population density are significant in

columns (1) and (2), the significance disappears when I control for geographic

characteristics in column (10). However, unlike rural areas the coefficients on

geographical variables are statistically insignificant, except for annual precipitation. This

is consistent with the fact that in most towns Russians were military soldiers and

bureaucrats rather than peasants and farmers. Evidently, Russians settlers who opted for

urban areas did not tend to settle in towns that were economically relatively developed

prior to the great wave of migration.

3.6 The Effect of Russian Settlers on Indigenous Literacy

3.6.1 Difference in Difference Estimation

To study the effect of Russian settlers on indigenous literacy I use data from the

1897 and 1926 censuses and run the following difference in difference OLS regression:

itittiit SettlersRussianLiteracyIndigenous   __ (2)
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The dependent variable here is the indigenous literacy, defined as literacy in one

of the indigenous languages.7

The results for rural areas are shown in table 39. There is a significant positive

effect of both Russian settlers and male settlers on indigenous literacy in rural areas.

Since the coefficients on Russian settlers and male Russian settlers are very close in

magnitude, it appears that the entire effect of Russian settlers comes from Russian men.

What is interesting, the coefficients on Russian shares are much stronger in magnitude

for indigenous male literacy. This is consistent with the fact that most interactions

between Russians and natives occurred through the paid labor market, whose

indigenous participants were mostly men.

The results for urban areas are in Table 40. Russian settlers have no significant

effect on indigenous literacy in towns. A possible explanation is that towns were clearly

separated between Russians and natives; in contrast to rural areas, interactions between

the two groups were quite limited.

3.6.2 Instrumental Variables Estimation

3.6.2.1 Regions of Origin

I exploit information on the regions of origin of Russian settlers in Central Asia

to construct a valid instrument. Data on regions of origin come from two sources.

7 I follow the definition of literacy that was used in the Russian and Soviet censuses, which implied an ability to read in a
language. Note that this is not the same as functional literacy and may be reduced to an ability of reading only specific
texts, for example, Koran or other religious texts.
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First, the 1897 Census provides data on the regions of birth for the population of

Central Asian districts. In 1897, 45% of the 450,000 Russian settlers in rural Central Asian

districts were born in one of the 50 provinces of European Russia. Figure 26 shows the

spatial variation in the regions of origin of Russian settlers in Central Asia in 1897.

Evidently, most Russian settlers in Central Asia came from European regions that were

relatively close to Central Asia. The only exceptions are a few Ukrainian regions.

Second, I collect annual data on migration statistics published by the

Resettlement Administration (Turchaninov, 1914, 1916). The administration registered

both subsidized (legal) and unsubsidized (illegal) migrants when they passed through

two key railway stations of the Trans-Siberian railroad: Syzran and Chelyabinsk. These

stations were the main gateways for migrants to Central Asia and Siberia, because the

newly constructed railroad significantly decreased the travel cost (Demko, 1969). The

migrants had incentives to register because it was one of the conditions that provided

them access to public services (medical, bath, and food), which were financed by the

government. The data contain information on the annual number of migrants from each

of the empire’s 50 European provinces for the period 1896-1914. I calculated the

cumulative number of the migrants from 1897 to 1914 for each region of origin. During

that period 1,156,303 Russians passed through the two transit checkpoints to Central

Asia. Figure 27 shows the spatial distribution of regions of origin in 1897-1914.
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Comparing with Figure 26, one can notice that, in contrast to the initial distribution of

Russian settlers in 1897, during the period of massive colonization in 1897-1914 the

south-western provinces of Russia (contemporary Ukraine) are dominant.

Table 41 provides the analysis of the main push-factors for migrants from

European provinces of Russia. Columns (1)-(3) report estimates for those who migrated

to Central Asia before 1897. Columns (4)-(6) show the effect of the push-factors on the

migrants between 1897 and 1914. First, the significant coefficients on the rural

population in the region of origin, both for migrants before and after 1897, confirm the

claim in historical literature (for example, Demko, 1969) that overpopulation was one of

the main driving factors of migration from European Russia. Second, the coefficient on

travel distance to Central Asia is significant only for migrants before 1897. This is

consistent with the fact that main regions of origin for the migrants between 1897 and

1914 were Russia’s south-western provinces.

I also collect observational data on temperature from meteorological stations in

European Russia for the period of migration. The main sources of data are the Russian

Institute of Hydro- and Meteorological Information8, European Climate Assessment9,

and NASA10. The meteorological observations started in the Russian Empire in the early

8 Data are available online http://meteo.ru/data.
9 Data are available online http://www.ecad.eu/.
10 Data are available online http://data.giss.nasa.gov/.
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19th century and cover 42 out of 50 European provinces.11 Using daily mean

temperatures, I calculate the monthly mean temperatures for the period 1896-1914 and

merge these weather data with annual data on migration from the European provinces

to Central Asia (Turchaninov, 1914, 1916). This yields a panel dataset for 50 provinces

and 19 years.

To analyze the role of weather shocks, I define a weather shock as a deviation

from the average monthly temperature in 1896-1914 (excluding the current year) in the

size of two standard deviations or more. Then, I run a panel OLS regression with region

and time fixed effects and monthly temperature shocks, current and lagged, as the main

explanatory variables. The results are shown in Tables 42 and 43. We see that weather

shocks in March and May significantly increase the migration out of the European

provinces in the current year; but weather shocks in July, August, and November

significantly increase the migration in the next year. The coefficient on lagged weather

shock in September is surprisingly negative, but it is only marginally significant at the

10% level.

3.6.2.2 Migration Supply Index

To counter potential threat to causal identification and isolate the change in

Russian migration supply from European Russia, I construct a migration supply index,

11 For eight provinces data were extrapolated from the closest nearby meteorological station.
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which can be used as an instrument for the change in the population share of Russian

settlers in Central Asia. In particular, I use a Bartik-style instrument (Bartik, 1991;

Theoharides, 2014). The construction of the index implies that there exist plausibly

exogenous region-of-origin-specific historic migrant networks in Central Asia, which

predetermine future resettlement paths for Russian settlers from European provinces to

Central Asia.

One of the mechanisms how the initial distribution of migrants in Central Asia

could have predetermined future migrations involve the movement of scouts. From 1896

the Russian government made efforts to encourage resettlement to Central Asia by using

scouts (khodaki). In particular, the government subsidized family scouts, who were

family representatives of potential migrants, to travel to potential destination districts. A

scout was supposed to collect information and choose among locations in the

destination region. The majority of scouts (around 70%) went back to bring their families

to the destination region, while others waited for their families to join them (Dower and

Markevich, 2014). The scouting process significantly increased the percentage of legal

migrants and was an important information mechanism, which decreased migration

costs (Glinka, 1914, p. 461). Since 1904, scouting became a requirement for legal

migration; however, now a scout could be a representative of a group of families or even

a peasant commune.
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Since scouts played an important role in information propagation, they might

have provided incentives for migrants from European Russia to resettle in the

destination regions where people from their families or communes had resettled before.

In this case, the initial distribution of early Russian settlers in Central Asia can be a good

predictor of future Russian migration, which is reflected in the construction of a

migration supply index.

The migration supply index is defined as the sum of weighted total number of

Russian settlers from 50 distinct European provinces by the Central Asian district share

of migrants from that region of origin in 1897, which is considered as a base period:
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where jM is the number migrants from origin j in 1897-1914, 1897,jiM is the number of

migrants from origin j to destination i in 1897, and 1897,jM is the total number of

migrants from origin j in 1897.

Two conditions must be satisfied for this index to be an exogenous instrument.

First, the initial distribution or clustering of Russian settlers in certain destination

regions in Central Asia has to be exogenous. Second, this distribution has to remain

more or less stable during the period 1897-1914. This condition can hold due to scouting:

one can assume that when peasants decided to migrate from European Russia to Central
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Asia, they relied on scouts who chose the destination regions where their relatives or

friends had migrated before. Since the total number of migrants from European Russia

in 1897-1914 is plausibly exogenous (probably driven by such factors as overpopulation

and weather shocks), then the number of migrants to certain destination regions in

Central Asia predicted by the supply index is exogenous as well.

3.6.2.3 IV Estimation using Migration Supply Index

Now I instrument for the change in population share of Russian settlers using the

ratio of migration supply index with respect to indigenous population in 1897 and

estimate its effect on the change in indigenous literacy in rural areas of Central Asia. The

estimation results of 2SLS for rural areas are in Table 44.  The coefficients on the change

in the population share of Russians are close in magnitude to those obtained in a

difference in difference analysis, but in specification (1), for total indigenous literacy, the

coefficient is significant only at the 10% level. The effect on the indigenous male literacy

is again almost twice the effect on total indigenous literacy. Additional robustness

checks and potential construction of the instrument with use of weather data are needed

for a more precise estimation.
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3.7 Conclusion

The paper studies the short-run effect of Russian colonization on indigenous

literacy in Central Asia between 1897 and 1926. The main finding is that Russian settlers

advanced indigenous literacy in rural areas. The effect is stronger for male indigenous

literacy than for female indigenous literacy. Male employment was much higher than

female employment. Evidently, the interactions between Russians and natives through

the paid labor market formed the main channel of the effect. At the same time, there is

no significant impact of Russian colonization on indigenous literacy in urban areas. The

paper also documents that Russian settlers did not settle in initially relatively developed

areas in Central Asia. The use of an instrumental variables approach allows for causal

interpretations.

My findings are in line with the colonization literature, which identifies positive

effects of European settlers across the world. However, I draw attention to a short-term

effect in a relatively homogenous region. This allows me to elicit the transfer of human

capital as one of the potential channels of the long-run persistence of colonial

institutions and institutional transformation.

Whereas most existing literature focuses on high-trust colonizers, my results

show that even a low-trust society with relatively inefficient institutions can have a

positive effect on institutional transformation in a society that is even less developed.
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Apparently, it is not absolute institutional efficiency that matters but relative efficiency.

These results also provide a falsification test for different narratives existing in economic

history of Imperial Russia, the Soviet Union, and the newly independent states of

Central Asia. In particular, a positive short-term effect of Russians on indigenous

literacy undermines the Soviet interpretation of Russian colonizers as “exploiters of

indigenous population” and some contemporary Central Asian narrative about the

negative effects of Russians on indigenous culture. On the contrary, the Russian

colonization could be described as a “settlement colonization” in Acemoglu et al. (2001)

terms. At the same time, a further analysis of a broader range of outcomes is needed to

draw conclusions about the overall effect of Russian colonization in Central Asia.

The paper implies a few directions for further research. First, using the predicted

number of migrants as an instrument for Russian settlers in Central Asia in the early

20th century one can study long-term effects of Russian colonization in the region. By

construction, this instrument is exogenous to future migrations to the region and its

development in the 20th century, which makes a causal interpretation possible. Second,

this approach can be extended to the study of the long-run consequences of Russian

colonization for trust and social values of indigenous population in Central Asia. This

question is of a particular interest since the mechanisms of the social capital evolution

are still not very well understood.
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3.8 Tables
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Table 36: Summary Statistics

Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Panel A: 1897 data

Share of Russian Settlers (%) 7.27 11.62 0.01 49.26

Literacy of Russians (%) 31.01 15.71 9.50 68.12

Literacy of Indigenous Population (%) 2.25 1.51 0.41 9.14

Indigenous Population Density (people/1000 sq. km) 3.88 5.33 0.31 19.28

Panel B: 1926 data

Total Population 225733.2 174994.1 16949 827167

Share of Russian Settlers (%) 18.98 23.02 0.02 80.36

Literacy of Russians (%) 52.60 17.93 18.69 100.00

Indigenous Literacy (%) 5.73 3.91 0.75 18.51

Male Indigenous Literacy (%) 10.05 6.54 1.35 29.79

Urban Population (%) 10.43 10.31 0 50.55

Population Density (people/sq. km) 5.16 8.93 0.20 51.73

Panel C: Geography

Latitude 67.55 8.57 49.04 85.22

Longitude 44.40 4.42 37.52 54.24

District Area (sq. km) 133915.20 126657.20 3745.35 561670.30

Elevation (m) 758.93 865.37 -11.89 3106.40

Temperature (Celsius) 1.64 4.62 -9.12 9.38

Precipitation (mm/year) 301.60 128.75 109.78 609.27

Observations 61
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Table 37: Determinants of Russian Settlement in Rural Areas 1897-1926

Change in the Rural Population of Russian Settlers 1897-1926
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Indigenous Literacy 1897 4.397 3.651 0.0551
(2.984) (3.072) (3.929)

Indigenous Density 1897 -0.0165*** -0.0111** -0.0119*
(0.00502) (0.00420) (0.00682)

Elevation -0.000761 -0.0209***
(0.00201) (0.00713)

January Temperature -1.292*** -2.368***
(0.298) (0.712)

July Temperature -1.244***
(0.456)

Annual Precipitation 0.0270 0.0695**
(0.0165) (0.0283)

% Occupied in Livestock 1897 0.164*** -0.0579
(0.0598) (0.0922)

Travel Distance to Russia -0.00693** 0.0123
(0.00327) (0.00768)

Observations 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
R-squared 0.110 0.070 0.139 0.001 0.190 0.097 0.046 0.076 0.091 0.365
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Table 38: Determinants of Russian Settlement in Urban Areas 1897-1926

Change in the Urban Population of Russian Settlers 1897-1926
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Indigenous Literacy 1897 -0.730** -0.589 -0.715
(0.362) (0.447) (0.568)

Indigenous Density 1897 0.0163** 0.00724 0.00687
(0.00629) (0.00782) (0.00863)

Elevation 0.00475 -0.0127
(0.00323) (0.00934)

January Temperature 0.179 -0.899
(0.334) (1.214)

July Temperature -0.409
(0.465)

Annual Precipitation 0.0476** 0.0651**
(0.0229) (0.0320)

% Occupied in Livestock 1897 -0.0794 0.138
(0.0799) (0.168)

Travel Distance to Russia 0.00656 0.0125
(0.00397) (0.0139)

Observations 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54
R-squared 0.079 0.050 0.086 0.030 0.003 0.007 0.065 0.014 0.054 0.174
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Table 39: The effect of Russian Settlers on Indigenous Literacy in Rural Areas

Indigenous Literacy Male Indigenous Literacy
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Population share of Russian settlers 0.0908*** 0.155***
(0.0259) (0.0423)

Population share of Russian settlers (male) 0.0925*** 0.158***
(0.0268) (0.0435)

District fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 122 122 122 122
R-squared 0.853 0.853 0.851 0.851

Table 40: The effect of Russian Settlers on Indigenous Literacy in Urban Areas

Indigenous Literacy Male Indigenous Literacy
(1) (2)

Population share of Russian settlers -0.361 0.0613
(0.653) (0.0844)

District fixed effects Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes
Observations 115 115
R-squared 0.597 0.863
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Table 41: Push Factors in European Provinces of Russia

Log Migrants by 1897 Log Migrants 1897-1914
VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log Rural Population 2.246*** 1.697*** 2.230*** 2.310***
(0.295) (0.296) (0.231) (0.240)

Log Area (km^2) -0.0666 0.153 0.341** 0.309**
(0.247) (0.158) (0.137) (0.149)

Lo Distance to Checkpoints -1.636*** -1.316*** -0.226 0.191
(0.221) (0.230) (0.232) (0.192)

Observations 50 50 50 50 50 50
R-squared 0.421 0.403 0.651 0.548 0.009 0.554
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Table 42: The Effect of Current Weather Shocks in Regions of Origin on Migration in 1897-1914

Dependent Variable - Log Migrants from the European Province
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

January Shock 1.47e-05
(0.191)

February Shock 0.204
(0.146)

March Shock 0.476**
(0.184)

April Shock -0.0721
(0.180)

May Shock 0.258*
(0.128)

June Shock 0.134
(0.172)

July Shock -0.176
(0.261)

August Shock -0.187
(0.147)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of regions 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
Observations 916 917 915 915 916 918 917 916
R-squared 0.582 0.585 0.588 0.583 0.585 0.583 0.583 0.582
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Table 43: The Effect of Lagged Weather Shocks in Regions of Origin on Migration in 1897-1914

Dependent Variable - Log Migrants from the European Province
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

L May Shock 0.0412
(0.147)

L June Shock -0.0713
(0.189)

L July Shock 0.304*
(0.176)

L August Shock 0.528**
(0.230)

L September Shock -0.308*
(0.178)

L October Shock -0.0848
(0.113)

L November Shock 0.318**
(0.154)

L December Shock 0.188
(0.184)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of regions 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
Observations 907 909 908 906 907 908 911 911
R-squared 0.588 0.587 0.589 0.587 0.585 0.582 0.584 0.587
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Table 44: IV Estimation of the Effect of Russian Settlers on Indigenous
Literacy

Panel A First Stage
(1)

Change in the population share of Russian
settlers in rural areas 1897-1926

Log Migration Index 0.252***
(0.0788)

Observations 61
R-squared 0.276

Panel B Reduced Form
(1) (2)

Change in indigenous literacy in rural areas
1897-1926

Change in indigenous male literacy in rural
areas 1897-1926

Change in population share 0.084* 0.153**
of Russian settlers (0.0505) (0.0771)
Observations 61 61

R-squared 0.360 0.354
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3.9 Figures
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Figure 18: Central Asian Countries Today
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Figure 19: The Territorial Expansion of the Russian Empire

Source: http://www.marxists.org/glossary/media/places/r/russia/1533-1896.gif
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Figure 20: Clan System of Nomadic Kazakhs in Central Asia

Source: Aldashev and Guirkinger (2015)
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Figure 21: Administrative Division of Central Asia in 1897
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Figure 22: The Effect of Russian Administrative Reform on Clans
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Source: Aldashev and Guirkinger (2015)

Figure 23: Historical Timeline
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Figure 24: Central Asian Districts and the Share of Russian Settlers in 1897
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Figure 25: Central Asian Districts and the Share of Russian Settlers in 1926
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Figure 26: Spatial variation in the region of origin of Russian Settlers in Central Asia in 1897
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Figure 27: Spatial variation in the regions of origin of Russian Settlers in Central Asia in 1897-1914 (cumulative)
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4. Conclusion
The dissertation studies the short-run and long-run effects of historical

institutions on economic development. The main finding is that history does matter for

future economic development as one can see the negative effects of the Ottoman rule in

Romania or positive effects of Russian colonization in Central Asia. However, my results

imply that political and social capital legacies of past institution can outlive economic

legacies. Thus, it is much easier to achieve economic convergence between formerly

different regions than to homogenize people’s political and social preferences.
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